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PAYING IT FORWARD
New program dubbed ‘Pick of the Litter’ spearheaded by passionate professionals

All male ‘celebrity’
chefs planned
for fundraiser

The Salvation Army Women’s Auxiliary
met Jan. 28 at the riverfront home of
Marilyn Carpenter, shown here, left,
with NeeCee Lee and Debbie Veale,
to launch the 33rd Annual Celebrity
Chefs fundraiser, Thursday, April 4,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., at the Prime Osborn
Convention Center.

LeAnna Cumber
to claim District 5
Council seat
On Dec. 17, the Pick of the
Litter crew consisted of
Tommy Phonhsongkham
of Grape and Grain
Exchange, Peter Thomas
of Taverna, Kate
Carpenter of Grape and
Grain Exchange and the
Bearded Pig, Matthew
Lindsay, Tyler Ennis,
Kayla Hay, Hunter Sparks,
Merritt Fay, all with
Taverna. Top row: Ryan
Barnes of Taverna, Mary
Halloran of Taverna, San
Marco’s Ryan Moore
of Three Palms in Ponte
Vedra, and Travis Jones of
St. Nicholas. Front: Anna
Dooley. Dogs: Gretzky
and Baron. (Not pictured,
Lorena Kalatsi and Andrea
Sylvia, both with Taverna.)
On Dec. 17, the Pick of the Litter crew consisted of Tommy Phonhsongkham of Grape and Grain Exchange, Peter Thomas of Taverna, Kate Carpenter of Grape and Grain Exchange and the Bearded
Pig, Matthew Lindsay, Tyler Ennis, Kayla Hay, Hunter Sparks, Merritt Fay, all with Taverna. Top row: Ryan Barnes of Taverna, Mary Halloran of Taverna, San Marco’s Ryan Moore of Three Palms in
Ponte Vedra, and Travis Jones of St. Nicholas. Front: Anna Dooley. Dogs: Gretzky and Baron. (Not pictured, Lorena Kalatsi and Andrea Sylvia, both with Taverna.)

Service industry crew steps up
efforts to stop trashing San Marco

The result was “Pick of the Litter,” an informal crew of 15 or more
local service industry professionals who gather once a month to spend
an hour of their free time cleaning the streets of San Marco. The group
meets at noon the third Monday of every month by the Lions statue
By Marcia Hodgson, Resident Community News
in San Marco Square. They are easily recognizable by the green vests
they wear, courtesy of Anna Dooley, member of the Keep Jacksonville
It all started about six months ago on a simple walk to work.
Beautiful Commission and executive director of Greenscape.
Matthew Lindsay, an employee of Taverna, was enjoying great weather
Inspired by the thought that picking up litter could be an impactful
as he made his way from his apartment behind Bold Bean Coffee way to give back to the San Marco community, Lindsay discussed
Roasters to his job in San Marco Square when he became dismayed his idea with good friend and work colleague Hunter Sparks of San
by the copious forms of litter dotting the landscape along the way.
Marco over a glass of wine. “We said, why don’t we just go do it, so
“I was disgusted with how much trash I saw on such a short walk,” we did it,” he recalled. A couple weeks later, the duo ventured out
said Lindsay, who works at Taverna. “So, I told some friends that I to pick up all the trash they could find along Hendricks Avenue,
wanted to do something about it.”
filling up four large garbage bags by the time they made it to V Pizza.
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Boyer’s next
chapter –
heading DIA?
O n c e h e r f i n a l te r m on
Jacksonville’s City Council ends
in July, District 5 Councilwoman
Lori Boyer said she is interested
in serving the City in another
capacity – as CEO of the Downtown
Investment Authority (DIA).
“I have expressed an interest,”
said Boyer, who represents the
Southbank as well as San Marco,
St. Nicholas and San Jose. “I’ve
done a lot of work on both the
Northbank and Southbank during
my tenure on City Council. I think
we have a lot of potential in
STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 38

Raegan Contois

Fine Arts
night
shows off
students’
skills

Students at Assumption Catholic School proudly exhibited
over 500 pieces of artwork, showing off a variety of skills
learned in each grade level in areas like painting, collage
and printmaking, at Fine Arts Night Jan. 24. During the
lessons they learned about symmetry, proportion, shading,
blending and color mixing. Nearly 200 pieces of art were
purchased by parents and other admirers.
There was also a talent show at the event, with six acts
performed by students grades six to eight. The singers,
dancers and musicians were judged by Matt Barnes, husband
of music teacher, Erin Barnes; Angela Contois, a parent of
a first- and fifth-grader at Assumption, and Amanda Hartley,
sister to Kelly Gelwicks, the school’s art teacher.

If District 5
Councilwoman
Lori Boyer has
her way, it should
be a seamless
transition when
she hands off her
council seat to
her successor.
LeAnna Cumber
As the only
candidate running in the District 5
race, Republican LeAnna Cumber of
San Marco is slated to take over Boyer’s
Council seat, and Boyer is not letting
any grass grow under her feet in preparing Cumber for the job. Cumber’s
term begins July 1.
Boyer introduced Cumber as her
successor during a public meeting to
discuss changes at Riverfront Park Jan.
24. “Last week, LeAnna and I started
having regularly scheduled weekly
meetings where we are talking through
transition things and working through
big-picture things and district issues,”
Boyer said. “We will have a smooth
transition and a good handoff where
she is up to speed on everything.”
Cumber is a familiar face in San
Marco. A neighborhood resident for
eight years, she has served as president
of the San Marco Preservation Society
and was a member of Jacksonville’s
Children’s Commission, which was
replaced by Mayor Lenny Curry’s Kids
Hope Alliance.
Cumber is the CEO of LeAnna
Cumber & Associates, a transportation
consulting firm. She holds a law degree
from the University of Southern
California and is a member of the
California State Bar and the District
of Columbia Bar. She began her legal
career in the United State Senate as
a transportation and homeland security
staffer. She has also worked in the U.S.
Department of Transportation Office
of Inspector General’s legal and legislative office. Before starting her own
firm, she was employed in the government relations group at Baker Botts
LLP, an international law firm with
offices around the globe.
“I am honored to serve the residents
of District 5,” said Cumber. My husband
and I and our kids truly love this community. My door will always be open.”
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You Asked For It

What has happened
to the bells at
Oaklawn Cemetery?
By Marcia Hodgson, Resident Community News

In December Ed Feren, a Lakewood resident, wrote to The
Resident asking if someone would look into why the bells have
been silenced at Oaklawn Cemetery. Getting in touch with us via
Facebook, Feren wrote:
“Why has Oaklawn Cemetery stopped the beautiful bells from
their historic bell tower? Several months ago, they said they were
down from a JEA problem. Then it was a maintenance procedure.
Since September, it was that they weren’t aware of a problem, and
they would resume ‘soon.’ That was two months ago. With the
holiday season here, it seems that something else is preventing
the Lakewood area from enjoying this traditional feature of the
neighborhood. Maybe you can get some answers.”
The Resident contacted Tom Harris, general manager for the
Hardage-Giddens Funeral Home in Lakewood, which owns the
cemetery. He said he was very familiar with the issue as he had
received many calls about it. “The reason the bells are not ringing
is there is no power in the tower,” he said, noting the hold-up is due
to both a JEA problem and construction due to some important
renovations being done in the tower. Harris said everyone at
Hardage-Giddens joins the Lakewood community in missing the
beautiful bells. Although he can’t promise a specific date, he said
he wanted everyone within earshot in the Lakewood community to
know he is working hard to get them on line as soon as possible.

LOVE
YOUR CLUB LIFE
Amenities exclusive to membership:
Adult and family pools
Sprawling new playground
On-site nursery
Har-tru clay courts

State-of-the art fitness center
Exquisite dining options
Spa services
Reciprocity at 200+ clubs

Letters TO THE Editor
First, I commend The Resident for excellent reporting. You report
with relevant and thorough detail and it is refreshing, particularly when
the price is “free.” I hope your good reporting continues.
Thanks for the vacation rental report. I am an owner of one Airbnb in
Jacksonville. I am mindful of the neighbors (to my property), the parking
issues and everything that goes with being a responsible owner. I work
hard at the “good neighbor” piece. I make “quiet” and “no large groups”
a requirement of my rental agreement.
One thing your feature did not mention, and it is very significant to
the conversation, is the fact that the City of Jacksonville charges 13%
tourist tax (sales tax included) on vacation rentals. I can’t speak for any
other owner of vacation rentals but myself, but perhaps there are some
who perhaps don’t charge the tax to their renters. They should. The tax
applies to vacation rentals and I can assure that this property owner
collects and remits, religiously, all applicable taxes. I would urge scrutiny
on this subject as I would imagine the city coffers get significant amounts
of revenue by vacation rental owners. Thirteen percent isn’t chump
change. Surely this is needed and welcome revenue to help pay for pensions, infrastructure, schools, etc. The State of Florida also gets their
piece (7% of the 13%, City gets 6%) every time the tax is paid. It’s a
win-win to city AND state government. Plus, it’s basically free money as
the guest pays it.
How did notice of the City Council meeting get published?
Fred Parker
Editor’s Note: Regarding public notices for Council meetings, committee
meetings and other types of meetings and events, they are placed on a kiosk
in the lobby of City Hall and on the City’s website at www.coj.net/all-of-coj/
upcoming-events.aspx.

Setting the record straight about the Southside Drive-in
There is a misstatement in the [Way We Were, January 2019] article and
though it isn’t of any particular effect, I’d like to “put the record straight.” I
was a member of Landon’s Class of 1954 and graduated with Helen’s older
sister, Mary Jane, and her husband, Jake Uible.
So, we all shared many of the experiences recounted in your article.
However, the part about the old Southside Drive-in Theater at Phillips and
University got garbled. My mom and dad bought that quadrant (the NE
section of what is now Phillips Hwy and University Blvd. around 1949). The
first tenant Dad built for was American Oil Company (AMOCO) and its
service station was right there on the corner. In later years title passed to
Big Chief Tire Co. The Drive-in was never there. Its screen tower was up
on what is now University Boulevard (then Love Grove Road) and easterly
from the Amoco station. It was indeed a six-story office building and housed
the corporate offices of Kent Theaters who leased the Drive-in from my dad.
During one of the widenings of what is now University Boulevard, the
screen tower was acquired for the road widening and demolished entirely
for the road right-of-way.
Your publication is a great read with quite enlightening updates in our
wonderful, unique part of town.
Yours truly,
Joseph M. Ripley, Jr.
Empire Point
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Need treatment for a
structural heart condition
or leaky valve?

There’s no better place.
If you have a problem with your heart valves or tissues, or if your heart is having to work too
hard to do its job, you may be experiencing irregular heartbeats, fatigue, and shortness of
breath — and you even may be at greater risk for stroke.
The good news is, the structural heart program at Baptist Health is number one in Northeast
Florida with a comprehensive range of advanced treatment options that are helping patients
improve the function of their heart and feel like themselves again.
One of the most experienced structural heart experts in the nation, Ruby
Satpathy, MD, FACC, FSCAI leads our team, providing patients with the latest
minimally invasive techniques — many of which are unique in our area. These
include surgeries without any incision at all (only a “magic stitch”), twilight
sleep rather than general anesthesia, and only a brief one or two-night stay.
Best of all, our results are better than national benchmarks for quality outcomes. So whether
you have a leaky valve or you’ve been told you may be a candidate for TAVR, WatchMan,™
MitraClip® or another emerging next-generation procedure, learn more about the structural
heart program at Baptist. We’re on the forefront of innovation in the United States, and we’re
right here in Jacksonville.

904.202.9500
baptistjax.com/structural-heart

© Baptist Health 2019
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Proposed Downtown Overlay to bring clarity and consistency to developers
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

If District 5 City Councilwoman Lori
Boyer has her way, it won’t just be new
development on the North and Southbank
that will change the face and feel of Downtown
Jacksonville in the years ahead.
For more than a year, Boyer has been
coordinating with the Downtown Investment
Authority, architects, developers and NAIOP,
a commercial trade association of developers, owners and professionals of industrial
and mixed-use real estate, to revise the
current Downtown Overlay Ordinance.
Her goal is to simplify and bring consistency
and clarity to the building standards used
by property owners and developers.
“This needs widespread buy-in,” said
Boyer, who is currently circulating a rough
draft of the document for comment from
stakeholders before presenting the proposed
legislation as an ordinance to the City
Council in February.
The current overlay ordinance combined
with the existing 15 zoning codes, which
regulate how buildings can be built Downtown
by governing height, setbacks, lot coverage
and uses, directs how property owners and
developers can utilize their property. By
overlapping the city’s zoning code, the
overlay currently divides Downtown into
11 districts, which provide additional bonus
uses to property owners and developers.
Currently, it is not unusual for two
side-by-side downtown lots to have
different underlying zoning, Boyer said.
For instance, a lot zoned RLD-60
(Residential Low Density-60) with a
35-foot height limit, could be next door
to a CCG-1 (Commercial Community
General-1) lot, with a height limit of 60

feet, with both lots residing in a district
where the bonus use is residential.
“The existing zoning was a patchwork.
Everything was helter-skelter,” Boyer said.
“You could buy two lots side-by-side and
have different underlying zoning, then
put the overlay on top of that and the
bonus uses could lead to a different conclusion depending on what the underlying
district was.”
With the new legislation, Boyer plans to
completely change both the zoning and the
overlay. Her revised plan removes the various
underlying zoning codes and converts the
entire Downtown area to CCBD (Commercial
Central Business District), removing height
restrictions for non-riverfront building
construction and reducing the number of
districts within the downtown area to eight.
“My overlay would have fewer districts
and would go in the opposite direction,” she
said. “It gives developers everything they
might want with CCBD uniform zoning
and then says what cannot be done in each
individual district. That takes away certain
uses that would be inappropriate for those
areas Downtown,” she said, noting that
certain districts, such as the LaVilla district,
would have height limitations.
“Most of Downtown would have unlimited
heights. For instance, I don’t care what the
heights are by the stadium. It can be 70 feet
or 250 feet. It really doesn’t matter. What
we want to do is take away the patchwork
of heights and uses and make a broad brush
of areas where the uses and heights are
similar in the districts,” Boyer said.
Also included in the plan will be consistent
Downtown design standards such as setbacks,
architectural standards, sidewalks and
shade requirements, which won’t be segregated by district.

ASIDE FROM YOUR WELCOME MAT
YOUR FRONT DOOR IS
YOUR BEST FIRST IMPRESSION!

BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

Doors and More Refinishing

Map shows current 15 zones and 11 overlays in the Downtown area

Map shows one proposed zoning district and eight overlay districts

“All of Downtown has a build-to line. This
isn’t new, but we cleaned up all these things
to make sure they are updated and are according to current design practices,” she
said, using the “old rooftop standard” established 15 years ago to illustrate.
The old standard insists rooftop air conditioners be set back from the edge of the
building so they cannot be viewed from the
street, while her new standard acknowledges
that the city now consists of restaurants and
bars with rooftop seating and buildings with
rooftop swimming pools. The new ordinance
not only insists that rooftop air conditioners
be set back on the roof, but also that they be
screened from view so someone looking
down on them can’t see them, she said.
“That’s the kind of update we made that
wasn’t in the old standards,” she said. “We
did that item by item – that’s the bulk of
the document.”
Also updated within the ordinance are
the River Park Design Standards that were
adopted in 2001 to regulate standards
pertaining to the Riverwalk. With help
from Jill Enz in the City Parks Department,
Boyer’s plan has modernized the specifications for benches, trash cans, landscaping
materials and other fixtures that are no
longer appropriate.

“It gives developers
everything they might want
with CCBD uniform zoning
and then says what cannot
be done in each individual
district. That takes away
certain uses that would be
inappropriate for those
areas Downtown.”
— Lori Boyer, District 5 City Councilwoman

“Maybe the light fixture we are using on
the Southbank is not the light fixture in
the ordinance, but we changed it when we
rebuilt the Southbank Riverwalk. With the
plan, we acknowledge that this is the
standard for the Southbank. As The District
is being built, they will now have to comply
with that rather than what was in the old
ordinance. We want them to be consistent
with what’s already there. We want it to
look like it’s all part of the same,” Boyer
said. “We want to reinforce that we have
a Riverwalk, and we want the public to
know it has access to the Riverwalk.”

Luxury consignment for
fashionistas, trend setters,
and bargain hunters alike!

If Your Wood is Boring, Try Restoring
DOORS, PERGOLAS, FENCES, GATES, DECKS, BOATS, AND MORE!

For a quick quote, simply text or email us a photo of your door.
We will provide an estimate you can’t pass up.
(904) 334-5177 | doorsandmorerefinishing@gmail.com
Locally Owned and Operated

We invite you to see what
the chatter is all about!
904.900.3816 | 3928 Baymeadows Road
(In the Shops of Goodbys Creek)
Hours: Mon-Fri: 11am - 6pm • Sat: 11am - 5pm
Email: CUTconsignment@att.net

@C.U.T.Consignment

@CUTconsign
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Navy changes course on plan for USS Adams in Jacksonville
By Kandace Lankford
Resident Community News

It has been more than 10 years since the
Jacksonville Historic Naval Ship Association
(JHNSA) conceived the idea of bringing a
retired Navy warship to Jacksonville to be
used as a floating museum, but after a decade
of spending money and exerting effort, the
JHNSA announced in December that the
vessel will not be berthed in the Bold City.
For reasons that were not made entirely
clear to JHNSA, the Navy determined that
it would not donate the USS Charles F.
Adams to Jacksonville – instead, it will be
scrapped. The JHNSA was interested in
that particular ship because of its deep
roots here. The USS Charles F. Adams was
based out of Mayport from 1969 until it
was decommissioned in 1990 and subsequently transferred to Naval Inactive Ship
Maintenance Facility in Philadelphia.
“It’s been about a 10-year effort for me,
and about 12 years for our plank owners.
We have submitted two or three different
applications through the years. We submitted the first one in 2010 or 2011 and
the Navy said it was the best application
they had ever received,” said Daniel Bean,
JHNSA president. “Things went swimmingly
until 2015, when the Navy offered for us
to take possession of the ship. We didn’t
have enough financing or a spot with the
City as far as a pier, so we didn’t accept it
at the time – probably one of the biggest
mistakes I made.”
About six months later, the JHNSA got
$1 million from the State, and the City
offered them a slip. They then reached out
to the Inactive Ship Maintenance Department
of the Navy, but did not receive responses
to their emails or phone calls. When JHNSA
finally did receive a response from the Navy,
they were caught up in an eddy of redundancy
and previously unmentioned requirements
that resulted in them spending countless
hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars
trying to make it happen.
“It was ridiculous, the hoops they made
us jump through. We had to resend 90
percent of our applications. They wouldn’t
accept Crowley’s tow bid of $350,000 – they
said it was too low. They told us we had to
have a $10 million insurance policy now,

which wasn’t in the instructions or application. They kept moving the goalpost,” said
Bean. “We think the reason is, there have
been too many ships on display that have
come back to the Navy and asked for millions
of dollars for help. We accept that, but we
think they made the decision in 2015 and
didn’t tell us.”
Congressman John Rutherford became
personally involved in the effort to bring
the USS Charles F. Adams to Jacksonville.
He worked with Navy officials to get approval
to have the ship transferred here, but even
that did not yield the desired result.
“We were disappointed by the Navy’s
final decision, especially considering the
effort that so many put forth over the
course of this project. Though JHNSA
found their communication with the Navy
to be lacking at times, several conference
calls and correspondence transpired regarding this project, particularly after the
congressional delegation became involved.
It is important to note that JHNSA’s application was open for nearly a decade.”
When the U.S. Navy was asked why it
decided against releasing the ship, a response
came from Colleen O’Rourke, Naval Sea
Systems Command, office of corporation
communication. “After the ex-Charles F.
Adams was placed back on donation hold,
the Navy continued to work with Jacksonville
Historic Naval Ship Association (JHNSA)
to assist them with outstanding requirements in their donation application.
Although there were improvements, the
Navy was unable to approve the donation
application due to deficiencies that remained from JHNSA’s updated proposal,”
she said, adding “The ship will be disposed
of via dismantlement.”
Although the ship has sailed regarding
USS Charles F. Adams, the dream to bring
a warship museum to Jacksonville is still
afloat, according to Bean. A representative
from a warship that is on display elsewhere
in the country contacted the JHNSA because
they are having trouble housing their ship
and would like the JHNSA to have it. JHNSA
representatives have already made two
trips to inspect the ship and will soon be
sending divers to inspect the hull.
At the ship’s current location, the pier is
going away because the surrounding

San Marco’s Premier Family Owned Butcher Shop
(904)-624-8346 | Clinescustommeats@gmail.com | 1625 Hendricks Ave, Jacksonville, Fl 32207 | ClinesCustomMeats.com

Dr. Rachel Monteiro
welcomes you to her
new practice

Call or visit our website to schedule
an appointment today!

$99 New Patient
Exam/Cleaning/Xrays.

USS Charles F. Adams (Courtesy ussadams.com)

property is being developed. The location work. Reunions can be held and we can
is not being disclosed at this time, per the show our appreciation for the Navy, which
potential donor’s request. The hope is that is a big part of Jacksonville,” said Love. “It
the ship will be towed to Jacksonville before would be a tourist draw for downtown to
hurricane season begins, if the hull is strong have the ship there. My goal is to be able
enough and a transfer is feasible. The ship to see it from I-95. People could see it when
would be docked at the shipyard close to they drive over the bridge, and they would
the Berkman Plaza pier. It’s a good location want to go see it.”
because the pier is strong and the water is
According to Bean, the JHSNA business
an optimal depth.
plan calls for the ship to be rotated every
District 14 Councilman Jim Love, a Navy 10 years, so once they get the first ship here,
pilot and retired Naval Reserve Captain, they would apply for a second ship. There
has a personal interest in bringing a wartime would never be more than one ship docked
ship museum to Jacksonville, and he thinks at a time.
it would be good for the city as well.
“Jacksonville is a Navy town, and Florida
“I think that Jacksonville deserves a ship is the third largest Navy state in the country,”
and I will be working with Dan Bean to try Bean said. “We have worked with developers
to help make that happen. We would like of the Shipyards, they are excited about it
the USS Adams, but another ship would – we are all excited about it.”

904.923.1511 - cell
904.739.1626 - office
anita@anitavining.com

1983 San Marco Blvd., Jacksonville, FL

MANDARIN | $1,324,000

LIVE THE RIVERFRONT DREAM
Beautiful custom-built 2-story home boasts pool, new dock, new roof & new appliances. High and
dry in past storms. Enjoy panoramic river views & open floor plan—great for entertaining family and
friends. You’ll love the sunsets over the St. Johns from almost every room. Recreational activities are
endless. Open kitchen for the cook who wants to join in on the family fun. Spacious master suite
with seating area & gas fireplace. Additional bedroom or office, pool bath, & laundry room on 1st
floor. Upstairs loft area, can be a game room, plus two bedrooms with upgraded baths in each.
4 Bedrooms | 4 Bathrooms | 3,998 Sq. Ft. | MLS#975325

Arlington | $825,000

Epping Forest

|

Mandarin | $975,000
AMAZING RIVERFRONT VALUE
• Pool & Hot Tub
• Newer dock and bulkhead with
covered boatlift
• Game/Exercise room
• Updated bathrooms
• Multiple living areas
• 4 Bedrooms, 4.5 Baths,
4,885 Sq. Ft.
• MLS#972945

$500,000

BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME
• Riverfront lot
• Lot Dimensions: 102’(W) x 470’
• Close to multiple grocery stores,
restaurants, and shops
• 1.1 acres
• MLS#972572

Call for other riverfront lot options

Beauclerc | $425,000

CAREFREE LIVING WITH A VIEW!
•River views
•Open Dining/family combo
•Office with built-in desk
•Covered balcony
•Two
Two car garage spaces plus storage
closet in building garage
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 1,724 Sq. Ft.
•MLS#974052

PREMIER LOCATION FOR THIS
FAMILY HOME
•Large great room with fireplace
•Efficiently designed & roomy Kitchen
•Updated Master Bath
•Screened-in porch
•Hardwood floors throughout
•4 Bedrooms, 3.5 Baths, 2,746 Sq. Ft.
•MLS#975295

OFFER EXPIRES 2/28/19

(904) 348-0416 | RiverOaksDentalJax.com |

@ riveroaksdentaljax
6120 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, Florida 32217

DN21253. D0150, D0210, D0330, D1100. *In the absence of periodontal disease. Advertised fee is a minimum fee only. The patient and any other person responsible for payment
has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for any other service, examination, or treatment that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding
to the advertisement for free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination or treatment.

AnitaVining.com | Selling the Best of Jacksonville...

Proud Supporter of:

RIVERFRONT TO OCEANFRONT|CERTIFIED LUXURY COLLECTION SPECIALIST
© 2019 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently
listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation
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Final construction beam placed on JTA’s future new offices
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

Nineteen months after beginning construction on phase two of the Jacksonville Regional
Transportation Center (JRTC) in the LaVilla
section of Jacksonville, a milestone was
celebrated Jan. 10 when construction workers
with Balfour Beatty hoisted, then affixed the
final beam to the building’s skeleton.
In the topping out ceremony, the beam
– autographed by City of Jacksonville leaders,
Jacksonville Transportation Authority (JTA)
staff, construction workers and other guests
– was affixed to the second story of the
building where a pedestrian ramp will lead
to the Skyway level.
Speakers at the frigid morning ceremony
included Kevin Holzendorf, JTA board
chair; Nat Ford, Sr., JTA CEO; City Council
President Aaron Bowman; Dr. Charles
Moreland, City of Jacksonville Director of
Community Affairs; Steve Moore, president,
Vestcor Companies, and Daniel Davis, Jax
Chamber president/CEO.
“This is my first official event at chair and
I’m excited to be here this morning,” said
Holzendorf, who was voted new board chair
Dec. 14, 2018, succeeding Isaiah Rumlin.
“The practice of topping out a new building

Jacksonville City Council President Aaron Bowman
signs the final beam for the Regional Transportation
Center prior to its placement on the building.

can be traced to ancient Scandinavia, where
a tree was placed atop a building. Today’s
topping out signifies a new era in transportation in Jacksonville.”
Ford said the topping out ceremony would
be the first of many events to come for the JTA.
In another year, the JTA expects to be
celebrating the completion of the five-story,
40,000-square-foot administration building
which will connect to the Intercity Bus
Terminal across Forsyth Street with a pedestrian bridge.
“We’re now making those connections
between where people live, where they work
and where they play, we’re pulling it all
together,” said Ford. “The JRTC is going to
be a place for pedestrians, for commuters,
cyclists, buses, taxis…and the crowning
jewel will be the Ultimate Urban Circulator,
the U2C. It is built for the future, for generations to come.”
Before cutting his speech short due to
the cold weather, Bowman noted the regional
transportation center is an asset which
impacts all the counties around Jacksonville.
“This is not Chamber of Commerce weather,”
agreed Davis.
The building will house JTA staff offices,
a customer service area, passenger lobby,
and areas for local bus transfers, taxis, rideand bike-sharing, a Kiss ‘n Ride, and a
connection to the Skyway/U2C, an automated
people-mover system which will transition
from the elevated track to street level.
The two-phase project began in June 2017
with groundbreaking for the 9,660-squarefoot bus terminal, which opened in April
2018 and replaced the Greyhound Bus
Station on Pearl Street. Together, both
buildings create a $57.3 million transportation hub for intercity, regional and local
transportation providers.

Dignitaries and construction crewmembers pose for a photo behind an autographed
beam for the Jacksonville Regional Transportation Center.

The Regional Transportation Center in LaVilla is expected to be completed in about a year.

Thank You!
for giving me the honor of serving
as your next city council member.
I will always be available and
accountable to you.

LA

C
CITY COUNCIL DISTRICT

5

Paid by LeAnna Cumber, Republican, for City Council District 5

The #1 Metropolitan
Real Estate Company

with Offices in San Marco Square and
The Shoppes of Avondale
www.SanMarcoHomes.com | (904) 739-0717

Anita Vining
REALTOR®

(904) 923-1511

Beverley Brooke
REALTOR®

(904) 910-2782

Billie Bernhardt

Camilo Ramirez

REALTOR®

Caroline Powell & Allison
Steilberg, REALTORS®
(904) 463-1898 / 252-5181

REALTOR®

(904) 710-1550

(954) 805-0428

CeCe Cummings
REALTOR®

(904) 434-9777

Claire Franson

Conor Flynn

REALTOR®

REALTOR®

(904) 923-5331

(352) 406-2042

Zackery Williams

Susan Tuohy

REALTOR®

LISTED AND SOLD BY US
4455 KELNEPA DR
6/4/1-4,782 sqft.
SOLD by Anita Vining! Live the riverfront dream near San
Marco! 129 feet of St. Johns Riverfront. Completely fenced and
private. Enjoy incredible sunsets year round. Floorplan offers
multiple bedrooms and living areas.

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD # 1205 - $609,900
2/2/1-2,123 sqft.
The Model of Sophistication! Former sales model has beautiful wood floors in private
elevator entry foyer, gallery, kitchen, and breakfast area. Cool and contemporary
designer wall treatments in both bedrooms. Picture perfect Downtown Jacksonville
and St Johns River views from almost every room and wrap balcony.

SOLD

LISTED AND SOLD BY US

1233 RIVER OAKS RD
3/3/1-2,220 sqft.
SOLD by Camilo Ramirez! NEWLY REMODELED two-story brick charmer
in a prime San Marco location. Completely reconstructed with new
electrical, roof, and pex-piping for modern day living. Large open kitchen
with a natural gas Wolf range flows into a bright formal dining room.

2344 LA MESA CT
4/4/1-4,780 sqft.
SOLD by Lynne Ferguson! Stately two story Georgian home located in
desirable San Jose Forest on a quiet cul-de-sac awaits a large/growing
or multi-generational family. This home boasts gorgeous hardwood
floors, crown molding, 2 fireplaces, and lovely upstairs master suite.

REALTOR®

Genni Jet

10844 LOSCO JCT DR - $279,000
3/2/1-1,902 sqft.
Looking for a FANTASTIC POOL home in MANDARIN that is MOVE-IN ready? This well
maintained home boasts hardi-board siding and a completely remodeled interior
with numerous upgrades! Entertain in your open living/dining area with a roaring
fire, cathedral ceiling, and gorgeous KENDALL EXOTIC WOOD PLANK 5 INCH flooring!

10734 WAVERLEY BLUFF WAY - $1.324MM
4/4-3,998 sqft.
RIVERFRONT LIFESTYLE! New dock, new roof and new appliances. Beautiful
custom-built 2-story home with pool. Panoramic river views and open
floor plan -- great for entertaining. Hardwood floors flow throughout.
Enjoy sunsets over the St. Johns from covered lanai or family room.

2647 FOREST POINT CT - $425,000
4/3/2-2,746 sqft.
Feel Good Family Home amongst wooded serenity. Enter through
front walkway up to inviting entrance. Spacious Foyer and open
living area a cheerfully welcomes any visitor. Large great room will
be the center of your entertaining with fireplace and high ceilings.

6740 EPPING FOREST WAY N # 105 - $469,000
2/2-2,000 sqft.
The historic grounds of Epping Forest feature ninety $1 million homes
and eighty condominiums. This condo features many upgrades in its
building including a new roof and HVAC. Enjoy the same water views
that Alfred Dupont enjoyed on the property 100 years earlier.

6740 EPPING FOREST WAY N # 102 - $500,000
2/2-1,724 sqft.
Live the carefree lifestyle you have dreamed about- Maintenancefree and with a gorgeous View! Ground-floor unit offers easy access
without having to get into an elevator. Wake up and have morning
coffee on your balcony while enjoying river and fountain views.

4010 CORDOVA AVE - $595,000
4/3-2,810 sqft.
What an opportunity to live in one San Marco’s most desirable
neighborhoods of Granada! From the minute you walk in the
door of this home you will feel the love it has had for over
35 years.

6676 EPPING FOREST WAY N - $2.5MM
5/6/2-6,747 sqft.
Indescribable elegance in Epping Forest offering front and center St Johns
River views. A home that has always been a statement in the community
along 100 feet of riverfront. As you enter the property and walk through
the entrance you will be wowed by the finishes and upgrades.

2253 MILLER OAKS DR N - $575,000
4/3/1-4,332 sqft.
Family fun is what you will experience from this perfect brick
ranch home. An award winning floor plan transformed in 2009.
Enjoy children’s laughter as they play a round of billiards in
game room, or do crafts from the wall of cabinets and builtins.

REALTOR®

Liz Bobeck
REALTOR®

(904) 210-6399

Helen Willoughby
REALTOR®

(904) 655-8232

Jane Slater
REALTOR®

(904) 614-6949

(904) 333-3883

LISTED AND SOLD BY US

SOLD

SOLD

LISTED AND SOLD BY US

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD # 3301
2/2-1,666 sqft.
SOLD by Josh Nugent and Zack Williams! Rare and Wonderful
Waterfront Condo @ The Peninsula. Corner unit with PRIVATE
elevator foyer on one of the upper floors of the tallest
residential condo building in North East Florida!

1414 JEAN CT
3/2-1,987 sqft.
SOLD by Anita Vining! WOW! KITCHEN & MASTER BATH &
UPDATED! Atmosphere of charm and comfort welcomes
guests into the entertainment-size family room. Beautiful
Fireplace will make all feel relaxed and comfortable.

1333 JEAN CT
3/2-1,938 sqft.
SOLD by Allison Steilberg! San Marco bungalow in A rated
Hendricks Elementary. Picture perfect white brick home w/
large circular drive is a wonderful place to call your own!
Loaded w/ special features like an OPEN kitchen.

4205 SAN JOSE BLVD
3/2/1-1,557 sqft.
SOLD by Anita Vining! Move right into this precious bungalow.
All the work has been done. Updated kitchen and open floor
plan make entertaining fun and easy. Multiple ways to enjoy
& decorate the spaces.

Lisa Ly Nguyen
REALTOR®

(904) 755-1911

Linda Maxwell & Sarah
Leuthold, REALTORS®
(904) 534-7253 / 233-5533

Lee Sheftall Elmore

Leslie Fraleigh

REALTOR®

REALTOR®

(904) 699-4503

(904) 705-6464

Kathy Suber
REALTOR®

(904) 509-0587

Julio Cesar Mendez
REALTOR®

Julia Fattahi
REALTOR®

(904) 304-5458

(904) 728-8992

NOW HIRING NEW
& NOW
EXPERIENCED
AGENTS
HIRING NEW
&

Josh Nugent
REALTOR®

(904) 962-5176

Joy Walker
REALTOR®

(904) 699-4417

© 2019 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation

Buying
a home?
Buying
a home?
EXPERIENCED AGENTS
me to discuss
Contact Contact
me to discuss
youryour

• Exceptional support so you can focus on dollar productive activities
• Personalized coaching sessions with a non-competing broker
• New Agent Training Program, differentiate yourself
in a competitive business and build a career

ome?

uss your

REALTOR®

(904) 903-8993

REALTOR®

Lynne Fergusen

REALTOR®

(904) 802-0820

Heather Cosgrove

Margee Michaelis

(904) 514-0577

Elizabeth O’Steen
(904) 465-1706

Melissa Lewis & Marcia
Simmons, REALTORS®
(904) 716-1342 / 708-2423

Melissa Keyes & Bronwen
Krause, REALTORS®
(904) 616-6425 / 616-6523

(904) 477-0219

REALTOR®

(904) 707-6548

Nelson Higgins & Shannon
Guillion, REALTORS®
(904) 613-4514 / 686-4312

REALTOR®

Elizabeth Loftin

REALTOR®

(904) 962-5479

Dee Burnett
(904) 923-4073

Contact:
Contact:

Meredith Medvec
NMLSR ID: 1020414

Mortgage
Co
Mortgag
(904) 610-335
(904) 610
Meredith.Med
Meredith
Apply
Online:

Apply On

Buying a home?

Mortgage
Consultant
Josh Cohen,
Managing
Broker
Josh
Cohen,
Managing
Broker
(904) 610-3356
904.422.2031
Contact me to discuss
your
904.422.2031
Prosperity Home Mortgage, LLC NMLS#
josh.cohen@floridanetworkrealty.com
Meredith.Medvec@phmloans.com

josh.cohen@floridanetworkrealty.com
Apply Online: MeredithMedvec.PHMLoans.com

Meredi
Meredith
M
NMLSR
ID: 1
NMLSR

75164. (NMLS Consumer Access @
www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/)

Meredith Medvec
NMLSR ID: 1020414
Mortgage Consultant

(904) 610-3356
477-6417

Meredith.Medvec@phmloans.com
Apply Online: MeredithMedvec.PHMLoans.com

Prosperity H
75164. (NM
www.nmls
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Two well-established private
schools agree to merge

Residents ask for lower
speed limit on Ardsley Road
By Karen J. Rieley
Resident Community News

Ardsley Road residents who attended
the District 5 community meeting on Jan.
17 were in agreement about the need for
traffic-calming measures in their Miramar
neighborhood. The meeting was led by
District 5 City Councilwoman Lori Boyer
and Chris LeDew, City of Jacksonville
chief of traffic engineering, who described
the process of approving traffic-calming
requests to the dozen or so residents who
attended the evening meeting at Hendricks
Avenue Baptist Church.
Residents have requested the speed
limit on Ardsley Road be lowered from
the Florida Statute maximum speed for
residential streets of 30 mph to 25 mph.
The meeting was a required step to give
people who may disagree with the proposed
action a chance to be heard and for residents to ask questions.
In addition to adding signage lowering
the maximum speed allowed, Boyer
noted that speed humps, speed bumps
and speed tables are an option. LeDew
noted that these measures, however, may
have negative consequences.
“Some realtors tell us that adding these
features to the road lowers property values,”
LeDew said. “They can also affect emergency
vehicle response times (although not
significantly), increase traffic noise and
perhaps cause pain and injury to people
with conditions like back problems.”
“It is important to note that signs or
speed bumps are not effective by themselves,”
LeDew noted. “Enforcement is necessary,
too. JSO can set up a speed trap a couple
of times a year; however, remember that

Chris LeDew, City Chief of Traffic Engineering, and District
5 City Councilwoman Lori Boyer take questions at a public
meeting for traffic-calming measures on Ardsley Road.

it will catch your neighbors as well as other
people driving into the community.”
LeDew’s office will provide the neighborhood with petition forms. If 75 percent
of the neighbors sign the petition, the City
will provide signs posting the reduced
speed limit. All affected properties must
be included in the petition, according to
LeDew. Residents are responsible for paying
for the signs at a cost of $200 per sign.
Those present said that they were interested
in a reduced-speed limit sign at the head
of Ardsley leading into the neighborhood.
Wade Lindsey, who lives on Ardsley and
attended the meeting, volunteered to lead
the petition-signing and collect the funds
needed to pay for the sign.
“There are some big houses being built
at the end of our street, and construction
trucks are constantly barreling in from
San Jose Boulevard,” Lindsey said. “We
have children and dogs and are concerned
about their safety.”
“I never thought I’d be one of those people
who stand in their yard and yell ‘Slow
down; you’re going too fast,’” said Chet
Skinner, who lives on Mundy Drive at the
end of Ardsley. “But now I’m a parent, and
that makes a big difference.”

916 ALHAMBRA DR S
$799,000

The Episcopal School of Jacksonville
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

Episcopal School of Jacksonville (ESJ)
and Beaches Episcopal School (BES) announced the two schools will become one
on July 1, 2020.
After thorough discussion and an indepth review, the governing boards of
ESJ and BES, the Diocese of Florida, and
St. Paul’s by-the-Sea Episcopal Church
voted unanimously to merge BES into
ESJ to continue their mutual mission of
Episcopal Christian education. A legal
agreement was signed on Dec. 13. Both
schools believe this combination advances
the passion and commitment each school
has to quality education, which benefits
its students and families, as well as the
faculty and staff, and the greater Jacksonville
community, according to a statement
released Dec. 14, 2018.
ESJ was established in 1966 and its
56-acre campus includes a 28-acre estate
once belonging to the Packer-Cummings
family. Upon Mary Packer-Cummings death
in 1912, she willed the land to St. John’s
Cathedral, which used it to open a boys’
home in 1921. The home for needy children
closed in 1953 as a result of financial issues.
Some 10 years later, a planning committee
began the process of establishing an
Episcopalian high school, with the first class

This home has been carefully updated with every unique feature you
could ever dream of and many you
never imagined that will delight the
new owner! Top quality appliances
in a kitchen fit for a chef - rich wood
cabinets with pull out drawers in the base cabinets, convenient silverware
and utensil dividers in the smaller drawers, granite counters and a beautifully
designed pantry to keep needed items close at hand. All baths have been
updated and this home has exceptional storage - you will love the huge
Owner’s Suite closet! This home is truly move-in ready with nothing left to be
done! The private screened porch overlooks the beautifully landscaped rear
yard and fire pit. The roof is two years old. The well-built, solid construction
of an older home with the exciting design of the new!!

Beaches Episcopal School

Linda McMorrow

Adam Greene

Martha Milton

graduating in 1970. Current enrollment is
900 students in Grades 6-12.
“We look forward to honoring the wonderful history and culture of Beaches
Episcopal as it is merged into Episcopal
School of Jacksonville. We are excited for
the opportunities this merger will create
for our schools and our community,” said
the Rev. Adam Greene, ESJ Head of School
since 2017.
BES, which has 132 students, is more
than a decade older than its Duval County
counterpart, having been established in
1952 as a pre-kindergarten/kindergarten
by St. Paul’s by-the-Sea Episcopal Church.
In 1957 it became a parish day school and
by 1966 included six full grades. The school
was renamed Beaches Episcopal School
in 1991, acknowledging a broader community outreach.
Martha Milton has been Head of School
at BES since 2013. “We are thrilled to have
the opportunity to become one with Episcopal
School of Jacksonville. The merger of the
two Episcopal schools reflects the importance
of continuing an excellent academic education for children that nurtures mind, body,
and spirit. We are looking forward to a
robust future,” she said.
The two schools will spend the 20192020 school year working on the operational
implications of the merger. BES will
continue to operate as an independent
school through June 30, 2020, after which
time it will be fully merged into ESJ.

DOWNTOWN VISION PRESENTS

REALTOR®

904-626-9900

florida_legends@msn.com

Selby Kaiser
REALTOR®

904-626-8800

selbykaiser@bellsouth.net

106 CYPRESS LANDING
$799,000
Enjoy life on the St Johns River in
this one-story brick home in a small
neighborhood with community pool,
tennis court, well, waste water treatment septic system and playground.
Updated kitchen designed by Alice
McCoy with wood floors, Thermador and Sub Zero appliances, Travertine floors
in living/dining room and glassed Four Seasons sunroom/family room! Gas
cooking, grill, fireplace and Generac generator - all fueled by 250 gallon buried
propane tank. Lots of room for entertaining large groups. Panoramic views
of one of the loveliest sections of the St Johns. A dock is shared with the
next door neighbor - sharing enjoyment and expenses! New roof and
skylights including spectacular 20 ft ridge skylight in great room!

sellinglegends.com

Mardi Gras Meets #DTJax
March 6 . 5-9 PM . Downtown
iloveartwalk.com
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City plans to close two railroad crossings for pedestrian path
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

City officials came one step closer to
realizing their dream of building a multiuse path encircling North San Marco when
the Florida Department of Transportation
held a two-hour public meeting to discuss
construction of a new pedestrian railroad
crossing as well as closing two vehicular
railroad crossings in San Marco. The
meeting was held in San Marco’s Preservation
Hall Jan. 23.
The multi-use path, which is meant to
create a safe avenue of transport for both
bicyclists and pedestrians, will comprise
a large loop connecting the Southbank
Riverwalk, soon-to-be-built The DistrictLife Well Lived riverfront development,
Nira Street and Children’s Way with a
multi-use bridge connecting San Marco
with Riverside. FDOT is currently constructing the multi-use bridge next to
the Fuller Warren Bridge across the St.
Johns River.
In order to build the new crossing, which
will be used exclusively by pedestrians
and bicyclists, two existing vehicular
crossings – at Gary Street and Naldo
Avenue – will be closed per mandate of
FEC (Florida East Coast Railway), said
Rob Stapleton, freight and rail planner
for FDOT.
Although there was no verbal presentation,
Stapleton, Kyle Coffman, District 2 rail
administrator, and Laura Miller, rail signal
safety program engineer, of FDOT joined
the City’s Director of Public Works John
Pappas, Project Engineer Kelsey Cox, and
District 5 City Councilwoman Lori Boyer
in answering questions about the multi-use
path project and railroad closings.
“The City applied to open a pedestrian
pathway across the tracks and the FEC
railway requires that if you open a crossing,
be it vehicle or pedestrian, that you close
two crossings,” Stapleton said. “To have
two crossings that close together is redundant and not safe. The federal government
back in 1991 told all the states it wanted
them to reduce the number of public
crossings by 25 percent to help reduce the
amount of risk that’s out there. Other
railroads can require more or less. CSX
requires three crossings be closed for the
one opening,” he said.
The crossing at Gary Street has already
been closed due to construction on FDOT’s
Overland Bridge project and will remain
so permanently, Stapleton said. To close
the Naldo Crossing will require that the
south portion of the street become a dead
end near AshCo’s planned Union Hall
project. The north end of Naldo Avenue
will remain open with the multi-use path

FDOT map illustrating the flow of traffic after railroad crossings at Naldo Avenue and Gary Street are closed so that a pedestrian and bicycle path along Nira Street may be built in San Marco.

running across its intersection with Nira
Street, he said.
City officials have already cleared their
plans with both the fire department and
the police department to ensure that
closing the crossing would not create a
traffic hazard, Stapleton said. “They
submitted letters in support of this. They
said response times will not be negatively
impacted on this, although they did not
mention hurricane evacuations,” he
continued. “FDOT supports this plan and
citizens have 10 days to respond by either
putting in comment cards tonight or responding to us by email. Depending upon
how the comments go, we will either revisit
it or proceed. There is a process to follow,
and the process is fair,” he continued. “We
are not here to railroad anybody. We’re
here to hear both sides, pro and con, and
to work with the City to get it resolved.”
If there is no reason to “revisit” the project,
the next step is to have FDOT put together
a “stipulation of parties,” an agreement
which will specify how much things cost
and who is responsible for the work. Once
that agreement has been signed by the City,

City map showing the closure of the railroad crossing at Naldo Avenue and the new pedestrian crossing on Nira Street so that a
new multi-use path can be built circling North San Marco and connecting with The District property and the Southbank Riverwalk.

it will have 60 months to complete the
project, Stapleton said.
“I’m sure the closures will happen really
soon, but how long it will take to get the
pedestrian pathway across, I don’t know. They
have five years to finish it,” Stapleton said.
Not everyone was happy about the
decision to close Naldo Avenue.
“I can tell you they approached us about
this previously and it’s a big safety problem,”
said John Parker, business manager for
Sheet Metal Workers Local 435 Land
Company, which previously owned Union
Hall. “There are a lot of people that congregate at the end of that street and if
there is an emergency and they close the
crossing, there is only one way in and one
way out. There is no parking for the houses,
apartment complex or the duplex that is
next to Union Hall. They park on the
street. It’s a problem to even think of
getting an emergency vehicle like a fire
truck or an ambulance down the road if
it is blocked and there is no way in or out.
“I can see what the City’s master plan is,
and I think it’s a great idea, but it’s a safety
hazard to close the crossing,” Parker continued. “I fought it for four or five years
successfully. I even had people from the
mayor’s office come out and look at it.”
Echoing Parker’s safety concerns were
Edward Ashurian and members of his family,
who own the Union Hall and San Marco
Train Station properties adjacent to the
closure site.
“I’m very concerned for all the residents
that live on Naldo Avenue because San
Marco is historically an area that floods,
and I’m worried people won’t be able to
leave the area safely, especially if they need
hospital service. It’s just going to be a real
difficult thing for the community. I’m
hoping we can fight this,” said Ashurian’s
daughter, Tiffany.
Ashurian agreed. “I’m mainly concerned
about the safety of those who live on Naldo
north of Cedar Street. We have flooding
every time it rains. The highest point I’ve
ever seen that flooded was more than three
feet. No emergency vehicle can get to Naldo
any other way than to go through that intersection,” he said, adding he also did not

think seven days was enough notice to give
to adjacent property owners.
Dr. Travis von Tobel of The Institute for
Florida Pain Specialists also disagreed with
the Naldo closing. “I have a couple of patients
over there that are wheelchair bound so I
can’t disclose names, but that road is the
main road for them to get in and out. If
ambulance accessibility is prevented, it will
not be good,” he said.
However, several members of the Downtown
Dwellers showed up to support the Naldo
and Gary Street closures. “Noise from the
trains wakes me up two or three times a night
because they have to blow their horn when
they go through those intersections,” said
Howard Taylor, a resident of The Strand.
“Now they won’t have to blow it. Everyone
in The Strand and The Peninsula hears it.”
Sandra Fradd, a Peninsula resident, also
supported the plan. “I’m aware of the horn,
and my friends tell me it bothers them, so
I am supporting this closure. We hear the
railroad a lot.”
District 5 Councilwoman-elect LeAnna
Cumber echoed her support of the closing.
“If we want to get a quiet zone in San Marco,
which I know is very important, this is
one of the steps we need to take. If we
want to have a multi-use path, we need to
do this,” she said.
“Closing Naldo is a major deal,” said Sandra
Myers, a San Marco Place resident, “but if
you go up to LaSalle and then over to
Hendricks that way, it’s a little short cut
from Panera. It’s easy enough to move over
one street,” she said.
Boyer said the Naldo closing was the
only alternative that would allow the
multi-use path to be built along Nira Street.
“The City has invested a lot of money in
it. So has Baptist Medical Center, the
developers of 1230 Hendricks, and Nemours,
which has contributed an easement and
right-of-way along the riverfront, which
is certainly valuable. There are a lot of
private interests that have participated in
this up to this point.”
Pappas said the City’s goal is to close the
crossing at Naldo Avenue. “That is our plan,
and absolutely, the City wants to see it
through,” he said.
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Developers aim to make a place of ‘ambience, fiber and essence’
Downtown Dwellers hear City’s
top visionaries describe what’s
on tap for next five years
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

The District – Life Well Lived developer
Peter Rummell has said it many times: “You
can’t be a suburb of nowhere, and Jacksonville’s
downtown is now nowhere. We’ve got to
make it a place with ambience, fiber and
essence so it can have a personality.”
Perhaps no one agrees more with Rummell
than the Downtown Dwellers, a group of
downtown residents who banded together
a few years ago to build a sense of community among those who reside in the
sparse residential developments that lie
on Jacksonville’s Northbank and Southbank.
It was standing-room-only when more
than 200 Downtown Dwellers and their
guests crowded into the large ballroom at
the Omni Jacksonville Hotel Jan. 7 to listen
to Rummell and his partner, Michael Munz,
both of San Marco, join Jaguars President
Mark Lamping, overseer of Shad Khan’s
downtown mixed-use initiatives, and District
5 City Councilwoman Lori Boyer describe
City projects underway Downtown this year.

Jacksonville Jaguars President Mark Lamping, District 5
Councilwoman Lori Boyer with The District – Life Well Lived
Developers Peter Rummell and Michael Munz

Northbank initiatives
Khan’s Northbank initiatives, which
include revitalizing the shipyards area near
TIAA Bank Field, will do much to “stabilize”
the Jaguars as a team, Lamping said. “When
Shad Khan purchased the Jaguars, it was
evident to us that the franchise will only
go as far as Downtown Jacksonville goes.
We realized early on, if we are not focused
on bringing more people to Downtown,
not only as visitors, but also as employees
and residents, we will probably fall short
of our goals,” he said, noting his firm is
aligned with the City in its focus to bring
economic strength downtown.
“We are somewhat of a reluctant developer. We don’t have the accomplishments,
honors, and international and national

The existing Southbank Riverwalk (solid yellow line) will be extended by the City of Jacksonville and adjacent property developers.

recognition that Peter and Michael have
in their careers, but we do have real incentive,” he continued. “Our incentive is
to have a stable and economically strong
[NFL] franchise in Jacksonville.”
Lamping said Khan’s development will
begin this year in Lot J, a large surface
parking lot with 1,400 spaces west of Daily’s
Place near the stadium, and noted there
will be five parts to the first phase of its
development. First, a large surface parking
structure above the retention pond that is
just west of Lot J will be built. “It would be
a very large structure because there is a
need to replace the parking currently held
in Lot J and also to provide some parking
for the developments that follow,” he said.
Lot J would be divided into four quadrants
– ideally two quadrants will provide office
space, each with a major employer on site
to bring activity to the area 365 days a year.
An alternative might see one quadrant with
office space and one quadrant of residential.
The remaining two quadrants would provide
an entertainment district with restaurants,
shops and amusements to complement the
stadium, baseball grounds, and Daily’s
Place, as well as a hotel.
“We have initiatives that are underway
in each of these four quadrants, and we
are excited to have a great development
partner in this first phase, Cordish
Companies,” he said, describing Cordish
as the “perfect partner,” with similar urban/
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sports center development experience in
Kansas City, St. Louis and Baltimore.
Khan’s second phase will depend on what
Jacksonville chooses to do as it relates to
a convention center. “If there is a decision
at some point in the future to build a
convention center, we have a great location
at the base of the St. Johns River,” he said.
Part of Khan’s master plan shows a
convention center on the Metropolitan Park
site as well as a large five-star hotel and a
renovated and remodeled marina, allowing
for day traffic and permanent nautical
boarding opportunities. “I don’t think it is
any secret that Shad is really interested in
bringing a Four Seasons [Hotel] to Jacksonville,”
Lamping said, noting the Jaguar’s owner
already owns the Four Seasons in Toronto.
The third phase to be built will be residential
units on the parking lots north of Lot J.
“Hopefully, if this is successful, we will be
able to develop a nice sustainable neighborhood to encourage even more involvement
on the Northbank between the Hyatt [Hotel]
and the Sports Complex,” he said.
Lamping also added he hopes the city
will relocate its downtown correctional
facility away from the riverfront.
“We are committed to seeing this through,”
he said. “It is one of those things, as Peter
can attest, that is hard to see through, not
because of a lack of will to get it done, or a
lack of capital, but because there are a lot
of pieces that have to come together as it

relates to making sure the community thinks
it’s a good idea. We hope to be one of the
parties that transforms Downtown, and we
want to do it in a way that doesn’t lose any
of the things that drew all of you Downtown,”
he continued. “Our goal is to build a sustainable Downtown neighborhood where
you have people that live and people that
visit, all together.”
The District – Life Well Lived
Although Lamping’s projects are often
perceived to be in competition with The
District, nothing could be further from the
truth, said Rummell. “Everybody tries to
convince me that we’re enemies, that we are
competing with each other, but I wish Mark
was done by at least half or all the way done
because the more that happens in Downtown,
the better off we all are. I wish him nothing
but the best of luck and that all this happens
sooner rather than later,” he said.
The District is scheduled to break ground
in May or June 2019, said Rummell. “We
think it will take about two years – ‘til summer
2021 – when you will be able to have a drink
on a very cool bar in The District,” he said.
Munz agreed. “I’m trying to get the gold
shovel going before Lori Boyer is out of office,”
he laughed. “The greatest day I had with
Peter was August 17, 2017 when we got a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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letter from the state telling us our property
was environmentally clean, sound, and ready
to go forward with development.”
At this point, The District, a 30-acre,
Southbank multigenerational development
designed for healthy living, will consist of
1,170 residential units for rent and sale,
150-200 hotel rooms, 288,000 square feet
of retail space, 150,000 square feet of office
space and a 125-slip marina.
First to be built will be an AC Marriott
Hotel, which is under contract. The marina
is currently at the “Army Corps of Engineers
stage,” which is an 18-month process, said
Munz. Eventually, townhomes will face
the wooded area at the back of the complex,
and the Riverwalk will front the development, which will include a four-acre,
riverfront public park. A wooden boardwalk
will join the Riverwalk, encircling the
backside of the development, allowing
residents and visitors to walk around the
entire site, Munz said, adding it’s a ninemile walk when you consider both the
Northbank and Southbank Riverwalk and
the walking path around The District.
“What other city in America has a ninemile linear park that covers two sides of
the river where you can walk, bike, take a
water taxi, and, as I understand, JTA
(Jacksonville Transportation Authority) is
talking about having an autonomous bridge
that could go back and forth. This is a
spectacular opportunity for us to have a
Northbank and Southbank connect like no
other city has,” Munz said.
Also included in the plan is a second
“front door,” a road connecting the development with the I-95 interchange. “Peter
often wants to take full credit for the I-95
exchange design, but it really is great for us,
because you can quickly get on I-95 behind
the project or enter from Prudential Drive,”
Munz said.
In answer to queries from residents posed
by Boyer, both the developers said they
were not concerned about flooding on
their properties, adding the developments
will be specially designed and “engineered”
to take excess water into consideration.
Rummell said his site had little standing
water during Hurricane Irma because JEA
had added fill and made the property higher
when it conducted its $28 million soil
remediation a few years ago. Residents in
adjacent neighborhoods should not worry
that The District will add to flooding woes
in their areas, he said.
“Jacksonville is going to be a very different
place in five years,” Rummell said. “I just think
we are at the right place at the right time.”
Wallcast Outdoor Venue
In order to draw more visitors to
Downtown and make the area more exciting
for residents, the City is planning to install
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a Wallcast Outdoor Venue in the area near
the Times-Union Performing Arts Center,
said Boyer. The installation includes
livestreaming of symphony, theatrical
performances and movies on the sides of
the performing arts center and the CSX
building and will be modeled after
Soundscape Park in Miami Beach.
The parking area near the Times-Union
Center will be created into a Performing
Arts Garden, a lawn area with “informal
and unstructured” seating. Speakers will
ring the edges of the lawn allowing movies
and visual features to be projected from the
garden’s rear onto the side of the CSX
building, Boyer said, adding that the appropriation for the new garden was being
considered by City Council.
Another element which will augment the
performing arts center enhancement will
be the construction of a Northbank Riverwalk
Riverfront Visitor Center, located at the
corner of the performing arts building that
is closest to The Landing. Its appropriation
is currently being considered by City Council.
Perhaps most exciting will be a nightly
multimedia show, with 360-degree visuals
that will beam off the Main Street and
Acosta Bridges, Friendship Fountain, the
CSX building and the Performing Arts
Center, that is being currently developed
by Miller Electric, TLC and the Moment
Factory of Montreal, said Boyer.
“I have been looking for about a year to
find the right kind of multimedia company
that will do public spaces,” Boyer said, noting
they have done public installations throughout the world as well as shows in amusement
parks and at the Super Bowl. The three
companies are engaged in developing the
show’s concept, cost estimates, hardware
and software specifications as well as operating cost estimates, she said.
The multi-site show will include stories
about Jacksonville told through a “chronology
of rhythms.” The synchronized light and
projection visuals will also incorporate audience participation through clapping, and
a seven-act sequence might include the
themes of ecological (connections between
citizens and ecosystems), indigenous
(Jacksonville’s pre-colonial history and traditions), beat ( movement of people and
trade along the river), train (ways the train
replaced river travel and changed the cultural
landscape), musical (Jacksonville’s rich
musical traditions throughout the ages),
sports (civic pride in play and competition),
and military (a source of employment and
sense of pride).
The four sites will light up in synchronicity
to reveal a unified story for the set duration.
Each show can be viewed one site at a time,
where the story is discovered through a new
perspective with each visit or viewed through
multiple sites throughout the duration of
one show, Boyer said.
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Boyer gives updates on North
and Southbank projects
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

At the start of her presentation before
the Downtown Dwellers meeting Jan. 7
at the Omni Hotel, District 5 City
Councilwoman Lori Boyer provided an
update on the status of several ongoing
projects on the North and Southbank
including:
• The Liberty Street Project, which
includes the roadways, basin and
bulkhead, will be completed sometime
in Summer 2019.
• The demolition of the old Duval
County Courthouse and City Hall
Annex properties will be completed
in May 2019.

Fountain, has been funded and construction will begin in first quarter 2019.
Its theme is Exploration of the St. Johns
River – Ribault’s landing, Ft. Caroline,
and the Timucuan – and includes a
picnic area and a lush garden walk.
Ribault’s Landing Play Park is undergoing its preliminary design and
will be put out to bid in spring 2019.
Located in the area between Friendship
Fountain and the Main Street Bridge,
it will include a large play structure
shaped like a French Galleon, a splash
park and a dry park. The playground
has been patterned after London’s
Princess Diana Memorial Playground
in Kensington.
Southbank Riverwalk
and Overland Loop

• The procurement process for design,
Two-thirds of the Southbank Riverwalk
build, and contractor for the removal and Overland Loop has been funded or
of the Hart Bridge ramps will begin is currently under construction. When
in 2019, but construction may not start finished, the multi-use loop will circumthis year because federal grant money navigate the entire Southbank, including
is involved.
The District property, said Boyer.
Segments of the loop which front
• Northbank bulkhead reconstruction Baptist Medical Center to the Fuller
on the Times-Union Performing Arts Warren Bridge as well as sections on
Center section between Hogan Street Children’s Way and Nira Street near
and West Coastline Drive has been Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center
fully funded. The contract is in pro- are under construction. The connection
curement and it is estimated to be from Children’s Way/Nira Street to the
under construction by summer 2019. Fuller Warren Bridge was funded last
year and is in design.
• The Riverplace Boulevard Road Diet is
The appropriation for the Riverwalk
scheduled to be complete by July 2019. portion from the One Call building to
the Fuller Warren Bridge was $700,000
• Construction on the Riverplace Tower for the design, $6.3 million for conFinger Piers, additional docks for struction and $500,000 for a floating
private recreational vehicles, is scheduled dock near the base of the bridge.
to be complete by 2019.
The Southbank Riverwalk in front of
the Ventures Development Group res• Wayfinding signage, to be installed on idential project will be built by the
and near the Riverwalk, will be installed developer starting in 2019.
this spring.
The PUD for 1230 Hendricks Avenue,
the old Florida Baptist Convention
Boyer said construction on St. Johns building, has applied for City permitting
River Park and Friendship Fountain and the developer is to construct the
should begin in the first half of 2019. The multi-use path on Nira Street in front of
design and build contract for the fountain the property to Hendricks.
restoration, including new pumps and
The portion of the Southbank
features is in place. Included in St. Johns Riverwalk that will front The District
River Park will be Bartram’s Garden and – bulkhead, riverwalk and the park –
Ribault’s Landing Play Park.
was funded pursuant to City Ordinance
The garden, located between River 2018-313 at a cost of $17 million. It
City Brewing Company and Friendship will include a new taxi dock.
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Local chapter of U.S. Green Chamber Nonprofit promotes Jacksonville
of Commerce officially in business from its best view, the waterways
Submitted by Mike Bonts

The North Florida Chapter of the U.S.
Green Chamber of Commerce celebrated
a very successful launch Jan. 17 at the
Museum of Science and History (MOSH).
Over 200 attended the event, officially
heralding the North Florida Green
Chamber of Commerce (NFGCC), a
regional networking organization for
businesses and community organizations
of all sizes, including nonprofits that
emphasize green and sustainable business
practices.
“The night actually surpassed our expectations. The level of excitement and local
commitment to sustainability was very
gratifying. I think we have a great start
and look forward to what’s ahead,” said
NFGCC Executive Director Christina W.
Kelcourse, Esq, CFP, CRPC.
After a stirring video on how protecting
the environment and supporting sustainability is vital to the region, Michelle
Thatcher, CEO and co-founder of the
U.S. Green Chamber of Commerce,
gave the keynote address to a packed
planetarium.
“It was a remarkable turnout for a first
event. It’s a testament to Christina’s
vision for the local Green Chamber and
signals the community’s passion and
willingness to protect the earth, its
occupants, the economy, and future
generations through education, networking and advocacy,” said Thatcher.
Speakers included Aaron Gottlieb,
CEO and owner of Native Sun Natural

Chamber and Florida Green Building Coalition (FGBC)
Board member Mary Tappouni, Chamber Executive
Director Christina Kelcourse, Michelle Thatcher, CEO of
the U.S. Green Chamber, and FGBC Executive Director C.J.
Davila. (Photo by Jeff Strohecker)

Foods Market, and Ryan Murphy,
Director of Cultural Events, St. John’s
County Board of Commissioners, St.
Augustine Amphitheatre and Ponte
Vedra Concert Hall.
In addition to promoting the economic
success of NFGCC members using environmental, socially responsible and
sustainable practices, the North Florida
chapter plans ongoing networking and
educational events, job fairs and a mentoring program.
Member-only benefits include a newsletter, access to the chapter’s webpage to
promote company events and news,
listing in the local Green Market Place
and on the chapter’s engaging consumer
app, as well as sponsorship opportunities
and discounts.
To learn more email contact@
northfloridagreenchamber.org,
call (904) 878-3474 or visit
www.NorthFloridaGreenChamber.org.

The Perfect Day Wrapped in a Bow.

Will Wheeler, Henry Beckwith, Stuart Ira, John Godfrey, Dr. John Lovejoy, Barry Allred, Dave Burrows,
Carter Bryan, John Kirby, Lynn Ellis, Josh Horenstein, Jim Callahan, Brooks Busey, Bob Gay and Peter Fleming

to see even more interest in 2019. We have
added more information for potential members
and cruise interests on our website and expect
When it comes to promoting the River to see the civic duties of the league expand.”
City’s waterways as economic and recreational
The cruises last about three hours and
assets, there are none better to serve as are captained and crewed by members of
ambassadors than the members of the the League, and include cruise guides who
44-year-old Jacksonville Commodores League. point out the key landmarks of the area and
The civic-minded group of business and provide historical perspective of Jacksonville’s
professional leaders who believe the area’s 200 years, according to Horenstein.
marine environment, and the playground
Most boats are berthed at local clubs, such
that is the St. Johns River, is a great asset as the Florida Yacht Club or the Epping
to the City of Jacksonville was formed Forest Yacht & Country Club, or at the
during the days when Mayor Hans Tanzler Ortega River area marinas. A few are docked
promoted Jacksonville as the Bold New at residential and institutional facilities, all
City of the South.
of which are part of the St Johns River and
“It is said that to truly enjoy Jacksonville its tributaries, said Horenstein.
you need to be ‘into’ the river – in it, on it
There have been 32 Flag Commodores
or by it,” said Josh Horenstein, the group’s since the beginning in 1975, some of whom
new Flag Commodore. “JCL does just that have served as many as three terms over
for potential newcomers to our area. JCL their years of membership. Horenstein took
members possess a passion for the city and the gavel from Barry Allred, immediate past
its river environs and a love of boating on it.” Flag Commodore, at the Change of Watch
Among potential newcomers who enjoyed ceremony in November 2018. The group
the hospitality of the League were J. Wayne meets 10 times a year at luncheons which
and Delores Barr Weaver, who brought the include speakers who address the group on
Jaguars NFL team to Jacksonville in 1993. civic or nautical topics. They also make site
Other celebrity guests who have cruised visits to local points of interest, such as the
the local waterways on power vessels ranging two Naval Air Stations, on board Navy ships,
from 25-foot sportcraft to yachts of more or to the Mandarin Museum and Historical
than 100 feet include President Gerald Ford Society, which is near the wreckage of the
and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger along Maple Leaf, a Civil War steamboat.
with Egypt’s president, Anwar Sadat, for
The goal of the Commodores League is
Mideast Peace talks in 1975, shortly after simple. “We ask what we can do for our
the League officially formed.
community,” said Horenstein. “The members
The JCL has more than 35 members who of the JCL are prepared to do what it takes
have hosted hundreds of cruises for orga- and of their own resources to make the JCL’s
nizations evaluating a potential relocation goals of community growth through exploor expansion to Jacksonville and Duval ration of the river setting a reality.
County, or are affiliated with economic
“Our mantra for this is commitment to our
development, such as the Chamber of community and to have just a bit of camaCommerce, Rotary Clubs, Downtown raderie while doing so. We hope the community
Development groups and others.
and its organizations can appreciate the
During the most recent recession and advantages that JCL commitment bring and
through its slow recovery, JCL cruise requests then take advantage of them for all of our
fell into single-digit territory from normal betterment. JCL is ready to pursue that.”
levels of 12 or more. “Since then, the recovery
For more information about the
has occurred and our cruise activity – read Jacksonville Commodores League, visit
‘interest in our community’s growth’ – has jacksonvillecommodoresleague.com. Sue
recovered as well,” Horenstein said. “We hope Heinzel volunteers as the nonprofit’s secretary.
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News
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New Granada zoning legislation puts brakes on developers
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

Granada residents need no longer be
concerned that developers will be able to
get two lots for the price of one.
On Jan. 22, the Jacksonville City Council
unanimously voted to change the zoning
for the Granada subdivision from RLD-60
(Residential Low Density-60) to RLD-70,
making it impossible for developers to
subdivide the larger lots in the neighborhood,
many of which were originally platted in
the early 1920s.
“Getting the ordinance through had no
problems,” said District 5 Councilwoman
Lori Boyer. “We had no negative comments
whatsoever.”
“I’m so thrilled the bill passed,” said
Kristanna Barnes, a Granada resident who,
along with her neighbors Amy Stapleton
and Suzanne Shaw, had pushed for the plan.
“It passed unanimously so RDL-70 is the
zoning now for Granada!”
Stapleton agreed. “This brings us back
closer to what the neighborhood was originally platted at. This neighborhood was
designed in 1924, and originally all the lots
but two were 70 feet or larger.”
When the Granada subdivision was
originally platted, there were no zoning
restrictions, said Boyer. In the early 1970s,
during consolidation, zoning was assigned
to all the property in Duval County and
RLD-60 (Residential Low Density-60 feet)
was the default residential zoning unless
someone spoke up to the contrary, she said.
Although most of the lots had frontage
that was 70 feet or more, Granada fell into
the RLD-60 category because there were
two smaller lots – 69.5 feet and 65.5. feet
– that were under the RLD-70 limit, said
Stapleton. “They went with the lowest
common denominator,” she said, adding
that the homes on the river were zoned
differently and allowed a minimum of 90
feet of frontage.
“We’re not sure how it happened, but I
think most of the people who live here did
not realize how the neighborhood was zoned
until the house next to mine on Alcazar
Avenue was torn down and split into two
60-foot lots,” Stapleton said.
Barnes agreed. “Many of us became
concerned as it seemed more houses were
being torn down to subdivide the property,”
she said. “The final call to arms came with
the razing of the house on the corner of
Alcazar and Alhambra Drive South. It is a
beautiful corner lot, gorgeous old oak trees,
which the developer has now divided in
half and will cram two houses into the space.”
Although other homes on Alcazar have
been torn down and the lots subdivided,
each had more than 60 feet of frontage after
the property was split in half, so it was not

“The charm
and
desirability
of our
neighborhood
is the larger
lot sizes, the
huge old oak
trees and the
uniqueness of
the homes.”
— Kristanna Barnes,
Granada resident

A map of the Granada subdivision as it was platted in the 1920s.

quite as concerning, said Stapleton, adding
one property had been a single lot initially
and the developer bought 20 feet from the
neighbors on each side to enlarge the
property even more.
A home on Cordova Avenue was also torn
down and the property divided in two lots
– one 65 feet and one 70 feet, she said.
But the home at 4040 Alcazar Avenue,
next to Stapleton’s home, seemed different.
“Whoever owned my house before split
the lot in between so each [her house and
4040 Alcazar] had a lot and a half,” she
explained. “My lot is 112 feet, 75 feet and
half of the lot [37 feet] that had been next
door. When everyone realized how small
60 feet is, the others in the neighborhood
were pretty much up in arms.
“I didn’t care they tore down George
Zellner’s house. It wasn’t that architecturally
pleasing,” Stapleton continued. “But where
there was a 2,200-square foot house on a
very large lot, there is now going to be two
3,400-square-foot homes in that same space.
That’s when people started getting upset.”
According to the property appraiser’s
website, 4040 Alcazar Avenue is owned by
Four Nine Partners LLC, a company registered to Jonathan Davis, also a Granada
resident, who purchased the property for
$585,000 in April 2018. Stapleton said
Davis told her he was originally planning
to renovate the home to sell but changed

his mind, deciding instead to raze the
existing structure and subdivide the property
because it was too expensive to flip. His
brother, San Marco resident Ryan Davis,
who owns Piper Homes, a residential
construction company, is in the process
of building two homes on the property.
Unsure of what to do, Barnes, Stapleton
and Shaw contacted Boyer for advice.
“She sat down with us and explained
the various options [which included
making Granada a historic district or
establishing an overlay similar to what
is in San Marco]. Requesting to have our
zoning better match our actual lot sizes
seemed the sensible approach,” said
Barnes, noting Boyer set up a neighborhood meeting in November at Southside
United Methodist Church where approximately 25 Granada residents met with
Boyer, Jacksonville Director of Planning
and Development Bill Killingsworth and
City Planner Folks Huxford.
“RLD-70 would have prevented the division
of either of the Alcazar properties as neither
had 140 feet of frontage. We believe this
will resolve the issue with developers.
“The charm and desirability of our
neighborhood is the larger lot sizes, the
huge old oak trees and the uniqueness of
the homes,” Barnes continued. “The developers are cramming two large homes
onto lots that previously held one home.

The design of the homes are stock plans,
nothing unique, and make it look more
like any neighborhood anywhere. These
large houses on smaller lots are taking
away from the original layout of the
neighborhood. It is my belief that, if more
were to be built, it could have a negative
impact on our property values. Our
neighborhood would no longer reflect the
unique history that it does now.”
Stapleton agreed. “This is one step in
helping protect the aesthetic of the neighborhood,” she said.
Developer Ryan Davis of Piper Homes,
whose project on Alcazar Avenue will not
be affected by the zoning change, said he
had no problem with the new legislation.
“I understand why they are doing it. The
important thing about infill development
is that you respect the community and build
projects that really fit. That’s what we are
always trying to do,” he said, adding that
he is a member of the Jacksonville Historic
Planning Commission.
“We’ve done a lot of work over in Riverside
and Avondale, which is sort of the vanguard
of what is starting to happen in San Marco,”
he said. “We did a project last year in
Avondale and worked closely with RAP
(Riverside Avondale Preservation) and the
historic commission. I think we will start
to see more of that happening in San Marco.”
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Four from San Marco purchase historic movie theatre
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

The historic San Marco Theatre, which
is commonly considered to be among of
the 10 best classic theaters in America,
has been sold.
In what was described by the new owners
as a case of “the seller handpicking the
buyers,” the torch of ownership of the iconic
81-year-old San Marco landmark passed
on Jan. 4 from long-time proprietor David
Blue to four long-time San Marco residents
and local businessmen – Frank Sanchez,
San Marco Theatre Manager Andrew Oetjen,
and brothers Ryan and Jonathan Davis.
“It is a bittersweet decision because I have
very much enjoyed my time at the San Marco
(Theatre), interacting with you wonderful
folks and my forever young staff,” wrote
Blue in an email to Joel Embry and Ginny
Myrick, who passed it along to The Resident.
“The decision is made easier in that the
new owners are all San Marco residents and
understand what this theater means to the
community,” Blue continued, noting that he
owned the theater for 23 years. “They already
have substantial investments in existing
businesses in San Marco Square and have a
real understanding of what a driver the
theater is to other San Marco Square restaurants, bars, and shops. They are filled with
new energy, which I am sure will translate
into great stewardship. They are getting their
feet wet understanding the day-to-day operations. I am sure they will make wonderful
improvements over time. It is time for fresh
eyes to continue on and keep the San Marco
Theatre going for another generation.”
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was president
when renowned local architect Roy Benjamin
designed the art deco theater in 1938. Built

Jonathan Davis, Frank Sanchez, Andrew Oetjen and Ryan Davis
are the new owners of the San Marco Theatre.

by the E.J. Sparks group, which owned 100
movie theaters in Florida, the San Marco
Theatre accommodated 500 patrons, and had
operating equipment in its projection booth
considered to be among the most modern
and finest in the country, according to a June
4, 1938 article in the Florida Times-Union.
Described as the “finest picture house in
the South,” on the theater’s opening night,
then Jacksonville Mayor George Blume
purchased the first ticket and former
Jacksonville Mayor John T. Alsop assisted
in operating the modern picture equipment
during its first showing, which was a double
feature – “A Slight Case of Murder” with
Edward G. Robinson and Jane Bryan, followed

March 1-2, 2019
Jacksonville Fairgrounds
28th Annual

Visit our community's largest resale
sale and purchase one-of-a-kind
thrifty finds!
Visit www.jljacksonville.org for more
information!

by “Hopalong Rides Again,” starring William
Boyd, according to the article.
Since then, the theater has thrived under
the tutelage of at least three owners, carving
out a special place in the hearts of many San
Marco residents. Ryan Davis recalled his
wife, Leighton, viewed her very first movie
within the theater’s hallowed walls. “She grew
up in San Jose and came here when she was
growing up. I think she saw her first movie
here. It was ‘E.T.’ and she cried hysterically,”
he laughed, noting he also took his wife to
the San Marco Theatre many times when
they were dating.
All four of the new owners said they are avid
movie buffs, frequenting the theater before
they owned it, sometimes as often as once a
week. Because they appreciate what a “gem”
the theater is, is the big reason Blue sought
them out as potential buyers, said Ryan Davis.
“David approached Keith Kimball, our
landlord, and let him know he was interested
in selling the business and that he wanted it
to go to someone who was going to preserve
it and keep it as it is, the way people love it
and they way it’s been going for a long time,”
Davis said. “Keith put us in contact with David,
and we met with him in our office. He told
us he had an interest in selling and what his
wishes would be post ownership. He wanted
it to stay as the San Marco Theatre. He didn’t
want it to become part of a big-box theater
chain. He wanted to see that it went to somebody who will care about it and cares about
San Marco and loves the history behind it.”
For all intents and purposes, Blue got his
wish. Jonathan Davis owns Stowmarket
Holdings, dabbles in real estate and is
currently rehabbing two San Marco apartment buildings with his partner, Sanchez,
who owns limited partnerships in both
Town Hall, and Grape and Grain, and is
CEO of a new Southbank banking software
firm, Finxact, Inc.
Ryan Davis owns Piper Homes, a residential
construction company that often works in
Jacksonville’s historic communities. He
occasionally works on projects with his
brother and is a member of the city’s Historic
Planning Commission.
Oetjen, who grew up in San Jose, attended
San Jose Catholic and Bishop Kenny High
School, and brings continuity to the ownership group by having served as the theater’s
manager for the past 10 years. “I worked
for David Blue when I was in high school.
I knew his son. I grew up with him,” he
said, noting Blue hired him as manager in
2008 when the recession caused him to lose
his job as an agent for the Port of Jacksonville.
“David got me the management job and
said, ‘If you are ever interested in taking
this over, we can talk about it.’ He really
helped me out.”

So far, the new owners plan to keep their
staff and do not plan to make any changes
apart from possibly brightening the theater’s
exterior with a new paint job, extending
the menu at the concession stand, and
perhaps experimenting by showing some
foreign films. “We’re going to restore the
exterior a little bit,” said Sanchez. “We want
to clean it up and bring it back to its original
shape over time.”
Because Blue spent $250,000 on a major
renovation to the playhouse in 2016, reducing
the seating to 177 leatherette rocker chairs
in the large theater, doubling the size of the
kitchen, revitalizing two new restrooms to
comply with the Americans with Disabilities
Act standards, and adding a second 43-seat
theater so he could double his business by
showing two movies simultaneously, the
business is healthy and the theater is a good
financial investment, said Sanchez. “The
addition of the second theater changed the
economics significantly,” he said. “A lot of
the business is driven by concessions. Most
of the ticket sales go to the studios.”
Sanchez also added that Amaretti’s Bakery
will continue to sublease a portion of the
building in front of the theater’s second
screen, giving movie-goers another option
when it comes to selecting sweet treats to
munch on in the theater.
“We have the best customers in the world. The
only suggestions we’ve heard so far are what
kind of movies people want to see,” he said.
“David’s advice to us was, ‘I know you are
going to come in and try things out and
make small changes. Some of them will work
and some of them won’t,’ but he encouraged
us to have fun with it,” said Ryan Davis.
Jonathan Davis agreed. “I think the most
exciting part of this for me – honestly, my hair
stands up on end just talking about it – is that
I can’t believe we as an eclectic group own the
San Marco Theatre. My office has been in San
Marco Square for seven years, and I would
walk by it every day, look at it and say, if there’s
one business I would want to own in San
Marco Square it would be the theater. But it
felt far-fetched, like something that could
never be reality. It was a dream. Now I know
we are going to have a lot of fun because we
get to own a movie theater,” he said.
“Last weekend, on Saturday, I asked Ryan
if he wanted to go watch a movie. We got
some Maple Street food to go and got our
kids and wives together and came down
here to the small theater and put Aladdin
on at 9 a.m.,” he continued. “That’s two
families and all our kids – talk about creating
memories. By owning this place, our kids
will have the same story as Leighton and
so many people have had as children, and
that is that they saw their first movie at the
San Marco Theatre.”
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Residents sound off about sea-level rise and flooding in San Marco
By Marcia Hodgson, Resident Community News

Following The Resident’s coverage of the series of townhall forums hosted by the St. Johns Riverkeeper in 2018 to address the effects of the Jacksonville Harbor Deepening project
between the Dames Point Bridge and the Atlantic Ocean as it relates to sea-level rise and flooding, we asked for opinions from residents in the historic neighborhoods: “Do you
worry about sea-level rise and its effect on the St. Johns River and do you think the City is doing enough to handle flooding in the historic districts?”
That’s a very tough question. I don’t think that is on the top of my
brain as the main concern. I know personally at my house that we
are at a higher elevation just on our street. I do believe that there
needs to be more attention paid. Clearly there has been some work
done since I moved back. I grew up in Jacksonville and left six
years ago. I’ve been back two-and-a-half years, so I do know there
has been some work. But in some of the historic areas and right
here on Riviera in San Marco it’s awful with just a simple rainstorm.
I can’t even imagine what’s going to happen again when we get
another big storm. I was here for Irma and Matthew. I would like
to see more of an effort done from the City. I know we aren’t moving
quickly. There was something in an article I read recently that they
said they should be working on it in the next 10 years. I guess they
will be working on something, but it’s never a guarantee to help
prevent the issue. — Laura Veal, San Marco

Yes, I’m very worried about sea-level rise, especially as a resident
of San Marco. I think the City is doing very, very little with regard
to not just preparing for it, but also in mitigating the effects of it
when it happens. This is compounded by the things they are doing
to exacerbate the effect, an example being the dredging of the St.
Johns River. While that may yield short-term economic benefits,
I think in the long run it will cost the City more in terms of recovery
from sea-level rise, a phenomenon we haven’t experienced in the
past as much due to storm surge with the example being Hurricane
Irma. It’s the type of thing I don’t think the City is doing nearly
enough about. I’m hoping changes will happen because we have
a new wave of City Council members that I hope will at least be
receptive to other ways of thinking about it rather than just toeing
the party line. — Logan Cross, San Marco

Absolutely. I think this is a real issue we need to be concerned
with, especially with the increase we have seen recently, just in
the number of hurricanes we’ve seen and the increase in flooding
we’ve seen in San Marco and other areas of our city. I think the
City is doing quite a bit with redesigning some creeks for better
flood control and flood capacity, which will help our San Marco
area if the City does go through with those redesign plans.
— Kelly Wood, San Marco

I do worry about it. Last year when we had Irma, I lost a 2002
Thunderbird. It flooded completely and was totaled. That was
the last one, and I know we are going to have more and more.
Perhaps every five years we going to see more of these as they
come along with the sea-level rise. With the dredging process, I
haven’t really made up my mind one way or the other. If they can
prove the river will rise several inches, then I’m against it.
— Quincy Brown, San Marco

Actually, I’m worried because the apartment I moved into had
to be completely redone because it flooded when we had Irma
last year. It still floods when it barely rains. The City is not doing
enough, probably. I was worried about the last storm that came
through. It wasn’t as bad as I thought, but I would definitely be
worried about it where I’m at because I live right at Cedar Street
and Palm Avenue. It flooded last year, and you can see where
they had to replace the wall. — Bethany Black, San Marco

No, I don’t think the City is doing enough. A tell-tale sign is
that every time it rains, we have to wade through some kind of
flooding, especially over here in San Marco. We can’t even come
over here to San Marco when it rains. You wouldn’t even want
to pass the fire station and come this way. When the rain stops,
it puddles for so long on San Marco Boulevard.
— Renee Smith, St. Nicholas
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Artistic ‘outdoor living room’ coming to San Marco

Colorful umbrellas and original artwork could make the Union Hall complex San Marco’s new arts district.
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

Down by the train tracks on Hendricks
Avenue, near historic South Jacksonville
City Hall, Tiffany Ash wants to create a sort
of “artistic outdoor living room,” on property
that includes two of the neighborhood’s
historic landmarks, San Marco Train Station
and Union Hall.
Ash, who is business manager for AshCo,
a family-owned design and development
firm located at 1432-1 Hendricks Avenue
and owned by the Ashurian family of San
Marco, is planning to renovate two formerly
nondescript buildings – 3,000-square-foot
Union Hall and a 900-square-foot adjacent
structure, both located at 1457 Naldo Avenue
– with the same kind of artistic whimsy her
firm created when it restored its neighboring
property at 1431 Hendricks Avenue.
The two-parcel complex, with each parcel
owned by a separate entity – San Marco
Train Station LLC (1431 Hendricks) and
Union Hall LLC (1435 Naldo) – will be
designed to “flow” into one another as one
complete concept, Ash said. “We’re working
with the owners of both properties. They’ve
been very cooperative. The concept will
fuse modern design with the history of San
Marco,” she said.
“Our vision has always been to create a
fun lifestyle center where people can come
and hang out, sit outside, enjoy an ice cream,
have lunch, or take a break and just have a
good time,” she continued.
Union Hall appears to have a rich “union”
history, according the City of Jacksonville
property appraiser’s website. Prior to its
purchase for $410,000 by San Marco Union
Hall LLC in November 2017, Union Hall,

an undistinguished, one-story building, had
been owned by Sheet Metal Workers Local
435 Land Company, Inc., and earlier by
Operative Plasterers and Cement Masons
Local 401.
AshCo’s plans to refurbish the building
include having a splashy mural painted on
its exterior façade, and possibly extending
the height of the building, although keeping
it at one story. Ash noted her firm is working
with several restaurant groups and the
property already has city approval to seat
122 patrons. “We are also working with
several boutique-style health clubs. That
would be great because the people of San
Marco are a more educated, health-conscious
group,” she said.
Parking should be no problem for the
new development. Included in the Union
Hall plan is a lot with 60 parking spaces,
she said.
Adjacent to Union Hall will be a 900-squarefoot building that may become a “black and
white,” fast “grab-n-go” restaurant reminiscent
to what is seen in the Wynwood arts district
in Miami, a place where developers have
taken warehouses and converted them into
fun boutiques and artsy hip restaurants, she
said. “We’re working with an artisan pizza
concept, so we are thinking that is the direction it will go.”
Also, on the Naldo Street property will
be a food truck, decorated with a mural,
and several benches made of large trailer
treads, similar those in Wynwood. A small
airplane, which will be restored, will fly on
a pedestal 12-16 feet in the air outside the
“grab-n-go” restaurant.
Connecting the northern border of the
two properties will be 50 frames that will
hold 100 original canvases created by local

Quality Furniture
for Your Home!

Rendering of the new San Marco Train Station/Union Hall complex being designed and developed by AshCo Inc.

artists, said Ash. The paintings will be selected
through a contest judged by San Marco
residents that offers a grand prize of $3,000.
The 50 wooden frames will hold canvases
facing both sides. The paintings will be
rotated after the first six months, she said.
To find out more about the art contest,
contact Ash at tash@ashcoinc.net.
To add to the location’s fancy, the plan
will also include a display of floating umbrellas similar to the colorful sunshades
that rise above Yoel Moshe Solomon Street
in the historic district of downtown Jerusalem
or in South America.
“There is nothing like this in Jacksonville
right now,” Ash explained, noting the theme
of the development is innovation, technology,
and transportation. “There will be cut-outs
with stools, where you can sit outside. We
will have a venue for artists if they want
to have a band to play outside. We have
already spoken with several studios who
want to do their performances here,” she
said, adding that Shawn Pfaffman of First
Coast School of Music in San Marco has
expressed an interest in holding outdoor
concerts on the property.
In 2016, AshCo put its artistic mark on
the complex with a development located
at 1431 Hendricks Avenue, which was
deemed to be a convergence of the past,
present and future.
Encompassing the past, it converted the
110-year-old JEA Utility Building, known
as both the Waterworks Building or San
Marco Train Station. The building was never
owned by a railroad but named as a train
station due to its proximity to the railroad
tracks. AshCo transformed the building
into its corporate offices and La Nopalera,
a large eatery.

The development’s take on the present
is represented by Panera Bread, a
4,000-square-foot restaurant, developed
by AshCo in 2013, that sits next door to
historic South Jacksonville City Hall. The
future is represented through an octagonal
glass building, which is currently home
to an ice cream store.
Ash said her company expects to complete
the Union Hall expansion in the first
quarter of 2019, possibly opening as early
as April 1.
“We are very excited about not only the
preservation aspect, but where San Marco
is going. This is going to be a big part of
that,” she said.

Tiffany Ash, business manager of the design and development
firm AshCo, stands beside a whimsical sculpture designed by
her sister, Nicole Ash, who also works for AshCo.
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VyStar makes new branch ‘official’
with ribbon-cutting ceremony
Although the official opening was Dec. 3,
2018, VyStar Credit Union held the ribbon-cutting ceremony Jan. 9 in San Marco
for its newest branch. Located at 1600
Hendricks Ave., across from the San Marco
Branch Library, Balis Community Center
and Southside Tennis Courts, the new office
is the 49th branch in the VyStar family.

VyStar Credit Union opened a new branch
office at 1600 Hendricks Ave.

More than a dozen members of VyStar’s
leadership attended the ceremony, greeting
customers in the branch, which formerly
operated as a Regions Bank. VIP guests
included Eric Hatfield, board chair; William
Vivian, board secretary; Kem Siddons,
board treasurer; Chad Meadows, EVP/
COO; John Turpish, EV/CFO; Vicki Adams,
chief risk officer; Akin Agar, chief information officer; Jenny Vipperman, chief
lending officer; Robert Davis, chief human
resources officer; Darlene Heather, chief
internal auditor; Joseph Nowland, chief
business services officer; Joel Swanson,
chief member experience officer; Judith
Walz, chief marketing and planning officer;
Ryan McIntyre; SVP, strategic initiatives,
Lance Davies, senior legal counsel, and
Jose Delgado, SVP, branch services.
Lylia Harris, vice president, will lead the
San Marco branch team. “We are very excited
to be here and look forward to making this
branch a success,” said Harris, who began
her career at VyStar at its Arlington branch
more than 10 years ago.
VyStar was founded in 1952 as Jax Navy
Federal Credit Union at Naval Air Station

VyStar leaders cut the ribbon for the new San Marco branch. Front: Rob Carter, Eric Hatfield, Lylia Harris, Bill Vivian and Brian
Hughes, representing the Mayor’s Office; back: Jose Delgado, Chad Meadows, Kem Siddons, Joel Swanson and Judith Walz

Jacksonville to give people a safe place to “Federal” from its name. In 2002, the
save and hold their money, said Walz. It company celebrated its 50th anniversary
was started with 12 members, each putting and changed its name to VyStar. In July
$5 in to an account. Now the institution 2018, VyStar purchased the SunTrust Tower
has over 630,000 members representing in downtown Jacksonville, where it plans
$8.2 billion in assets.
to relocate its corporate offices.
In 1999, corporate headquarters were
The financial institution has offices in 53
opened on Blanding Boulevard on the counties, from Central Florida to the
Westside. In 2001, Jax Navy became a Panhandle and Southeast Georgia, with
state-charted credit union, dropping 20,000 surcharge-free ATMs nationwide.

Animal lover, philanthropist honored for work in securing a future for homeless pets
The Jacksonville Humane Society (JHS)
celebrated the end of the Campaign for a
Compassionate Community and honored
Linda Berry Stein, campaign chair and major
donor with a special ceremony Jan. 15 at
the Beach Boulevard facility.
The campaign raised $14.5 million to
build the JHS Adoption, Education and Pet
Help Center after a fire had destroyed the
former center in 2007.

David and Linda Stein toast the completion of
the Campaign for a Compassionate Community
at the Jacksonville Humane Society.

“We’re almost approaching 12 years since
the fire,” said Denise Deisler, chief executive
officer. “They actually started a campaign
for a new building before the fire that destroyed the shelter, and then immediately
after the fire in 2007 the economy tanked,
so that was the worst possible time to be
raising money for a new building. There
were some stops and starts along the way,
but we went at it with gusto and we’re not
stopping or looking back.”
The Campaign for a Compassionate
Community began in 2013 with a goal of
raising the funds needed for a new building.
Construction for the new center began in
2016 and the building officially opened in
November 2017.
At the ceremony, JHS unveiled a prominent
sign that features Linda Stein’s name in
appreciation for her personal contributions
and dedication to the animals in Jacksonville.
“We’re celebrating our campaign chair,
Linda Stein, and her success. It’s a special
day to honor Linda for all of her hard work
leading us here, as well as take a deep

breath, and say ‘Yes, this is done and so
what’s next?’” said Deisler.
“It doesn’t end here. This is the beginning,
it opens brand-new doors for us to impact
and serve our community,” Deisler continued.
“Our education program has taken off and is
thriving, our animals are healthier and stay
here a shorter amount of time, it’s friendlier
so people come in to adopt more, and that
translates to being able to care for more
animals. We’re fast approaching the 9,000
mark and we were barely at 4,000 [animals
sheltered] when we started down this path.”
Deisler said the JHS would be taking on
a regional and state role, using their experience to share with other communities
who may be endeavoring to do the same.
“We’ll share with them how to do a great
adoption program, a great intake program,
best practices, model programs and we’re
just at the beginning of sharing that. We’ll
always be committed to our community
and now we’re committed to sharing that
and helping other communities have great
moments like that, too,” she said.

Board members Mike Gehlen, Kristine Cherek, Gary
Meeks, Lisé Everly, Sean Lueck and Linda Berry Stein with
Development Director Theresa Scordo, Chief Executive
Officer Denise Deisler, Nancy Peterman, Chief Operating
Officer Nikki Harris, Ann Korczyk and Chief Medical
Officer Dr. Stan Hill raised a toast at a special campaign
recognition ceremony to honor Linda Stein.
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San Marco woman named a
2019 Small Business Leader
The JAX Chamber announced its 2019
Small Business Leader of the Year winners,
who include Heather Borders of San Marco.
Borders, who founded Kailo Nutrition in
2013, is in the Chamber’s South Council.
The 12 Northeast Florida business leaders
were selected for the honor by the Chamber
Councils, the Beaches Division and the
Heather Borders
Entrepreneurial Growth Division.
Other winners include Phil Aitken, Keller
Williams, Arlington Council; Brian Anderson, Lauren Cost, Revolution Chiropractic,
Fluffy Cuts Pet Spa, Beaches Division; Nan Professional Women’s Council; Antoinette
Kreamer, Avenue CFO Services, Downtown “Tina” Meskel PE, Meskel & Associates
Council; Kristy Alexander, Apple Rose Engineering PLLC, Transportation & Logistics
Beauty, LLC, Entrepreneurial Growth Council, and Sheila Lusis, Aflac-Sheila Lusis,
Division; Dr. Vasco Valov, Abundant Life West Council.
Health Center, Health Council; Johnny
One of the 12 business leaders will be
Helms, Lumbee Group, Jacksonville IT named the overall 2019 Small Business
Council; Terry Bunch, The Flying Locksmiths, Leader of the Year at the annual JAX
Mandarin Council; Randy Reep, The Law Chamber SBLY Breakfast at the Schultz
Offices of Randy Reep, North Council; Dr. Center on Tuesday, Feb. 12.

San Marco attorney named ‘rising star’ in trade publication
Attorney James Poindexter of San Marco has been named a “rising
star” in Jacksonville by Attorney at Law Magazine First Coast, a
publication tailored for and about the private practice lawyer.
Poindexter holds both a Juris Doctor degree from Florida
Coastal School of Law and a Master of Business Administration
from Jacksonville University.
Having grown up in San Marco, Poindexter graduated from Episcopal
School of Jacksonville. He first attended Principia College in Elsah,
Illinois, before transferring to Rollins College in Winter Park, where
he graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in political science in 2011.
Poindexter is employed as an Associate with Delegal Law Offices,
P.A., as an employment law specialist.

James Poindexter

Goitia joins San Marco realty office
The San Marco office of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Florida Network Realty welcomes Ilka Goitia as a new Realtor.
Born and raised in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Goitia has live in cities
around the world, including London, Madrid, Athens, and New
York City, but chose to settle down in Jacksonville with her son,
who attends Douglas Anderson School of Arts.
Goitia has a Master of Business Administration degree from
Schiller International University, is fluent in Spanish and Greek, and
is learning Portuguese. She also volunteers within her community,
through organizations like the North Florida Leadership Alliance.

Ilka Goitia

Wolfson Children’s Hospital promotes
Batchelor to operations position
Wolfson Children’s
Hospital has promoted Thabata Batchelor
to assistant administrator of Operations,
where she will be
responsible for the
operations of numerous specialty areas
within Wolfson
Children’s, including
Thabata Batchelor
the C. Herman and
Mary Virginia Terry Heart Institute; the
Walter and Michelle Stys Neuroscience
Institute; the Diabetes and Endocrinology
Institute; Regional and International Outreach;
Satellite Centers and Affiliations; the Bower
Lyman Center for the Medically Complex
Child; and the Snyder Family Cleft and
Craniofacial Center. In addition, she now
serves as the senior management team
member responsible for Baptist Medical
Center Jacksonville and Wolfson Children’s
Hospital Auxiliary/Volunteer Services. On
a system-wide basis, she will be responsible
for overseeing neuro-diagnostics services
at all Baptist Health locations.
A Brooklyn resident, Batchelor began
her career at Wolfson Children’s Hospital
in 2012 as manager for Outreach. During
this time, she expanded Wolfson Children’s

regional status, developed three of the
hospital’s satellite centers and was instrumental in implementing its affiliation with
Southeast Georgia Health System.
She was promoted to director of Wolfson
Children’s Centers of Distinction and
Programs of Special Focus, where she
successfully led initiatives to enhance quality,
expand clinical program scope and garner
recognition by U.S. News and World Report.
Before relocating to Jacksonville, Batchelor
held numerous positions in State of Florida
government, working in the governor’s
office, the House of Representatives, and
government agencies, including the
Department of Health, where she worked
on health policy.
She received her Bachelor of Arts in
English with honors from Florida State
University and a master’s degree in public
health from Florida State University. She
is a member of the American College of
Healthcare Executives (ACHE).
Batchelor also serves in leadership of the
North Florida Chapter of the American
College of Health Care Executives and
recently received the ACHE Regent’s Award
for Distinguished Service to the North
Florida Chapter. She is also a member of
the Board of Directors of Episcopal Children’s
Services of Florida.

St. Johns Country Day School adds to staff
St. Johns Country Day School added two new staff members to
its Orange Park campus.
Jordan Robbins Rechcigl of Avondale, a 2010 St. Johns graduate,
joined the school as director of development. Caroline Morris, of
San Marco, joined the private school as St. Johns’ new director of
college counseling.
Rechcigl had been working in fundraising with the Children’s
Miracle Network, American Lung Association, and other nonprofits
since she graduated from the University of Florida in 2014 and brings
a wealth of experience back to her St. Johns family for this position.
Morris holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Virginia
and master’s degrees in social work and counselor education from
Columbia University and the University of North Florida. She has
served as assistant director of college counseling at The Bolles
School since 2007.

Jordan Rechcigl

Caroline Morris
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Humanitarian award honorees announced

Myron Flagler

Shawna Newman

Newman joins North
Florida Land Trust board
Shawna Newman, owner of an environmental construction and consulting
firm, was recently elected to the North
Florida Land Trust board of directors
and will serve a three-year term.
President of The NDN Companies,
Inc., Newman manages environmental
projects for private, tribal, state and
federal entities. Newman is of Chickasaw
and Choctaw decent and grew up
outside the Poarch Creek Reservation
in Pensacola, Florida. She earned her
Bachelor of Science in environmental
science from the University of West
Florida and has more than 19 years of
experience in environmental and tribal
coordination projects.
Newman serves on the STEM Education
Board for the Society of American
Military Engineers National where she
represents the Native communities and
makes sure the programs are getting to
tribal representatives in the eastern U.S.
She also is a volunteer with the Florida
Governors Council on Indian Affairs
and teaches their Summer Native Youth
STEM program.
Newman joins a diverse group of
professionals from throughout North
Florida who serve on NFLT’s board.
There are six members at large, a chair,
vice chair, secretary and treasurer who
each serve for a term of three years.

Patrick Geraghty

Janet Owens

Julia Taylor

Five honorees have been selected to receive honorees, the 2019 Acosta-Rua Young
awards from OneJax at its annual Humanitarian Professional Award will be given to Basma
Awards Dinner, Thursday, April 11.
Alawee, an immigration activist and teacher.
The 2019 Silver Medallion honorees
The event, held at the Prime Osborn III
include Myron Flagler, recently retired Convention Center, includes a formal
executive director of the Jewish Community ceremony to recognize outstanding humanAlliance; Patrick Geraghty, CEO for GuideWell itarians and raise funds to support OneJax’s
Mutual Holding Corporation, Florida Blue programs. OneJax Humanitarian Awards
and GuideWell Group, Inc.; Janet Owens, began in 1970 to honor individuals who
executive director, Jacksonville office of have made a significant humanitarian
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC); contribution to their communities.
Julia W. Taylor, longtime community trustee.
The Silver Medallion is awarded each
In addition to these four Silver Medallion year to men and women in recognition

Basma Alawee

of the individual’s outstanding dedication
and community service. Recipients of
this award have exhibited an extensive
record of involvement in civic, charitable,
volunteer and professional organizations;
dedication to the improvement of human
relations among diverse groups in our
city; impeccable personal and professional
integrity; sustained commitment to humanitarian ideals; history of placing
humanitarian concerns above self-interest;
and realistic humility about his/her importance in the world.

San Marco couple takes home
prizes at juried art fair
When Jim and Mimi Sherman Pearce
each took home prizes during the 32nd fall
art show sponsored by the Jacksonville
Coalition for the Visual Arts, it was perhaps
the first time a married couple has taken
home a third of the winning hardware. The
show was held at The Cultural Center of
Ponte Vedra, Nov. 16 through Jan. 12.
Mimi Sherman Pearce won the art competition with her oil-on-canvas entitled,
“After the Rain,” which was based on a plein
air work she painted during an outing at
Lake Oneida at the University of North
Florida. “I liked the painting and decided
to do another like it in my studio,” Mimi
recalled. “Although my paintings are based
in reality, I go there in my imagination.”
Pearce’s husband, Jim, received one of
three honorable mentions with his watercolor,
“Generations,” which illustrates an Atlantic
red cedar tree that has survived for generations outside the walls of Fort Clinch. “We

SECRET

~
HE
T~

Jim Pearce’s watercolor, “Generations,” received honorable
mention at the Jacksonville Coalition for the Visual Arts fall
show in Ponte Vedra.

visited the tree over Christmas,” Mimi said. juried by Jack Turnock, a retired professor
“His painting represents the truth that you from Jacksonville University.
can withstand whatever comes your way,
The next JCVA show will be held at Reddi
surviving and thriving.”
Arts, 1037 Hendricks Ave., in San Marco,
The show, which consisted of 50 forms of Monday, April 8 through Wednesday, May
visual art including sculpture, oil painting, 1 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. An opening reception
watercolor, acrylic and mixed media, was will be held Sunday, April 7, from 2-4 p.m.

Presented by Lee Weaver
February 28

OLD SAINT AUGUSTINE

8727 San Jose Boulevard Jacksonville, FL 32217
904.733.7078 | www.TheTempleJacksonville.org

$100 OFF
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Lee Weaver, a St. Augustine based author and
performer will present his one-man show.
The two hour presentation, with a 15 minute intermission,
where wine, beer and hors d’oeuvres will be served. The
performance is provided free of charge by the generosity of the
Dr. Larry and Kathy Kanter Fund for Jewish Preservation and
the St. Augustine Jewish Historical Society

7–9 p.m.
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Mimi Sherman Pearce with her prize-winning oil painting,
“After the Rain,” at the Ponte Vedra Cultural Center.
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Jacksonville welcomes new philanthropic nonprofit
The CSI Companies, a recruiting firm based in Jacksonville, announced
its philanthropic arm, CSI Gives Back, was granted official nonprofit
status in January. The group’s efforts to make a difference in the community began with sponsorship of community events in 2005.
Now under the leadership of Executive Director Becky Lowry, CMP,
the nonprofit will continue its mission of “providing acts of kindness
Becky Lowry
and bringing smiles to our community.”
Lowry has more than 10 years of event planning and charitable giving experience and
leads all community service initiatives for CSI, including partnerships with Dreams
Come True, American Lung Association, Team HEAL, Habitat for Humanity, Hunger
Fight, Rethreaded and more. Chris Flakus serves as board chair, Jeff Lawton as treasurer
and Deborah Valentine as secretary.

Community Foundation selects eight women, six men for class

Front: Courtney McGehee, Marion Lane, Willie Lane, Susan Kelly, Ragu Murthy, Priyanka Murthy; back: Kendall Sisisky Valliere,
Michael Schmidt, Ashley Stein Wotiz, Matthew Wotiz, Autumn Combs, Mandy Hudson, Ashton Hudson and John Baker (Photo by laird)

The Community Foundation for Northeast
Florida has seated its latest class of the
Weaver Philanthropic Initiative, a program
now entering its 20th year. The 14 emerging
philanthropists in the 2019 class will learn
more about the community’s needs and
how to maximize their charitable giving,
just like their predecessors.
The Weaver Philanthropic Class of 2019
includes John Baker, Autumn Combs,
Ashton Hudson, Amanda Hudson, Susan
Kelly, Edward W. Lane, Marion Lane,
Courtney McGehee, Priyanka Murthy,
Raguveer Murthy, Michael Schmidt, Kendall
Valliere, Ashley Wotiz and Matthew Wotiz.
Program alumni and members of The
Community Foundation’s Board of Trustees
welcomed the Weaver Philanthropic Initiative

Class of 2019 at a reception in November.
Late last month, the class began its six-month
education process, including opportunities
to experience hands-on grantmaking. Along
the way, members will learn about the
critical issues and abundant opportunities
that exist in the community. At its conclusion,
participants will have a strong understanding
of their own philanthropic leadership style,
as well as an enlightened look at the grantmaking opportunities in the area.
The philanthropic leadership program
has been guiding the next generation of
philanthropists since 1999 and, in 2013,
was renamed the Weaver Philanthropic
Initiative in recognition of J. Wayne and
Delores Barr Weaver’s philanthropic
commitment to the community.

Happy Valentine’s Day!

CALL: (904) 384-2612 | STATE CERTIFIED: CACO58450

Rebuild, repair or create the
dock of your dreams. If you’re
seeking a quality job that’s
executed properly — on time
and without delay.

Call for an estimate today!

904.509.3377
legacyofjacksonville@gmail.com

Rotary oratory competitors head to finals

Bill Langley, S. Jacksonville Rotary Club president,
Alyson Culbertson, Nick Mosley, Imira Ackerson,
Jackson Ravis, Tomas Jimenez and Steve Madden

High school seniors on the First Coast
are competing for college scholarships,
courtesy of six Rotary Clubs, by participating in the fifth annual Rotary Oratory
Competition, a project initiated by the
Rotary Club of South Jacksonville in 2015.
The Rotary Club of South Jacksonville
hosted four high school students at its Jan.
22 luncheon at River City Brewing, where
the students gave 5-minute oratory speeches
on the topic of cultural trends in social
service and were judged by the club’s membership and guests.
Alyson Culbertson, a senior at Providence
High School, was declared the winner, besting
Nick Mosley, Bishop Kenny High School;
Jackson Ravis, The Episcopal School of
Jacksonville, and Imira Ackerson, University
Christian School.
The topics are meant to be current, meaningful and thought-provoking. This year’s
topic was “What are developing cultural
trends that will change our community at
home and worldwide over the next 20 years
regarding social service to humanity?”

The students had approximately two
months to research, write and prepare
their presentations. The candidates were
assigned geographically to a nearby Rotary
Club, where they first competed in a
“regional” contest. Those who won their
regional will vie for a first-place college
scholarship and a runner-up college
scholarship in a final competition to be
held Thursday, Feb. 21, at WJCT Studios,
which will air it later in the spring.
Each participant received a $100 gift
card, with regional winners receiving a
$500 scholarship to their college or
post-secondary education institution. The
finals winner will receive a $5,000 scholarship and the runner-up a $3,500
scholarship.
Rotary Clubs participating in the project
include the Rotary Clubs of Fernandina,
Orange Park, St. Augustine, South Jacksonville,
West Jacksonville, and the Rotary Club of
Jacksonville. The Rotary holds seven regional
competitions, with two hosted by South
Jacksonville Rotary Club.

San Jose couple to chair annual Black & White Ball
The annual Black & White Ball, a fundraising gala in support of Catholic Charities
Jacksonville, will be held Saturday, March 9, 6 p.m., at the US Assure Club East at TIAA
Bank Field. This year’s event chairs are Karen and Greg Montana, of San Jose.
Greg Montana, a corporate executive vice president for FIS, serves as the company’s
chief risk officer and is a member of Catholic Charities Board of Directors. Karen Montana
serves Assumption Catholic Church in adult and youth ministries.
Over the past 27 years, the Black & White Ball has raised more than $3.1 million for
the nonprofit’s emergency financial assistance program.

New officers elected for Jacksonville Area Golf Association
The Jacksonville Area Golf Association
(JAGA) elected Randy Nader, of Sawgrass
Country Club, as 2019 president, succeeding
Don Gilmore of the Golf Club of Amelia
Island. Nader served as vice president-administration in 2018 and is succeeded in
that position by Jeff Adams, of TPC Sawgrass.
Adams served two years as vice president-tournaments and is succeed by Thomas
Bozzuto, of Hyde Park Golf Club. Larry Stark
of Jacksonville Beach Golf Club was re-elected
as secretary and Billy Walker of Oak Bridge
Golf Club will be the new treasurer.

Don Gilmore, Randy Nader, Jeff Adams, Thomas Bozutto
and Larry Stark; unavailable for photo, Billy Walker

The 2019-2020 5th
anniversary issue of
Jacksonville’s best guide to the
area’s historic neighborhoods is
coming this summer.
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Noura Café celebrates 10 years in the community

Leaders in local fundraising
raise awareness for the career
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

Regardless of the title – development
director, charitable gifts administrator,
director of funding – the people who fill
those roles all have something in common.
They are professional fundraisers, specifically
to generate philanthropic support for a wide
variety of charitable institutions.
Guided by a 59-year-old organization –
the Association of Fundraising Professionals
– people, like Courtney Weatherby-Hunter
and Annie Tutt, who choose to make a
career of gently twisting arms are raising
awareness not just about their nonprofits
but about their profession.
Weatherby-Hunter, president of the AFP’s
First Coast Chapter, said she joined the
Chapter in 2008, the same year as Tutt,
immediate past-president. Both residents
of San Marco, the women’s journeys into
fundraising had different beginnings.
“I started my development journey as a
student fundraiser for Dance at the University
of Florida. I have been a development
professional for almost 16 years,” said Tutt,
while Weatherby-Hunter said she had always
“dabbled in it” since her first job as a case
worker at Guardian ad Litem but has been
a professional fundraiser now for 10 years.
Although she doesn’t wield the gavel now,
Tutt said she is passionate about increasing
the recognition of AFP’s role in hosting
National Philanthropy Day. “I see the NPD
event as a great way to encourage new
organizations to get involved with the
Chapter, grow membership and highlight
the incredible work of even more local
nonprofits,” she said.
Weatherby-Hunter’s focus is to have
leaders in the community see the members
as experts. “Our Chapter members’ roles
in nonprofits range from communications,
major gifts, corporate giving, planned giving,
direct mail, board development, executive
leadership, etc.,” she said. “We have a broad
membership base and I would love to see
our chapter as the ‘go to’ when companies
want to give, form a board, or need a speaker
on development.”
She plans to implement that goal through
teamwork. “Our Chapter could not succeed
without the people sitting around the
table. We are a diverse, outgoing, fun group
who truly values each other and our goals. It
has been key to my planning for my presidency this year. I met with each one and
talked through why and how they can impact
our Chapter. Making this all happen takes
each one of us.”
One of the reasons Tutt said she loves
AFP is its diversity. “We continue to work
to increase diversity and inclusion. I enjoyed
creating strong collaboration between

Courtney Weatherby-Hunter and Annie Tutt

board members and watching powerful
connections and relationships grow between
our members. The collaboration is very
more meaningful because so many different
ideas and perspectives are around the table,”
said Tutt, who also noted she enjoys serving
as a mentor and a coach. “It has been a
place of joy in my career and in my AFP
involvement. Welcoming those that are
new to the nonprofit sector or the fundraising field and sharing my knowledge
and experience is the one way I can continue
to contribute regardless of my AFP leadership roles.”
For Weatherby-Hunter, contributing to
the long-term sustainability of the development community and the Chapter comes
through teaching others that fundraising
is a skill and a legitimate career choice.
“Colleges are just recently offering classes
and degrees in development,” she said. “My
generation sort of ‘fell into it’ and learned
along the way. AFP helped each of us in
that way. The best way to sustain it is to
continue involving not just our membership
but the greater community.”
For those on the fence about joining the
AFP, Tutt offers some good advice. “The
greatest value of the Chapter is in the people
you meet. These professional connections
and friendships are a virtual team that is
always in your corner. They will take your
calls when you need support, they celebrate
your biggest wins with you, and they challenge you to continue to grow,” she said.
And for members who are not sure about
taking on leadership roles, WeatherbyHunter said, “You are not alone as a
leader. You have an entire team behind
you. Many of us are a team of one in our
various organizations. It can get lonely. Our
Chapter is anything but lonely. I encourage
our members to be as involved as they
want to be but know that we in leadership
are always there to talk through their first
ask, bond over a troublesome board meeting
or share our worst days.”

For one local business – culture, community and great customers have all
come together to help grow a successful
venture in the restaurant industry. Since
opening in 2009, the love of their customers has fostered the growth of Noura
Café, a Lakewood-area eatery.
“We have been here 10 years and we’ve
been blessed since the beginning,” shared
Raymond Abi Khalil, “It’s been a good
experience.”
Raymond and his wife, Noura Abi Khalil,
run the local café, one that has served
traditional Lebanese and Middle Eastern
cuisine to diners hungry for something
unique and authentic for the past decade.
Not only does the eatery serve meals and
cater events and parties, they carry grocery
items for those seeking traditional fare.
From the beginning, Noura felt a great
energy and her faith led the couple to the
spot where the business resides today. After
looking at other spaces and locations, 1533
University Blvd. W called and, as Noura
shared, “It just felt right.” So right, in fact,
that humble beginnings and four table
tops has grown to seat 100 – to include
meeting and event space.

Raymond and Noura Abi Khalil

“We share a lot of our Lebanese culture
with the community, which allows us to
be a part of this community,” said Noura.
From the original dishes of hummus,
tabouli, grape leaves, kibbeh, baba ghanoush
and meat, cheese and spinach pies, the
business has expanded its menu and offers
countless dishes today.

River Oaks Dental opens
in the neighborhood
A new dental practice has opened in the
Lakewood area, one that delivers a woman’s
touch and a fresh perspective in dentistry.
With the recent opening of River Oaks
Dental at 6120 San Jose Blvd., Dr. Rachel
Monteiro and her team have embarked on
the journey to offer a new alternative in
dental care to residents in the area.
Dr. Monteiro’s goal is to grow her patientcentered, convenient and comprehensive
practice by ensuring the relaxation of her
patients and satisfaction by way of great
service. The general and family practice
offers sedation dentistry, full dental implants
for those seeking the avoidance of dentures,
cosmetic dentistry, in-network insurance,
as well as financing for more extensive
treatment. A Jacksonville native and graduate
of The Bolles School, Dr. Monteiro is devoted
to restoring, enhancing, and protecting the

Dr. Rachel Monteiro

natural beauty of all smiles using state-ofthe-art technology and procedures. For
patient convenience, early morning and
weekend hours have been established to
offer patients the flexibility required by
today’s busy families and professionals.

Ortega Computer Repair
Love technology but don't know where to start? I can help!

• Network set-up
• Computer clean-up
• Installation & consultation
• Small business & home

904.410.0127

BryanLongfellow
Arnold St. 32210
4331
Ocr.410.0127@gmail.com
www.OrtegaComputerRepair.com

Monday - Friday: 9:30 - 5:30 • Saturday: 10:30 - 4:00
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Shannon joins Millers Creek board
With the new year comes a new board
member for the Millers Creek Special Tax
District.
Mike Shannon, who owns a home on
Morier Street, was elected by the board during
its meeting Dec. 17, held at the Korean Baptist
Church in St. Nicholas. Shannon will fill a
seat vacated by Barbara McMorrow. His
four-year term began January 1.
Shannon, who currently resides in
University Park in Arlington with his wife,
Irene, while his St. Nicholas home is being
renovated, said he looks forward to
spending his retirement on the river in
the older, quiet, well-established neighborhood. “The St. Nicholas residents we’ve
met over this past year have been extremely
nice and welcoming, which makes this
move easier for us,” he said.
While some new homeowners might
shy away from buying a house requiring
extra taxes to cover the Millers Creek
eco-restoration project, Shannon said the

April Collum and Judith Williams

New art gallery
opens in San Marco
Long-time salon owner/operator
April Collum recently put down her
cutting shears to take up a paintbrush
and launched Home Street Gallery &
Studios in December 2018. The gallery,
located at 1451 Home Street, is in a
1909 two-story Victorian home which
Collum purchased in 1999 and renovated
for a hair salon, which she operated
for nearly 20 years.
“Art is for everyone,” said Collum,
who wants to introduce a Santa Fe-style
art vibe to San Marco by offering a
working studio for artists to rent space
to display their art or to set up an easel
and create while visitors stroll through
the gallery.
Collum, along with gallery assistant/
artist Judith Williams, is planning an
open studio show April 10. The December
launch show included half a dozen
local artists and was attended by more
than 200 guests.

planned dredging was a big reason he and
his wife purchased their home. “The visuals
are great at high tide, but low tide is unappealing, looking at black silt,” he explained.
“Plus, we need to be able to navigate our
boat during low tide. Right now, that’s
impossible. What do we hope to gain?
Peace and tranquility! I can’t speak for our
neighbors, but I think the extra taxes paid
will increase everyone’s land value after
the dredging is completed.”
An IT Systems Administrator for Cantata
Health for the past 20 years, Shannon
has lived in Jacksonville since 1979. Prior
to his current job, he worked for FedEx
and American Fitness Center, and met
his wife on the Southbank when he served
as Beverage Director at the Sheraton at
St. Johns Place. He has been married for
36 years and has two grown children,
Mike and Carleigh.
A Long Island native, Shannon said he
intends to bring a northern work ethic to

Mike Shannon

the board. “Being from New York, I’m
somewhat aggressive when it comes to work
ethic and deadlines,” he said. “I like to get
the job done correctly and on time! Since
I haven’t been involved much in this project,
I understand that the board has spent many
hours working to get this project completed,
and I plan to do whatever is asked of me to
keep the ball moving forward. Our biggest
issue? Dealing with the government!”

Meninak Club installs 100th president during centennial year

Kerry Varkonda

Kerry Varkonda was installed as the 100th
president of the Meninak Club on Jan. 5, at
the President’s Reception, taking the helm
from Capt. Bob Buehn, USN (Ret.) during
the club’s centennial anniversary year.
“I am honored to have been chosen as
Meninak’s 100th president. Since 1919, the
people of Meninak have made service to our
community and ongoing learning priorities
in their lives. When I work alongside people
who focus on helping others, it helps me to
make others a priority too. I am excited to
be part of preparing for our next 100 years
of service and giving together,” said Varkonda.

Varkonda is a partner with PHW Energy,
LLC., a Jacksonville Beach-based renewable
energy company which develops renewable
electric generation projects and enhanced
renewable fuels in the United States.
Varkonda has worked with fellow Meninaks
to teach Junior Achievement’s financial
literacy curriculum to elementary students
in two Jacksonville Title 5 elementary
schools. He has also been a Take Stock in
Children mentor for the past six years and
has chaired the Meninak’s membership
and mentoring committees and has served
as a director.

sip it in!
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Dr Todd Sack, Susan Kaye and Jan Boljon with Clare and Vance Berry

Dr. Angela Black with her
brother, Rick Prevatt

John and Deena Wallace with Hillary and
Michael Aubin, Wolfson Children’s Hospital president

Martha Barrett with Abby and Senator Aaron Bean

Kathleen Shaw and Kerrie Slattery with JF Bryan

Brett Chafin and
Josh Henry

Hilda and Lisa Federico

Mark and Lisa O’Steen with Judy and Bill D’Antignac

Cummer celebrates the Orient
with Japanese party

Florida Forum guests spend an
evening with Bryan Cranston

Japanese culture was the focus of the first in a series
of three themed dinner parties in 2019 to benefit The
Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens. “Artful Umami”
was held Jan. 10 at the Riverside-based museum, where
its new director, Adam Levine, was on hand to greet
patrons and supporters. A private art tour for VIP guests,
some clad in colorful Japanese attire, included a
signature cocktail.
The evening celebrated the exhibit “Fields of Color:
The Art of Japanese Printmaking” and included performances by Japanese artists, umami-packed food and

“Charity is the price you pay for good fortune,” said
award-winning actor Bryan Cranston, sharing what “Malcolm
in the Middle” co-star Jane Kaczmarek once told him.
Cranston kept the audience of 1,100 spellbound in an interview
format with Tim Cost, president of Jacksonville University,
at the Times-Union Center for Performing Arts Jan. 28.
As author, Cranston’s memoir, “A Life in Parts,” is a
New York Times bestseller. He has also produced an instructional DVD called KidSmartz, designed to teach
families how to stay safe from child abductors and internet
predators. KidSmartz raises money for the National Center

Adam Levine with Nancy and Gary Chartrand

sake. Lory Doolittle was the presenting sponsor and
Peggy and J.F. Bryan, along with Publix Super Markets
Charities, were sponsors.

Noah and Sarah Marks with
Lauren and Lincoln Register

Susan, Emma and Jim Towler

for Missing & Exploited Children by donating half the
proceeds from sales.
Funds raised from The Florida Forum benefit Wolfson
Children’s Hospital of Jacksonville and the creation of a
new Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Florida Blue
was the sponsor of this second forum presentation in the
2018-2019 series of three.
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Matthew and Megan Del Pizza, with Christin McFaul,
Matthew Caven and Susan Caven

Sue Krall and Connie Kolster with Jackie Aquino and Trudy Harris

David and Tracy Williams with Luke and Caroline Pope

Jack Logue and Jennifer Walker

Bruce and Leonila Thompson with Steven Spickelmier
and Larry and Sabrina Arceneaux

Bowtie Ball a ‘casual affair
to remember’

Nonprofit celebrates 40 years
of caring, compassion

The Shircliff Society, a group of young professionals
who support the mission of St. Vincent’s Foundation, held
its 2nd annual Bowtie Ball Jan. 26 in an elegantly casual
setting at Manifest Distilling. Gentlemen sporting bowties
added to the spirit of the event which raised funds to
purchase three Novii Wireless Fetal Monitoring Patch
Systems for the Family Birthplace at Ascension St. Vincent’s
Medical Centers Southside and Riverside.
The monitoring system safely monitors fetal heart rate,
maternal heart rate, and uterine activity via Bluetooth in
the final stages before giving birth.

Although the idea of hospice is centuries old, the
first modern hospice in the United States wasn’t established until 1974. Shortly thereafter, the beginning of
what is now called Community Hospice & Palliative Care
came in 1978 when Rev. Paul Brenner formed Friends
of Hospice. Now, 40 years later, the nonprofit is
far-reaching in its mission and scope, serving 16 counties
in Northeast and North Central Florida.
At its 40th anniversary celebration Jan. 25, Community
Hospice also recognized the Guardians of Light and
The 1979 Society members, all generous donors and

Susan Ponder-Stansel with Connie Kolster

supporters who have made an impact on the quality of
life in the community.
“We are so grateful for the charitable support we
receive from those who believe in our mission and
values,” said Michael Ruble, chair of the Board of
Directors for the Community Hospice Foundation.

LIVE FIRST COAST

Town: 5233 San Jose Boulevard, Jacksonville, Florida 32207 – 904.731.9770
Beaches: 820 Highway A1A N., Suite E15, Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 32082 – 904.285.7700
Amelia Island: 5548 First Coast Highway Suite 101, Amelia Island, Florida 32034 – 904.277.6522
Gallery Office: Inside the Ritz Carlton, Amelia Island – 904-310-0981
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FirstCoastSIR.com

1551 1st Street South
U n i t # 301

$ 449, 000

3 Bedrooms; 2 Full Bathrooms
1,446 Sq. Ft.
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Michelle Floyd • 904.343.5067
Jack Floyd • 904.343.5196

VE

Caroline and Luke Pope served as event chairs and,
along with Courtney Bell, Shircliff Society president, and
Jane Lanier, CFRE, president and system chief development
officer for St. Vincent’s Foundation, welcomed society
members, supporters and guests to an evening of live
entertainment, delicious hors d'oeuvres, signature drinks,
a silent auction and plenty of fun.
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Stephen and Olivia Frick with Courtney Bell
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Amanda Edwards and Ray Dezern, with
Meghan Edwards and Felecia Walker

Susan and Jim Towler

9548 Waterford Road
$ 5 7 5 , 000
5 Bedrooms
3 Full & 1 Half Bathrooms
3,368 Sq. Ft.

Jane Chefan • 904.463.1179
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Brittany Muller, Nicole Ashran and Morgan Ashran
with Jessica Tozy and Paige Vaughan

Jody Brandenburg with Marty Goetz

2790 Sylvan Estates Court
$ 2, 399, 000

4368 Worth Drive East
$ 5 99, 000

Kasey Ritter • 904.449.6648
Catarina Soares • 352.222.2224

Kasey Ritter • 904.449.6648
Catarina Soares • 352.222.2224

5 Bedrooms
5 Full & 2 Half Bathrooms
6,477 Sq. Ft.

4 Bedrooms
3 Full & 2 Half Bathrooms
3,256 Sq. Ft.

PURCHASE A VOLVO,
GET A TRIP TO SWEDEN
TAKE A VACATION WHERE THE SOUVENIR IS
PART OF AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE.
Purchase a Volvo from O’Steen Volvo Cars
of Jacksonville within the Volvo Overseas
Delivery Program and you’ll discover a truly
unique way to buy a car, as well as a truly
unique way to travel around Europe.
HERE’S WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Two round-trip tickets
to Scandanavia
A free first class hotel night
in Gothenburg, Sweden
Savings off the U.S. MSRP
on U.S.-model Volvos
Complimentary home shipment to
O’Steen Volvo valid for up to 6 months

THE ALL-NEW, RE-DESIGNED
2019 V90CC IS HERE NOW!
2019 Volvo V90 Cross Country

56,295

$

10863 Philips Hwy
Jacksonville, FL 32256

904-396-5486
OSteenVolvo.com

Family owned & operated for 4 generations
Free Valet Pick-up for service repairs (See Dealer for full details.)
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Dwellers gather for bird’s-eye implosion view at Tumble Down fundraiser
For the Downtown Dwellers who gathered
at the crack of dawn atop The Peninsula to
watch the implosion of the former City Hall
Annex building, the group’s Tumble-Down
fundraiser for artwork on the Riverwalks
was not only a fun but also a symbolic event.
“It means we are out with the old and in
with the new,” said Elliotte Harvey, a
Peninsula resident, noting that like many
who live in Downtown Jacksonville, the
removal of Old City Hall from the City’s
skyline symbolizes the beginning of a
bright future for Downtown.
Harvey was one of nearly 40 Downtown
Dwellers and their guests who gathered
for an early breakfast on the 38th floor of
the Southbank high rise. Also included
in the party were three members of
Downtown Vision, Inc. – Junine Castin,
Kat Hartwick and Eric Miller, a Southbank
resident. The group seeks to transform
Downtown into its own neighborhood
and use its influence to encourage city
officials to improve the Riverwalk and
other public facilities so it will become a
place more people will want to live.
For Harvey, an African American and
lifelong Jacksonville resident, seeing the
59-year-old City Hall Annex fall was
particularly meaningful. “To see that
building leave meant so much to my
heart and soul,” he said, recalling when
he was a child, he joined his brother and
mother in drinking from a “nasty, coloreds-only” drinking fountain in the
building. “The implosion means the old
way is gone and hopefully whatever they
build there next will be consistent with
the way society is now. It’s the beginning,
and to me this city is now going the way
I dreamed it would.”

A dust cloud from the implosion of the old City Hall
Annex building wafts its way toward Berkman Plaza I.

Gary and Jann Tipton

Chelly Schembera, Steve and Jackie Gahan,
with Downtown Dwellers President
Sandra Fradd and Jeff Schembera

Junine Castin, Liz Grebe, Joey Marchy,
with Bryant and Kat Hardwick and Eric Miller

Susan Powell, Diane Reese, Elliotte Harvey, Marsha Roberson,
Mike Johnson, John Usry, Lunn Johnson, Michael Usry
and Tara Morton. Front: Conner Morton and Madelyn Usry

Ackerman has the missing piece.

Ruthie and Dan Sharp

Donna and Bill Arndt

Time

“I started my Proton Therapy
treatment two weeks ahead of
schedule. That was a big deal to me.”
At Ackerman Cancer Center, we recognize the needs
of our patients and provide timely access to the
most advanced care, including Proton Therapy.
Let’s solve your cancer puzzle.

Hear Reggie’s Story

AckermanCancer Puzzle.com

San Jose Blvd. & I-295
904-420-7418
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Chamber swaps meeting agenda for good time
A lot of fun and networking took place
among the region’s business leaders at the
Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce’s 134th
annual meeting held Jan. 24 at JAX Chamber
headquarters downtown. “After 134 years,
we still call it a meeting – but let’s be honest,
it’s really a party,” said the invitation.
Chamber members and guests mingled
outside to live music from The Band Be
Easy as they enjoyed food and beverages
from local restaurants. Sponsors of the
annual event included PRI Productions,
JAXPORT, The Florida Times-Union,
Jacksonville Icemen, Wexford Strategies
and St. Vincent’s HealthCare.

Daryl Calhoun and Jim McKee with Jeanne Marie Miller and Todd Higginbothan

Laura Evans with Donna Deegan

Elizabeth Lopez and Brandon Cook with David Dunn and Kayla Haimes

Peter Kalleres with Cathy Curtis

Ed Nimnicht with Leslie and Harold McCart

David Koehn and Andre Koehn with
Jamie Harting and Kimberly Watkins

Randy Goodwin with Bonnie Arnold

Breast cancer’s
faces are those of
friends and family
Hope Floats, a fundraising team dedicated
to raising money for the DONNA Foundation,
hosted a reception Jan. 26 for the exhibit,
“The Many Faces of Breast Cancer,” at CoRK
Art Studios. The breast cancer survivor
portrait series of local women and one man
was created by Laura Evans, owner of
Avondale-based Laura Evans Photography.
The exhibit is centered on raising awareness
about breast cancer, which afflicts both
women and men, while celebrating and
honoring those directly impacted by the
disease. Each portrait was accompanied by
handwritten thoughts from the survivor.

Felt a lump?
You don’t have to
wait for answers.

Same-day breast assessment.
A lump or other breast abnormality brings lots of questions. But waiting weeks to know if
you have breast cancer is no longer necessary.
The UF Health Breast Center – Jacksonville offers appointments for biopsy, imaging and
treatment consultations with nationally recognized breast health specialists, all on the
same day.
Don’t wait. Learn more at UFHealthJax.org/breast or call 904.244.4387 to schedule your
private consultation.
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Taking the headache out of home remodeling, one client at a time
Simplify your next project,
hire the right help

In today’s market of skyrocketing real
estate prices, there’s a new dilemma that’s
arriving for far too many homeowners. Do
you sell your home and cash in your equity
and get back in the homebuying game? Stay
put in your favorite neighborhood where
you love your schools and friends? Buy
property and build from the ground up? Or
do you simply remodel and get what you
want out of your current home?
These are all good options to have, but what
if you’ve already made up your mind and want
to explore the process? Perhaps you want to
get busy on plans with an architect, hire the
contractor and get underway building
something that lasts. Where do you begin?
After all, there are no manuals, and nobody
to provide guidance when you’re ready to
bust out walls, pull permits and start the
long and arduous process. The best answer
is to engage Lindsay Shilling of Pacific
Standard Construction. Lindsay is the wife
of a contractor and a mother of three who
has the experience and knowledge to help.
She’s down to earth, skilled in the field and
she’s built an impressive resume over the
last 10 years.
Whether it’s the six homes built from the
ground up, or her own personal project – a
total home remodel of her own – one she
accomplished alongside her husband, Jacob,
she brings talent and peace of mind to any
undertaking.
Her skills and understanding of the various
steps required to build, remodel and update

homes both historic and contemporary are
endless. From lot lines, zoning codes, building
codes, setbacks and other laws in Jacksonville
– she’s loaded with talent and design skills
as well. She understands how difficult it is
for working couples and individuals to
handle projects, so she’s ready to help
homeowners realize their dreams through
her new business.
It’s difficult in North Florida right now to
get a call back from a construction company
or a general contractor. Whether it was the
recession that impacted skilled trades, or the
hurricanes that have skilled craftspeople
occupied by current jobs, it’s a tough market
in which to find great people. This dilemma
is only going to get worse while the market
remains hot. But Lindsay offers a solution
and she certainly knows how to play the game,
plan and help organize the entire process
from start to finish. After all, you never know
the quality of the work, unless you’re in the
business and know what to expect. There’s
nothing more frustrating than a contractor
who’s never around, never on time, doesn’t
shoot straight with you and runs into difficult
circumstances time after time.
For most working families and individuals, this is a tough crossroads. If you
want to be your own contractor – buckle
up! It’s going to be a rough ride. Build in
time you don’t have, finances you didn’t
intend to dedicate to the project and
headaches galore. Or, you can make a
phone call, set up a consultation and get
together with Lindsay to get sound advice,
the best subs working for you and her
assistance handling the day to day operations that help projects come together.
Not only will she save you time, but she’ll

Lindsay Shilling, vice-president Pacific Standard Construction

save you money and the countless issues
that arise will be handled for you. If you
would rather skip the arguments with
people who don’t commit, fail you day in
and day out and take the fun out of what
should be a game-changer for your home
and lifestyle – give her a ring.
From Lindsay Shilling’s perspective, there
is a true partnership that can exist during
this process that should be simple and enjoyable – after all, this is your new space.
Not only will you learn a process, but you’ll
gain a much greater understanding of your
home, the way it is constructed or the way

that it was constructed many years ago. The
plan is to bring your passion and special
touches to the project, while remaining free
and clear of the difficulties and pitfalls.
Does this sound like a service you want to
explore? If you’re already having the remodel
talk and could use a pro that’s seasoned in
this field – reach out to Lindsay at 904-4010964 or email Pacificstandardconstruction@
comcast.net to set up your personal consultation. It will be one of the best decisions
you could have made, aside from the
finishing touches that embellish your new
space for years and years to come.

Pacificstandardconstruction@comcast.net | 904-401-0964 | www.pacificstandardconstruction.com

Did they spend

CELEBRATING

10 YEARS
IN BUSINESS

Fine
Middle Eastern
Lebanese Cuisine.
Dine In
Take out
Catering
Private Venue

aDidfortune
or
they go to

VIKTOR’S?

A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
ONE OF JACKSONVILLE’S
BEST KEPT SECRETS FOR DISCOUNT FURNITURE & MORE!

Shop for your

Valentine

at the Cathedral Gift
Shop & Bookstore
221 E Church St

Bring in this ad
and receive
20 % off
your purchase!
Drema Farmer Jewelry
Designs Trunk Show
February 8, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
February 10, 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

6612 San Juan Avenue

1533 University Blvd W
904.739.0033
( Monday - Saturday, 8am - 9pm )

w w w. n o u r a c a f e . c o m

904-786-5424 • viktorspayless.com
Hours: Tues-Sat 9–5:30

256 East Church Street
Jacksonville, FL 32202

(904) 356-5507 • JaxCathedral.org
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$1.5 million raised to restore historic Memorial Park, Florida’s WWI memorial

Memorial Park, Jacksonville’s third oldest
park, has statewide significance as Florida’s
World War I memorial. Listed on the
National Register of Historic Places and a
key part of the Riverside-Avondale National
Historic District, the park has also been
recognized as the finest small urban park
in the nation designed by the Olmsted
Brothers still in existence. The park is home
to Spiritualized Life, the statue that has
become the iconic image of our city.
Thanks to efforts of the nonprofit
Memorial Park Association (MPA) and
support from individual citizens, corporations, foundations and its public-private
partner, the City of Jacksonville, the park
is being preserved and enhanced. The $1.5
million raised in the Spirit of Victory
Campaign is being invested in the realization of a master plan that addresses the
experience of today’s visitors while honoring
the original vision of the park.
“The goal of the campaign was to raise
the funds needed to restore the park to
its original Olmsted Brothers glory by its

“While we are committed
to restoring the park’s historic
design, we have also taken
the opportunity to adapt the
park so that it can be operated
more efficiently,”
— Michele L. Luthin, vice president,
Memorial Park Association’s Board of Directors

100th birthday in 2024,” said Michele L.
Luthin, vice president of Memorial Park
Association’s Board of Directors and chair
of the communications and marketing
committee. “While we are committed to
restoring the park’s historic design, we
have also taken the opportunity to adapt
the park so that it can be operated more
efficiently,” Luthin said.
From a vision of a Citizens Committee
led by Rotarian George Hardee and philanthropists Morgan V. Gress and Ninah
Cummer, Memorial Park was funded entirely
by private contributions on land provided
by the City. A grand opening and dedication
was held on Christmas Day 1924. The
partnership of citizens, private contributors,
and the City of Jacksonville continues today
and is the reason this landmark park has
survived passage of time. In 1986, Memorial
Park Association was created by a group
of park enthusiasts and local philanthropists
concerned with Memorial Park’s persistent
state of decline and disrepair. Their efforts
revitalized the park, which has emerged as
a vibrant center for the community.
Today, the park is home to athletes and
yogis, sunbathers, book readers, fishermen,
artists, nature lovers, historians and other
visitors. As it was in 1924, the park continues to be a favorite place to stroll around
the oval walkway and along the promenade
that lines one of the widest points of the
St. Johns River, listen as the wind rustles
the park’s majestic trees, admire the iconic
memorial statue, Spiritualized Life, and
the large-scale bronze eagles in the park’s
plaza, and play a game of frisbee or chase
on the lawn.

Hurricane Irma struck a blow to the
park in 2017 with flooding that destroyed
the balustrade and many of the park’s
oldest plantings. The partnership of the
MPA and City has been important in
addressing the damage. The work continues
and has not deterred other initiatives including the recovery and restoration of
the memorial scrolls bearing the names
of Florida’s Fallen and a glorious commemoration of the 100th anniversary on
November 11, 2018 of the signing of the
armistice that ended WWI. Recently, MPA

has developed a 15-point Historic Walking
Tour and is working on the development
of its Field Guide. In addition, MPA is also
raising funds to build an endowment that
will be invested to maintain and preserve
the park for future generations.
There’s almost always something going
on in Memorial Park. Visit the park at 1620
Riverside Avenue and visit memparkjax.
org to learn of upcoming speakers and
events, to volunteer, and to make a tax-deductible contribution to preserve and
enhance the park. See you at the Park!

For general inquiries, email Memorial Park Association, Inc. at info@memparkjax.org. To donate in support of the park, visit memparkjax.org/donate/

Jacksonville’s Premier dealer of
coins, currencies and collectibles
WWW.A-COIN.COM . 904.733.1204
6217 St. Augustine Rd., Jacksonville, FL | Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10:30am - 5:30pm
Bank and House Calls Available for Large Estates... “All Transactions Confidential”

WE ARE NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX CORPORATION OR ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES NOR ENDORSED BY ROLEX IN ANY WAY. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES, BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY
OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS. A-COIN IS KNOWN WORLDWIDE, AND OUR INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS ASSURE YOU OF SELLING TO THE COMPANY WITH THE WIDEST CLIENTELE OF ANY OTHER. WE GUARANTEE THE HIGHEST CASH PRICES. PLEASE NOTE... THERE IS NO
OBLIGATION TO SELL.. NO CHARGE FOR OUR EXPERTS TO EVALUATE YOUR TREASURES. MINIMUM PURCHASES APPLY. A-COIN IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX USA. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES, BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES
ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS.
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Baptist MD Anderson celebrates new Walgreens cancer-based pharmacy
By Marcia Hodgson
Resident Community News

Top brass from Baptist Health, the
Walgreens Corporation and the City of
Jacksonville were on hand to celebrate
Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center’s
grand opening of its new cancer-based
specialty pharmacy located in the new San
Marco facility Dec. 13.
Those celebrating, which included Mayor
Lenny Curry, President and CEO of Baptist
Health Hugh Green, Baptist MD Anderson
Medical Director Dr. Bill Putnam, Jon
Reitz, regional vice president of Walgreens,
City Council President Aaron Bowman
and his wife, Debbie, and At-Large Group
5 City Councilman Samuel Newby, made
note that the cancer-based, full-service
pharmacy was not only a first for Jacksonville
and the Baptist MD Anderson Cancer
Center but also for the entire country.
“This pharmacy is a good reflection of
having all you need in-house,” said Putnam
before the ribbon-cutting ceremony. “It
reflects our entire model of surrounding
the patient with every aspect of the care
they need, whether it’s medical oncology,

Baptist MD Anderson patient June Walker consults with
Walgreens make-up artist Kelly Vaughan-Williams as she
has a makeover during the open house and ribbon cutting
to celebrate the new Walgreens Pharmacy at the San Marco
cancer clinic Dec. 13.

surgery, radiation, chaplaincy services,
specialty oncology services, dietary nutrition,
or speech therapy. All these things are what
we want to provide to give our patients an
extra advantage with their cancer care.
“Walgreens has a wonderful relationship
with our Baptist Health system,” he continued.
“We wanted to leverage the relationship
Baptist Health and Walgreens has with our
Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center. It’s
very special to be able to meet our patients’
needs through this Walgreen’s specialty
oncology pharmacy, and this is the only
one in the country that is physically located
in a cancer center. It makes a big difference.”
With a staff of pharmacists trained to
specialize in handling cancer drugs, the
onsite pharmacy is meant to give personalized service to patients, offering them
the ability to better focus on their treatment,
which may include infused and oral
medications as well as supportive care
medications to prevent and manage side
effects during treatment. Also included
in the pharmacy’s services will be Walgreens’
new Feel More Like You™ program, which
is available at more than 400 stores across
the country and was developed to help
people living with cancer and their caregivers manage potential physical changes
associated with cancer treatment.
Walgreens and Baptist Health first began
their collaboration in 2016, and the next
year Baptist Health opened retail pharmacy
operations under Walgreens ownership at
Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville and
three retail health clinics in Walgreens stores
throughout the city operating under the
“Baptist Health Clinic at Walgreens” brand.
“Basically, Baptist MD Anderson is meant
to be a comprehensive center. While it requires diagnosis and treatment, once a

Cutting the ribbon to celebrate the new Walgreens Pharmacy at Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center were Baptist MD
Anderson Administrator LeeAnn Mengel, At-Large Group 5 City Councilman Samuel Newby, Katie Lestan of Walgreens, City
Council President Aaron Bowman, Mayor Lenny Curry, Baptist Health President and CEO Hugh Greene, Sydney L. Beliles,
PharmD., Walgreens Clinic Manager; Baptist MD Anderson Medical Director Dr. Bill Putnam, Jon Reitz, Walgreens regional
vice president; Thomas Isbon, PharmD., Walgreens Healthcare Specialty supervisor

patient has been diagnosed, it offers other
services that are very important to restore
that person to good health,” said Greene,
agreeing the new second-floor facility is
like a pharmacy on steroids. “Having a
specialty pharmacy here that handles
medicines that would also be in a retail
pharmacy precludes the person with a
compromised immune system from going
into a public store, which is invaluable for
that patient and his recovery.”
The event also celebrated the grand
opening of the cancer center’s Life Wellness
Center, a retail shop next door, where
patients and survivors can receive wellness
services and purchase specialty products
associated with cancer care. “The Life
Wellness Center provides privacy, especially
for the women who face breast cancer by
helping them with their needs post-surgery,”
Greene said.
In his remarks to the crowd, Curry said
having the first cancer-based specialty

Dr. Bill Putnam, Baptist MD Anderson medical director, with
LeeAnn Mengel, administrator Baptist MD Anderson, and
John Wilbanks, executive vice president and chief operating
officer of Baptist Health

pharmacy was a “big deal” for the city and
the patients the cancer clinic will serve.
“This piggybacks on what Baptist MD
Anderson is all about,” he said. “Obviously
we care about the jobs and the benefit to
the neighborhood, but most important,
this is about patient care. The city is blessed
to have Baptist MD Anderson and its
relationship with Walgreens.”

A Year End Review

How did 2018 compare to 2017?

AVONDALE
Number of homes sold
Average sales price
Volume sold

RIVERSIDE
Number of homes sold
Average sales price
Volume sold

ORTEGA
Number of homes sold
Average sales price
Volume sold

MURRAY HILL
Number of homes sold
Average sales price
Volume sold

10%
11%
02%
25%
11%
39%

Aging True Community Services invites you to tee off at our

14%
07%
05%

27th ANNUAL GOLF CLASSIC

20%
07%
28%

APRIL 22, 2019 10:30 AM SHOTGUN START

Interested in learning what your home
would sell for? Call me at 904-477-4266

benefiting programs and services for Duval County’s seniors

HIDDEN HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
3901 Monument Road Jacksonville FL

DUDE,
MAKE YOUR
VALENTINE’S DAY
RESERVATION

NOW!

Come See Us For Wine Down Wednesdays!

Purchase Your Tickets Now!

Bonnie K. Brady
B R O K E R A S S O C I AT E , G R I , S R E S , A H W D , L M C

(904) 477-4266 | Bonnie@fpmproperties.com
711 Margaret St., Jacksonville, FL 32204
www.fpmproperties.com

Visit www.AgingTrue.org/Events or call (904) 807-1307
to access sponsorship opportunities,
register your foursome, or reserve your individual spot!
Don’t forget to buy your ball drop entry to win $500!
Join us for a day of networking and fun
in support of a worthy cause!
Helicopter Ball Drop

Silent Auction

On-Course Contest and Events

Fresh / Never Frozen / Never Farm Raised
Casual Atmosphere • Delicious Food
Highest Quality Seafood

2665 Park Street
Riverside

904-337-1699
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Garden Club kicks off
2019 with fashion show

Leadership Jax alumni
enjoy evening reunion
Alumni of Leadership Jacksonville
gathered to catch up with former classmates
at a reception held Jan. 22 at The Cummer
Museum of Art and Gardens.
About 100 past graduates mingled with
fellow Leadership Jacksonville, New
Leadership Summit and Collegiate Leadership
Experience alumni, while enjoying hors
d’ouevres catered by the Cummer Café
and viewing the Augusta Savage exhibit.
“Understanding others through art and
culture is a key component for the four
Leadership Jacksonville programs,” stated
Leadership Jacksonville Chief Executive
Officer Jill Langford Dame. “We are proud
to partner with The Cummer Museum
and other art institutions to introduce our

Mike Biagini with Lori Day and Tahoma Guiry

pipeline of community trustees on assets
like the Cummer.”
Leadership Jacksonville graduated its
first class in 1977 with 29 members. Through
the decades the total number of participants
is more than 4,200 with over 2,000 still
living in Jacksonville. The nonprofit’s
mission is to develop community trustees
who will be part of building and strengthening their communities.

Steffani Fletcher, Julie McNeil and Maria Hane with
Stephanie Stephens, Bruce Musser, Susan Grandin and Jake Gordan

Janet Reagor and
Joanelle Mulrain

Gail Johnson
with Bill Haley

Jason Spencer, Joe Snowberger and Tonya Johnson Coomes
with Robert Harris and Paola Parra Harris

Members of the Garden Club served as models for the Fashion Show and Luncheon Jan. 19.

Longtime fashion entrepreneur Peggy
Johnson brought the Petunia Patch Fashion
Express to the Garden Club of Jacksonville
Jan. 19 for a “New Year New You 2019” fashion
show, hosted by the Women’s Garden Club.
With brunch by Davoli’s Catering and
background music by Robbie Trice, more
than 100 Garden Club Circles members
and their guests enjoyed a preview of upcoming spring fashions, followed by a raffle
for gift cards from the Petunia Patch, Riverside
Liquors and Tapas, River & Post, a bead
necklace from Nicolaas Alexander Jewelers,
gift basket from Kaw-fee & Sugar Gourmet
Coffee and a Laura Haley floral design from
the Late Bloomers Garden Circle.
The sold-out show helps support the
Garden Club of Jacksonville, Inc. as well as
enables it to support civic projects in the
community. The Garden Club of Jacksonville,
Inc. will contribute to the Jacksonville
Arboretum & Gardens in 2019.

Joyce Bicknell with Betsy Caplan and Phyllis Klose

Carol Costello and Edna Mann

904-384-5661 or 904-241-2884

AT TERRY VEREEN PLUMBING, WE
CAN HANDLE PLUMBING EMERGENCIES
SUCH AS:

Broken Pipes
Damaged Faucets
Leaks
Slab Leaks or Under Slab Leaks
Broken or Overflowing Toilets
Nancy Mahon and Jennifer Newman

OTHER SERVICES OFFERED INCLUDE:
Expert Plumbing Repairs & Re-piping
Emergency Plumbing Services
Water Heater Service & Installation
Sewer & Drain Service
Drain Cleaning/Stoppages
Complete Bath & Kitchen Remodeling

Elaine Atchison with Becky Rood and Sandy Marshall

DINNER BELL
B E L LW E T H E R JA X .C O M

RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL • PERSONALIZED SERVICE
2690 Rosselle Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204

TerryVereenPlumbing.net

STATE CERTIFIED PLUMBING CONTRACTOR CFCO 25597

25.00 OFF

$

Get $25 OFF your service.
Call any Weekday in February.

Clip this coupon and schedule your appointment. Saving money has never been this easy!
CALL US TODAY. TERRY VEREEN PLUMBING, INC. 904-384-5661
Some restrictions apply. Offer valid only during regular business hours (8am–5pm). Does not include installation of fixtures or appliances.
Coupon must be presented to receive discount. Limit One per customer per visit. Cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts.
Not valid on jobs already quoted. Payments must be made at time of service to receive discount. Offer expires February 28, 2019.

Now Serving Dinner
Wednesday–Saturday
100 North Laura Street
904.802.7745
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Experts agree dry crawlspaces are a must for clean air
Turners Underseal is the
smart choice in war on mold

Your house may be making you sick from
the ground up.
Experts at the 2019 Indoor Air Quality
Association annual meeting in Atlanta
confirm that many toxic buildings become
that way from problems in the crawlspace
under the first floor.
Chris Turner, owner of Turners Underseal,
met with Jeff May, certified indoor air quality
professional, licensed mold assessor and
author of “My House is Killing Me!”, at the
January conference to get May’s opinion
about crawlspaces.
“Crawlspaces can be a real nightmare,”
stated May. “Rarely is the humidity controlled,
so there’s a lot of moisture. It’s even worse
if there is no dry system.”
May said crawlspaces are the perfect
place for growing mold – on the subfloor,
the floor joists, even in the insulation. “If
the dampness problem doesn’t look severe,

Rich Johnson and Chris Turner

you may not see the mold, but it’s still
there,” he said. “Crawlspaces always have
mold growing on the surfaces even if it’s
not visible.” May added that the problem
is compounded by mold-eating mites which
produce a lot of allergens.
Rich Johnson, CEO, Air Allergen & Mold
Testing, also attended the conference and
spoke with Turner, confirming what experts
say about moisture and mold. “We do over
a thousand inspections year and we find
that moisture in the crawlspace is a significant contributor to the adverse health
effects that can come from microbial growth
within the home,” Johnson said. “So we
definitely think the crawlspace is an important part of the health of the home and
it should be kept dry and mold-free.”
Turner also spoke with Bill Sothern, a
certified industrial hygienist and chief investigator with Microecologies, who added
weight to what Turner has been preaching
for years: “You have to keep the crawlspace
dry at all times or it becomes a toxic stew,”
Turner said.
Jacksonville has more than its fair share
of hot temperatures and rainy days, resulting
in the right conditions for subflooring
moisture and kicking off the war against
illness-causing mold. It can make you sick,
especially if you have allergies or asthma,
Turner explained. But even if you’re not
prone to allergies, contaminants from
crawlspaces can still irritate your eyes, skin,
nose, throat, and lungs.
An article in the December 2018 issue
of Healthy Indoors magazine stated “Wellconducted epidemiology studies in several

A dehumidifier system keeps crawlspace dry.

countries have consistently shown that
exposures from building/house dampness
and mold have been associated with increased risks for respiratory symptoms,
asthma, hypersensitivity pneumonitis,
rhinosinusitis, bronchitis and respiratory
infections,” according to the American
Industrial Hygiene Association.
The solution is clear.
“Eliminate the moisture and all kinds
of good things happen,” said Turner. “Dry,
healthy air comes into your house and you
breathe clean air. Your doors and windows
don’t stick, and your wood floors don’t
warp. The bottom line is it really is all
about breathing healthy air in your
home. Crawlspace moisture is your enemy
– you need to stop it,” he said.
“Just about the only way to maintain a
dry crawlspace year-round is to use a

permanently installed, commercial-quality
dehumidifier, and a liner system with
modifications,” said Turner, who has over
30 years’ experience as a certified indoor
air quality professional.
“Don’t get fooled by offers to encapsulate
the crawlspace. They are not sealed so they
end up trapping water, mud and even
sewage above the liner. I recommend never
to encapsulate, but keep the crawlspace
dry year-round,” he said, adding that getting
the crawlspace dry and keeping it that way
will prevent it from becoming a nasty
breeding ground while improving indoor
air quality.
Why wait for mold to appear before your
eyes? Start the war against toxicity in your
home with an inspection to determine
whether it has elevated moisture conditions.
Call Turners Underseal today.

In addition to the Turners Underseal Dry Crawlspace System, Turners Underseal also does sub-floor sanitizing, permanent wood sealing and home air quality inspections. For
$300 off installation services, contact Chris Turner at (904) 903-9569, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., or check out Turners Underseal at turnersunderseal.com/

In an emergency,
every minute counts

Ascension® care teams at St. Vincent’s HealthCare are here all day, every day
with shorter wait times from door to doctor. We work quickly to understand your
situation and provide the care you need for illnesses and injuries, including things
like chest pain, broken bones, allergic reactions, and other serious emergencies. If
you need to stay for additional care, we’re here for you.
Find 24/7 ER care near you and check in online at GetJaxHealthCare.com

If you are experiencing a
major emergency, go to
the ER as soon as possible
or dial 911.
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Florida House’s newest
representative honored
Friends, family and supporters of
Wyman Duggan, along with his colleagues
at Rogers Towers gathered Jan. 17 at the
Southbank-based law firm for a victory
celebration for Florida’s newest member
of the House of Representatives, representing District 15. Duggan, a Republican,
bested his Democratic opponent, Tracye
Polson, receiving 51 percent of the vote.
A shareholder at Rogers Towers, Duggan
is a fifth-generation Floridian who graduated
from the U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Candidate School, graduated magna cum
laude from The University of the South,
and earned his law degree from The College
of William & Mary. His areas of practice
include land use, zoning, permitting,
charter amendments and property tax
valuation challenges, among others.
Former Jacksonville Mayor John Delaney
welcomed guests to the event and Mayor
Lenny Curry shared a few brief remarks.
When asked about his goals as a congressman, Duggan noted Florida’s priorities
should include vocational and technical
training in junior and senior high school.

Rogers Towers Managing Director Fred Franklin
with Florida House District 15 representative
Wyman Duggan and Marty Fiorentino

San Marco Chamber Music
Society sets sight for Germany

Mark Mitchell with Markenson Pierre

San Marco Chamber Music Society performing at Friday Musicale.
By Susan D. Brandenburg
Resident Community News

Scott Padgett with Tom Birdsong

John Falconetti with Michael Stewart, Allen Hieb, T.R. Hainline and Tom Bryan

More than 60 eager patrons gathered on
Jan. 13 at Friday Musicale in Riverside to
enjoy “Eine Kleine Nachtmusik” (A Little
Night Music) performed by the San Marco
Chamber Music Society.
Coinciding with the Society’s mission
statement “to educate and enrich the lives
of people of all ages and incomes by presenting world-class chamber music concerts
that are open and free,” the mission of that
evening concert was to raise funds for the
Society’s upcoming trip to Germany. The
musical ensemble traveling to Germany
will include co-founders Eric Olson (oboe)
and Ellen Olson (viola), Aurica Duca and
Clinton Dewing (violins), Nick Curry (cello)
and Les Roettges (flute).
“Our goal is to expand our mission of
presenting world-class chamber music
concerts,” said Ellen Olson, “and this time
as good-will international music ambassadors performing in some of Hamburg
and Berlin’s most historic spaces, including
churches, opera houses, palaces and concert
halls, where we will raise funds for charities
of their choice wherever we perform.”
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Present this ad for $10 off your check of $50 or more
Cannot be used on Valentine’s Day or combined with other coupons. Expires 3/31/19

Ellen and Eric Olson with Anna Miller and Piotr Szewczyk

In addition to showcasing some of
Jacksonville’s finest musicians on the international stage, the June 2019 trip will include
several local patrons traveling with the
musicians to each venue.
Audiences in Germany will be treated
to a brilliant new piece composed by
Jacksonville Symphony violinist Piotr
Szewczyk specifically for the San Marco
Chamber Music Society, entitled “The
San Marco Suite.” Two movements from
the San Marco Suite, “Midnight Waltz”
and “Hendricks Avenue,” were performed
Sunday evening at the fundraiser, after
which composer Szewcyzyk approached
the stage and joined the audience in applauding the players.
“Eine Kleine Nachtmusik” was a spirited
evening featuring wine and heavy hors
d’oeuvres and later, dessert wines and sweets,
as well as a live and silent auction with
several items that drew heavy bidding.
Particularly popular were the in-home
concerts offered by various members of the
ensemble, as well as a framed original
painting by Artist Anna Miller, inspired by
the San Marco Chamber Music Society.
Also quite popular with the guests was the
Society’s new CD, “Songs and Dances,” just
released by Albany Records.
“We made good progress Sunday night
towards our goal of $45,000 for the Germany
trip,” said Ellen Olson, “and we have 13 people
going, including our six musicians. We’d love
to have two more people accompany us.”
The San Marco Chamber Music Society
has several concerts coming up at their
regular venue of St. Mark’s Lutheran Church,
3976 Hendricks Avenue, the next one being
“Got Vivaldi?” on Sunday, Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
For information on the Germany trip, or
upcoming concerts, visit www.sanmarcochambermusic.org, or call Erik and Ellen
Olson at (904) 731-1310.

Haevoanna
N

#DTJAX GALA . FEB 23 . 6PM
Tickets on sale at: DTJAXGALA.COM
A festive night at Novel Coworking to raise funds for
Downtown’s Lively And Beautiful Sidewalks Initiative.
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San Marco resident steps up, gives Jacksonville nonprofit a new home
The Michael Ward and Jennifer Glock Foundation made
holidays brighter for Families of Slain Children
seven panels inscribed with nearly 4,000
names of homicide and crime victims.
The wall was constructed by Terry
Beverly McClain could barely contain Williams, owner of WGM Mechanical
her joy as she tearfully shared the story of Heating & Air Conditioning, who met
how her nonprofit, Families of Slain Children, McClain when he heard she needed help
Inc. (FOSCI), came to be in its new head- renovating the original office.
quarters shortly before Thanksgiving.
“She was calling around trying to get
After beginning her ministry in a church volunteers to help with the building – it was
in 2006, McClain was offered a condemned condemned – and I’ve been there ever since,”
home for a $10-a-year lease and found help said Williams. “We built the first walls and
to renovate it. Then in July 2018, the day added as needed. She’s one strong lady; she
before she was scheduled for hip surgery, didn’t give up and she’s come a long way.
McClain learned that she and the FOSCI She knows any time she needs something
volunteers would be evicted from their she can call me.”
rented location at 3108 Myrtle Ave. N. as
soon as it was sold. When the property Perpetuating the good being done
owner decided to sell it for $120,000, McClain
hoped to raise funds through a GoFundMe
Ward, a San Marco resident, was also
account to purchase it herself, but by more than happy to help McClain when he
September almost nothing had been donated. learned about FOSCI’s plight in September
“I was praying, ‘Lord, what are we going 2018. “I read the article in the newspaper
to do?’ when the phone rang, and someone and said, ‘These people are doing good
asked if he could buy the property for us. things and they need help,’” Ward shared
He broke me down to tears,” she said.
at FOSCI’s Dec. 14 ribbon cutting.
That someone was Michael Ward, former
McClain said originally Ward was prepared
CEO of CSX and co-founder of the Michael to purchase the rented property and two
Ward and Jennifer Glock Foundation. He other adjacent lots for the nonprofit, but
saw a news story about FOSCI’s plight and the deal didn’t work out. When Ward told
decided to step up.
his friend, Realtor Missie Sarra LePrell
McClain founded FOSCI a year after about the situation and asked if she would
losing her son, Andre, to violence. The be interested in finding FOSCI a new home,
nonprofit provides grief counseling as well she didn’t hesitate.
as revenge counseling, helping families deal
“When you meet Beverly and the volunteers,
with their children’s violent deaths. FOSCI they have an infectious passion. There’s so
is also well-known for its memorial wall, much love and enthusiasm, you want to be
a part of it and perpetuate what they do.
Each time we come over, we’re lifted up,”
said LePrell, also of San Marco.
McClain said she hoped to stay in the
same Moncrief Park neighborhood, but it
didn’t seem that would pan out.
“He took me on a long ride looking for
new property,” she said, then they stumbled
upon the former Jax Federal Credit Union
at 2212 Myrtle Ave. N, just eight blocks
south of FOSCI’s location.
“We found this wonderful place with Missie’s
Missie Sarra LePrell, Beverly McClain and Michael Ward
help and it’s turned out great, even better,”
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

Three of the seven panels containing the names of more than 4,000 children slain in Jacksonville since 2006.

said Ward. “It’s right across from a library,
from a high school, a church, a bus stop.”
After agreeing to purchase the former
credit union and put it in McClain’s name,
Ward also created a $30,000 match grant to
ensure McClain would have operating funds.
LePrell donated her commission toward
the match grant, and the Bedell Firm made
a $5,000 pledge toward the grant, according
to Ward, whose foundation has donated
about $30 million to local and national
education, veterans, and domestic violence
prevention causes.
“Generally, I have certain things I give to…
Edward Waters College, Hubbard House,
One Love, UNF and JU. They are about
education – the best gift you can give anybody
– and they are about healthy relationships
and this fits into healthy relationships…it’s
the hard end, but it fits,” said Ward. “Violence
doesn’t solve anything. She does preventive
work with the survivors and young people.
We’re building momentum, but we need
people to help and to understand.”
Lakesha Burton, assistant chief of the
Jacksonville Sheriff ’s Office community
engagement section, and her husband,
Greg, assistant chief and Zone 6 commander,
also support FOSCI and McClain, saying
the revenge counseling McClain offers
indirectly helps law enforcement by enabling
survivors to deal with the anger, teach
them how to process through it and get
to a place of solace.

Terry Williams, Beverly McClain and Michael Ward

“The last thing we need is people to go
out and be victimized through revenge. It
also helps the community see that we do
care, we serve and protect. We want to be
available at the lowest points of people’s
lives and we want to help,” said Burton.
“This is very traumatic for a lot of the families
so to have an outlet, somebody who understands and who can relate and can help the
human process is important. I’ve witnessed
the connection between her and so many
who have lost a loved one. I think it’s vital,
it’s needed. I’m so grateful she has the heart
to do it.”
McClain is grateful, too. “I thank God
for Mr. Ward. I never met a man like that,
giving of himself. He doesn’t know what
he’s done, opening the door for so many
people,” she said.
STATE CERT. #CFC056489

• Expert Repairs & Re-piping
• Backflows Installed
• Water Heater Service & Installation

• TV/Video Sewer Line Inspections • Bath & Kitchen Remodeling
• Under Slab Leaks
• Shower Pan & Tile Work
• Sewer & Drain Service

Residential & Commercial . 24 Hour Service . Free Estimates
www.TouchtonPlumbing.com | (904) 389-9299 | 416 Ryan Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32254

Discounts as
big as a house.
Or condo.
Or apartment.
See just how big your
savings could be.
Matthew F Carlucci Ins Agy Inc
Matt Carlucci, Agent
3707 Hendricks Avenue • Jacksonville, FL 32207
Bus: 904-399-5544

1103155.1

Your savings could add up to hundreds of dollars
when you put all your policies together under our
State Farm® roof.
GET TO A BETTER STATE.TM
CALL ME TODAY.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL

The Salvation Army Women’s Auxiliary presents

33rd Annual
CELEBRITY CHEFS
TASTING
LUNCHEON &
SILENT AUCTION

THURSDAY • APRIL 4th, 2019

Auction opens at 10:30 a.m. • Luncheon 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

TICKETS $30

For Information 904-301-4841
www.salvationarmynefl.org

FREE PARKING

Doing the most good.

The Prime Osborn Convention Center
1000 Water Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204
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Baptist renovation to create comfortable
state-of-the-art maternity suites

Downtown law firm begins
second century in new digs
The law firm of Smith Hulsey & Busey
welcomed guests and colleagues in the
field of law to celebrate the beginning of
its second century providing legal services
in North Florida.
The Jan. 17 reception at the firm’s offices
in the Wells Fargo Center was attended
by more than 100 civic, business, legal
and community leaders.
The firm occupies 23,000 square feet on
the 32nd and 33rd floors of the 37-story
office tower on Independent Drive. Smith
Hulsey & Busey relocated from One
Enterprise Center, where it had its offices

Steve Busey with Sidney Simmons,
Preston Keyes and Richard Lewis

since 1986. The firm was started in 1917
by Herbert Lamson, who was joined by
Lloyd Smith in 1936. Mark Hulsey, Jr.
joined Lamson & Smith in 1969, retired
as senior partner in 1994, and passed away
in 2011. Stephen Busey joined the firm in
1974 and has been chairman since 1994.

The postpartum room is part of the renovation of maternity suites at Baptist Medical Center
Jacksonville, designed to create a comfortable birthing environment for expectant mothers.

Will Ketchum with Drew Frick, Allan Wulbern and Dan Jackson

Jay Smith with George Doyle and Mike Demont

Azhar Syed with
John Thomas

Don and
Kakie Roberts

Choose to be Optimal.
Schedule a complimentary assessment at
JacksonvillePerformanceTraining.com

Expectant mothers heading to Baptist
will have an even more comfortable birthing
environment than before thanks to a new
$16 million renovation to the maternity
suites at Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville.
“For decades, Baptist Health has been
the No. 1 choice of mothers to have their
babies,” said Michael Mayo, president
of Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville.
“Now at Baptist Jacksonville, we’ll have
a redesigned space for our moms and
families that’s as impressive as our stateof-the-art care.”
Taking the advice of a Family Advisory
Group comprised of mothers and expectant
mothers, each maternity suite has been
designed to provide a serene, hotel-like
environment with décor and amenities to
enhance the patient and visitor experience.
Each postpartum room will allow mothers
to have the option of having their baby
remain in the mother’s suite after the birth
and, if needed, they have the assurance the
specialized resources of Wolfson Children’s
Hospital’s neonatal care are only steps away.
With the new renovation, the entrance
to the first floor of the maternity ward
will be designed for a seamless check-in

and evaluation, minimizing patient wait
times and allowing mothers in labor to
be seen quickly.
The maternity suite renovations will
also include updated birthing suites,
postpartum suites and a nursery. Included
in the project will be multiple televisions
in each suite to accommodate moms, family
members, and other visitors, sleeper sofas,
furnishings designed to support maternal
bonding and breastfeeding, private bathrooms with ample storage for personal
belongings, new meal options for new
mothers and their guests, soothing-sound
doorbells at each room entrance, a nursery
with a “knee wall” to make it easier for
young siblings to view the newborn, and
welcoming retreat spaces for family and
visitors, complete with TVs, coffee, changing
stations and other amenities.
“Our clinical teams are passionate about
making every mother’s labor and delivery
a special experience,” said CC Brooks, vice
president of Patient Care Services for
Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville and
Wolfson Children’s Hospital. “Our new
maternity suite design is taking that
commitment to a whole new level.”

Program explores Biblical influences in literature, art
A four-part discussion series entitled LiterARTure opens Wednesday, Feb. 20, with a program
on Biblical Expressions, an examination of religious themes and ever-evolving interpretations
of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament expressed through visual arts and the written
word. The event will be held at Congregation Ahavath Chesed beginning at 7 p.m.
Cindy Edelman, art lecturer, and Stacey Goldring, author book discussion facilitator,
will lead a dynamic discussion that focuses on how sacred religious texts have influenced
American arts and literature throughout our nation’s history.
“These sacred texts are examined as inspirational treasure troves for artists and authors
throughout our country’s history. By acknowledging and embracing our inherited and
diverse artists’ and writers’ creative works, we, as a country, can better engage in civil discourse
and therefore honor the legacy of our country’s founders,” Cindy Edelman explained.
The event is open to the public, and a donation to the Searching For Identity Foundation
is appreciated. RSVP to glansky@thetemplejacksonville.org.

“We Build The Best and Fix The Rest”
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Dock Repairs
New Construction
Piling Repair & Replacement
Bulkheads / Concrete Caps
Boat Lift Experts
Gazebos & Nature Walks
Dock and Bulkhead Inspections

PROUDLY SERVING
OUR CUSTOMERS
FOR OVER 38 YEARS
ESTABLISHED 1981

Annual service agreement available

904.387.4814
BWMarineConstruction.com

Call (904) 638-7757

DMS7-G
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Jacksonville in ‘green infrastructure’ pilot project
It’s appropriate that Florida is one of
seven states in the South to receive funding
for a pilot project to demonstrate how cities
can best utilize the urban tree canopy for
stormwater mitigation. After all, Florida
coined the term “green infrastructure” in
a 1994 report by the Florida Greenways
Commission to reflect the notion that
natural systems are important components
of the infrastructure.

Now, Jacksonville is one of two cities
selected in Florida to participate in the
14- to 18-month project, which evaluates
the urban forest and how best to incorporate it into the city’s stormwater management program.
The ultimate goal of the project is to
provide Jacksonville with a more strategic,
effective process for dealing with stormwater
runoff, according to a presentation shared

by Richard Leon Urban Forest Manager for
the City of Jacksonville, which partnered
with the Green Infrastructure Center and
the Florida Forest Service for the grant.
The Green Infrastructure Center builds
landscape models, teaches courses and
workshops, researches into new methodologies and creates community green
infrastructure plans. The process connects
the landscape between parcel boundaries,

using the urban forest as a vital tool in
managing and reducing stormwater runoff.
The tree canopy can intercept rainfall,
delay runoff and transpire captured
stormwater, that is, give off water vapor
through leaves. Studies show that 20
percent or more of annual rainfall is retained in the crown of the tree canopy
and that runoff can be delayed by up to
nearly four hours.

PAYING IT FORWARD FROM PAGE 1
“We picked up all the trash we could, but it Guisseppe Abetangelo, Hanna Dodd, and
was daunting and clearly more than a Andrea Sylvia have turned out joined by
two-man job. So I posted on Facebook Tommy Phonhsongkham and Markie
about what we had done and the response Souder of Grape and Grain Exchange and
was overwhelming.”
Kate Carpenter of Grape and Grain Exchange
The group of litter-pickers expanded to and the Bearded Pig, San Marco’s Ryan
seven within the service industry on its Moore of Three Palms in Ponte Vedra, Tyler
second foray from San Marco Square down Ennis of Taverna, Nolan Jones of Dos Gatos,
Atlantic Boulevard to Daily’s gas station. A and Travis Jones a St. Nicholas resident.
month later the crew had doubled, and each
A few months ago, Dooley was in her car
time since has picked up a few more willing when she noticed the volunteers. “I was
hands to assist in its quest to clean up the driving through the Square and saw some
entire San Marco community.
people with trash bags, so I pulled over and
“We’ve been tripping out every month, started a conversation. They were doing it
and it’s getting bigger and bigger and a little with the simple desire to do something
more organized. We’re having fun, too, at good,” she said, adding she quickly donated
the same time,” said Tyler Ennis of Taverna. the neon-green vests to help keep the young
“The main thing is to inspire people not people safe and advertise what they are
to litter. We’ve discovered if you take the doing. They have no funding from the San
initiative, and you take action, people will Marco Preservation Society or the San
respond to it,” Lindsay said.
Marco Merchants Association. They buy
So far, in addition to Lindsay and Sparks, their own bags and do it on their day off.”
Taverna’s Peter Thomas, Kayla Hay, Merritt
Understanding the volunteers were
Fay, Ryan Barnes, Mary Halloran, Kimberly purchasing their own garbage bags, Ennis,
Beers, Tyler St. George, Lorena Kalatsi, who works at Aardwolf Brewing Company
got his firm to donate 30 rice bags used at
the brewery to recycle them. The Riverkeeper
has also promised to provide buckets and
grabbers to the group so it can fill the bags
as full as possible, Lindsay said.
“I wanted to do this because I’ve worked
here in San Marco for two years, and I have
fallen in love with this kind of microcommunity,” said Sparks. “We want to do
something good for the community and
engage our service-industry colleagues. We
all work hard, demanding jobs, and it’s not
the most fulfilling thing to serve food and
drink. This gives a sense of empowerment
and allows those individuals to translate
that motivation to other aspects of their
life,” he said, adding he’s noticed that since
Lindsay was “driven” to establish the group,
he has been happier at work and more
engaging. “It’s a positive influence, not only
for the community served but also for the
people doing it.”
Carpenter, of San Marco, agreed. “I think
Lorena Kalatsi with Tyler Ennis
it is awesome because we aren’t sponsored

Mary Halloran, Kate Carpenter and Hunter Sparks

by anybody. It’s not our bosses telling us to
come out. It’s us, wanting to care about the
environment – the place where we live and
work. We see trash from our own restaurants
on the ground, and it makes us more conscious of the to-go cups and silverware we
are giving people because that is what we
are picking up.”
“Lots of times business people will see us
out,” added Merritt Fay. “The ice cream
shop gave us ice cream one day. They tell
us how much they appreciate it. Everyone
is reaching out. I live and work here, so it
is important to keep it clean.”
At present Pick of the Litter is concentrating
on cleaning up San Marco, but Lindsay has
not ruled out inspiring service professionals
in other neighborhoods to follow his lead
by cleaning up their neighborhoods.
“If someone lives over in Riverside or
Avondale or a different part of Jacksonville
and hears about it and wants to start their
own group, we’d love to have them join up
and become a force to save the planet, one
road at a time,” Lindsay said. “We don’t
have a mission statement, a motto or a logo,
but we have the idea for a motto, ‘We’ll pick
up where you leave off,’” he said, noting
former San Marco resident Robbie Freeman

has suggested the group design a logo to
put on pens, hats, and sunglasses so they
can sell them to have money for gloves,
bags, and water.
Carpenter is wary of expanding too quickly.
“We’ve discussed spreading, but this is all
based on the passion to be here,” she said.
“I don’t want to lose the concentration of
what we are doing in San Marco. We definitely
want to inspire people, but right now San
Marco is where our hearts are.”
“It’s amazing they are out there working
hard with no other purpose but to keep the
place clean. They aren’t raising money or
seeking recognition. It’s very refreshing to
see people today doing something like this
out of the goodness of their heart,” said
Dooley, noting she has requested Keep
Jacksonville Beautiful put up an Adopt-aRoad sign along one of San Marco’s streets
in Pick of the Litter’s honor.
“They’re actually picking up trash and
people are noticing,” said Joe Carlucci,
president of the San Marco Merchants
Association. “It seems like a small thing, but
it really is not. No one else was doing it
before they were. We are very thankful.”
Interested in joining Pick of the Litter? Email
Lindsay at smpickofthelitter@gmail.com.

Check Out Centerbeam Construction’s
New
Renovations,
Restorations
And
Additions!!!

COMING
SOON!
1084 CHERRY STREET, 32205

3898 JEAN STREET, 32205

$350,000

$425,000

MLS 975746 • 1650 sq ft
2/2 with office and new master bathroom!

www.centerbeamconstruction.com

MLS 974884 • 1800+ sq ft
3/2.5 baths

Jennifer Grunewald
BROKER ASSOCIATE

904-608-8410

3423 MAYFLOWER STREET,
Jacksonville, FL 32205

Katie Shoda
REALTOR®

904-885-1714

904-701-3276 (Press #4) | CenterBeamRealEstate.com | 577 College Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204
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Historic St. Nicholas home evokes
images of classic holiday movie

Boyer’s next chapter FROM PAGE 1
Downtown that is being realized right now,
and we don’t want to lose momentum.”
Created in 2012 by former Mayor Alvin
Brown, DIA serves to revitalize Downtown
Jacksonville, including LaVilla, Brooklyn,
and the Southbank, by utilizing Community
Redevelopment Area resources and the
Downtown Development Trust Fund to
spur economic development. Former
Southbank resident Aundra Wallace held
the full-time CEO position until he resigned
Oct. 1 to lead the JAXUSA Partnership at
JAX Chamber. Currently Mayor Lenny
Curry’s Chief of Staff Brian Hughes is
serving as interim CEO.
In November, DIA contracted with
Jorgenson Consulting, Inc., an executive
search firm to help identify the next CEO.
“They are doing a search, and it’s me
throwing my hat into the ring with anyone
else that might be interested in it or that
they might recruit from other places,”
Boyer said, adding that she hasn’t yet
submitted a resume. “They haven’t opened
it yet for that [resume submissions]. It’s
premature. But they have hired a search
firm, and they are spec’ing what the job
is, what they will look for. They may start
interviewing a month from now. The
timing kind of works for me.”
As representative for the Southbank,
Boyer regularly engages with DIA and
is currently City Council liaison with
the agency. She is currently working
with Downtown stakeholders on a revision of the Downtown Overlay and
zoning codes and plans to submit new
legislation in February to overhaul the
entire overlay system.
Term limited this year, she was elected
to two consecutive four-year terms on
the Council starting in 2011 and was

By Susan D. Brandenburg
Resident Community News Group

Lori Boyer

unanimously selected by her colleagues
to serve as Council president for one year
beginning in 2016. She has also spent
two years heading up the Council’s Land
Use and Zoning Committee.
Boyer is a graduate of both Georgetown
University and the University of Florida
Law School and began her legal career
practicing land use and environmental
law. In the early ‘90s she left private
practice to work for several real estate
investment and management companies
founded by her late husband, Ron
Nemeyer. Upon his death she became
president of those companies, gaining
significant experience in finance and
construction management, which complimented her expertise in real estate,
contracts and negotiation, according to
her on-line biography.
She is married to Fourth Circuit Judge
Tyree Boyer and has lived in San Marco
since 1987.

For St. Nicholas resident Alan Pickert
and his wife, Linda, living in one of the 10
oldest houses in Jacksonville is a dream
come true.
Just a few blocks from where the Pickerts
were living in an old “fixer-upper” home
Alan and Linda and their four kids moved
into 18 years ago was an even older one at
1230 Palmer Terrace. “Linda would often
come home from walking our dog, Bella,
and talk about that beautiful house on
Palmer Terrace. She called it her dream
home,” said Pickert, “and we were able to
buy it six years ago.”
In fact, Linda’s dream home is a piece of
Jacksonville history that was written up in
historian Wayne Wood’s book, “Jacksonville’s
Architectural Heritage – Landmarks for the
Future” and deemed a historic landmark by
the Jacksonville Historic Landmark Commission.
Built circa. 1882, it is known as the “Judge
Rhyden Call Residence.” According to Wood,
“Call came to Jacksonville in 1880 and began
practicing law. He was a member of the City
Council for six years, Circuit Judge and
then U.S. District Judge for 14 years.” Upon
his marriage in 1887 to Ida Holmes, the
Judge and his wife moved into this “oneand-a-half story house which features a full
veranda, three dormers and ornamental
wooden shingles on the side gables.”
Both of Pickert’s old homes, past and
present, bring to mind the classic 1946
movie, “It’s A Wonderful Life.” Of their first
home, Alan said, “It reminded us of that
drafty old place George Bailey and his bride
turned into a loving home, and that’s what
we did, too.”
Also, for Pickert and his family, the holiday
classic is an ongoing model for living life with
gratitude, generosity and integrity. A partner
at the law firm of Terrell Hogan, Pickert was
named Jacksonville’s 2017 Lawyer of the Year
by the Financial News & Daily Record for
successfully handling more than 400 wrongful
death lawsuits, including having obtained
one of the largest awards in the history of
Vaccine Court in Washington, D.C., for a
child injured by the DTaP vaccine (autism).

Pickert-Sumner wedding, May 2018

Historic Landmark plaque on the Pickert home in St. Nicholas

“It’s nice to be important, but more important to be nice,” said Pickert, downplaying
his accomplishments in the legal profession
over the past 27 years. Beyond his legal
career, Pickert has worked tirelessly in the
philanthropic arena, supporting the Special
Olympics, Jacksonville Area Legal Aid, the
Sulzbacher Center for the Homeless, and
served as chair of HEAL (Healing Every
Autistic Life). He has also worked with the
YMCA Yates Gift Giving Campaign (toddlers
to seniors) and Evan’s Hope to Cure ALS.
Another gesture that reflects Pickert’s
generous nature (much like that of his hero,
George Bailey) is the tiny replica of the
historic home that sits out in front beyond
the hedges. It is “The Little Free Library,”
created by the Pickert’s daughter, Kaitlyn.
The library is restocked with books monthly
for readers of every age. “I love to read,” said
Pickert. “We have a library in the house
with more than 1,000 books and I love
watching the small neighborhood children
stop to look at the books and, hopefully,
find something they like.”
Both Alan and his wife, Linda (a fitness
trainer), enjoy gardening. Together, they
are constantly beautifying their three-acre
yard by planting dozens of blooms. Gazing
out at his garden through one of the house’s
original 8-foot-tall windows, Pickert proudly
points out the 48 confederate jasmine plants
around the tennis court, the 74 boxwoods,
11 crape myrtles and 50-plus ligustrum, 22
hydrangeas, 24 azalea bushes, 12 rose bushes,
eight camellia bushes, etc., all of which were
carefully planted by the two of them. “Rest
assured, I am every nursery’s dream in the
spring,” he confessed, laughing.
Last May, in the full bloom of spring, the
Pickerts’ daughter, Rachel, married John
Sumner in the garden. The happy wedding
picture of Alan, Linda, and their family,
Kaitlyn, Rachel (husband John), Reade, and
son, Ford, is just one more indication of the
wonderful life being lived on Palmer Terrace.

Commercial & Residential
Roofing Services

Shingle, Tile,
Flat, Metal,
we do it all!
FREE ESTIMATES
904.387.7663 (ROOF)

CCC1330375
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In Memoriam
Michael (Mickey) Kersun

George Carantza

We often hear about cats having nine lives,
Michael Kersun
but what about humans? How many do we
have? We often live more than one life and
often we live several at once. Think about
it. We live private lives, professional lives,
philanthropic lives, and more.
You might say that Michael (Mickey)
Kersun, who passed away at 87, had nine
lives. His first three lives took place in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he
entered the world on September 18, 1931,
earned his bachelor’s degree in history
from Temple University, and played football
– a game he loved. He played football in
high school, he played in college and he
played in the NFL as an outside linebacker
for the Philadelphia Eagles.
His next life started when he met his
future wife, Mimi, on a blind date set up by
mutual friends. Kersun lived in Philadelphia
and Mimi lived in Chicago. A friend of
Mimi’s was stationed in Philadelphia and
became good friends with Kersun. “My
good friend kept talking about his friend
and how I should meet him,” said Mimi
Kersun. “Finally, one time when he was in
Chicago, we went on a date. Right after the the company’s website, Stylors is “The best
date, he told our mutual friend he was going private labeler in the industry.”
to marry me.” The couple went out again
“He taught me everything I know,” said
the very next night. “And that was that,” she Sam. “We operate our business differently
said. “We met in April, he moved to Chicago than other business owners. That comes
that December and we were married two from his life as a franchise owner.” Sam
weeks later. We were madly in love.”
continues as head of the company. “I miss
Two years later, in 1964, the Kersuns him,” he said. “We were exceptionally close.
moved to Jacksonville where Mickey’s fifth I don’t know of many people who have the
life began. This life may be defined by his kind of relationship we had.”
work in the restaurant business. As an early
Community service and philanthropy
owner/operator of 10 McDonald’s franchises, were the focus of Kersun’s additional lives.
Kersun was part of a fast-food movement “He was charitable and generous in the
that would envelop the country. “His first community,” said Mimi. Indeed, Kersun
store was on Beach Boulevard,” said Mimi. served as a mentor, a coach and president
“It had golden arches.”
of Beauclerc Country Club. He was chairman
In addition to running the restaurants, of the men’s division of United Jewish
in that life Kersun would also serve as Appeal, an umbrella Jewish philanthroppresident of the Florida Operators ic organization and a founding contributor
Association of McDonald. “All the kids of the Jacksonville Community Alliance.
knew him having worked in one of his
“Looking back, it seems to me that what
stores,” said Mimi. Kerson’s son, Sam, meant most to Mickey was Mimi and his
remembers that years later people would children,” said Donnelly Rembert, a longtime
come up to his father and ask, “Do you family friend. As it should be, Kersun’s
remember me? I worked in one of your most important life was that of a devoted
restaurants.” “Of course, I remember husband and father of four. “He was a
you,” Kerson would reply. “I told you to wonderful family man,” said Mimi. “He
get a haircut.”
was fair, honest and a hard worker. Every
Then there was Stylors, a private label morning he’d be at work at a quarter after
hair product manufacturing and specialty 5, but when he came home, he was home.”
packaging company on Jacksonville’s
The Kersuns were married 56 years on
Northside. Kersun began his sixth life in December 23, 2018. “We were very happy,”
1986, when he bought the company and said Mimi. “Our marriage was everything
began operations with Sam. According to I could ever ask for.”

A man of integrity. A quiet,
While stationed in Saratoga
gentle soul. A gentleman in
Springs, New York, he met his
every facet of his life. These are
wife, Lee (Kalliope) Andreadakis,
some of the ways George Carantza,
whom he married in 1953, and
a life-long member of St. John
with whom he enjoyed 65
the Divine Greek Orthodox
happy years.
Church, will be remembered by
Upon returning to Jacksonville
his family, friends, co-workers,
in 1955, Carantza was employed
and fellow parishioners.
as a structural steel draftsman
“Although he was a quiet
George Carantza
for Aetna Steel Company for
person, his life spoke volumes
over 30 years, eventually attaining
in the way he lived it,” said Rev. Dr. Nicholas the position of chief draftsman where he
G. Louh, pastor of St. John the Divine. served as supervisor over many workers.
“George was a man of integrity in every
After his retirement, he worked alongside
facet of his life. He was an outstanding the late Elias Georgallis at Elias Jewelry
father, husband, grandfather, and great-grand- for many years.
father, and he served on countless ministries
At St. John the Divine Greek Orthodox
within our church. He loved his church, Church in St. Nicholas, Carantza was a
loved God, and he loved his family. This member of many committees, including
is a tremendous loss for our community.” the founding committee for the purchase
Carantza, 88, who passed away on and development of the St. Photios Shrine
December 28, had a rough start at birth. in St. Augustine. “He served on countless
One of five children born to Peter and ministries and leadership roles within our
Athena Carantza, his health was in jeopardy church,” said Louh. “He went to church
after his traumatic delivery, requiring he regularly and his legacy lives on. His children
be “baptized in air” moments after his are very active in our church, and his son,
arrival. Bishop Aimilianos conducted the Peter, is president of our parish council.”
baptism, which was witnessed by his
In addition to his wife Lee, daughter
godfather, the late George Poulos.
Paula Del Rio (Gus) and son Peter Carantza
Happily, Carantza survived and went (Betty), and four grandchildren – Alex
on to live 88 fruitful years, during which Carantza, Jessica (Nick) Stevenson,
he contributed greatly to Jacksonville’s LeeAnn Del Rio, and Christopher Del
Greek community and his church.
Rio – he is survived by three great-grandHe grew up in both Springfield and St. children, Leonidas, Nicholas and Penelope,
Nicholas, graduating from Andrew Jackson as well as his brother Gus (Betsy) Carantza,
High School and later serving in the U.S. cousin Kay Carantzas, and many nieces
Air Force from 1951 to 1955.
and nephews.

Sept. 18, 1931 to Jan. 3, 2019

GET YOUR GROUNDS
UNDER CONTROL!
Looking for attention to detail?
Tired of pivots in your yard?
Have your yard professionally maintained with
small equipment and non-riding mowers.

904-729-6040
@groundcontrol24.7

Aug. 19, 1930 to Dec. 28, 2018

JACKSONVILLE’S DIAMOND SOURCE FOR FOUR GENERATIONS

Located in Riverplace Tower, 1301 Riverplace Blvd. #2552
(904) 346-0642 • www.harbyjewelers.com
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THE WAY WE WERE: BILL AND SUE RUST

SUSAN D. BRANDENBURG

RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS

Music and medicine were early influences
in the lives of Bill and Sue Rust. Growing
up in different times and places, Bill in
Brooklyn, New York, and Sue in West
Carrollton, Ohio, both performed in their
high school concert bands and both entered
the medical field as adults.
Bill, who was a concertmaster in high
school and college, was torn between becoming a professional violinist or a doctor.
The conflict was settled by his music teacher
who told him he was competent as an orchestral musician, but not strong enough
to be a soloist. He graduated in 1957 from
medical school in Albany, and began his
internship at Methodist Hospital in Brooklyn,
New York.
Still in his early 20s, Bill married a nurse
(Marian), fathered a child (daughter Janet)
and made a grand total of $50 a month as
an intern. The United States Navy needed
doctors and the young M.D. joined up,
finishing his residency at St. Albans Naval
Hospital in Queens before shipping out as
a Lt. Commander aboard a Navy transport
ship headed for the North Atlantic. During
his Navy years, Bill’s family grew by two
more children, Kathryn and William.

of age, and, wide awake, perched on the
edge of the operating table, watching two
nurses efficiently prepare for the surgery.
By the time the anesthesiologist knocked
her out for the surgery, Sue had already
decided she would be a nurse.
She graduated from nursing school in
Cincinnati in 1967, got married and moved
to Munsey, Indiana, where she began her
career earning $3.70 an hour at Ball Memorial
Hospital, but quickly moved up the ranks
to Assistant Head Nurse on the Surgical
Floor. In 1970, after earning her bachelor’s
degree, she became Head Nurse and then
was promoted to Division Director. By 1982,
Sue had earned her master’s degree at Case
Western University, become a single woman
again, and was being recruited by hospitals
in other cities, including Kansas City, Kansas
and Jacksonville, Florida.
Sue was Director of Nurses at Baptist
Bill and Sue Rust with JoJo
Medical Center and Bill was Chief of Staff
when they met in 1983. Both of them, by
week with no treatment, doomed to die,
that time, were divorcees and well-meaning
and there was nothing but Tylenol to alleviate
friends at the hospital were determined to
her pain as they treated her burns. She
be matchmakers for this dynamic medical
chanted, putting herself in a trance to
duo. Their first date was to the Jacksonville
withstand the agony. After two months of
Symphony, which Bill, being a music-lover
intense daily treatment, they watched the
and former concert violinist, had supported
woman walk out of the hospital. “We couldn’t
for years. Having played the clarinet and
say goodbye to her,” remembered Sue. “She
bassoon in her high school concert band,
Dr. Bill Rust in Nepal, 1998
was a miracle. We were overcome with
Sue appreciated the good doctor’s choice
emotion.”
for a first date. Their next date, however, next few years, preferring the countryside
In Nepal, Bill and Sue became personally
was cringeworthy … Bill took her to his to Paris and enjoying the food, the art and involved with each patient, treating them
ex-wife’s home, and they spent the evening especially the people.
with what they had on hand – knowledge
playing Charades with Marian and Bill’s
The people. When Bill Rust retired in and compassion. “They had nothing, and
adult children. “I hated the Charades, but 1997, he sensed a void in his accomplishments they would give you anything,” said Bill of
I liked Marian and his family, even though as a doctor … he knew he could and should the Nepalese people. They attended a Dimwa
they ganged up on me,” recalled Sue, smiling. do more. “Americans are generally healthy Festival while there, and, at a health camp,
On June 10, 1989, Bill and Sue were and happy,” he notes. “Not so with many once treated 63 patients in four hours.
married at St. Mark’s Lutheran Church on third world countries.”
Hendricks Avenue. They went to Tahiti on
Calling the Sisters of Mercy in Wisconsin,
their honeymoon and there they fell in love he learned of a need for medical help in
Lt. Commander Bill Rust
with the French language. They came back India and he traveled to Toyaput, Rayagada,
and enrolled in French lessons with Dr. 70 miles inland from Calcutta. On his first
Landing at NAS Jacksonville, Dr. Bill Rust Gustavo Godoy, a retired Jacksonville day, he was walking toward his quarters
worked with Navy dependents on base for University Spanish and French professor. and heard a low, menacing growl in the
a while, choosing obstetrics and gynecology They traveled to France five times in the underbrush along the asphalt road. “I knew
as his specialty and, after retiring from the
it was a big cat,” he recalled. “I ran like hell
Navy, opened a practice on Hendricks
without looking back.” That night, he was
Avenue. He chose OB-GYN as his specialty
awakened by rats running across his bed.
because, he says, it is a “happy service” …
Despite various “inconveniences,” and an
or was … “until everybody, including the
overload of patients, many of whom suffered
mother-in-law and family dog, began
from malaria, Bill remained in India for
At a festival in Nepal, 1998
crowding into the delivery room!” Bill and
three months. Sue retired the following year
a partner eventually began to specialize in
and joined Bill when he traveled to Nepal.
In 1999, the Rusts went to the Marshall
laparoscopic surgery.
In Nepal, the “Rust Medical Team” was Islands, through a group called Mercy
In the meantime, back in Ohio, a young
kept busy from early morning until late at International. They witnessed, firsthand,
pre-teen girl named Sue Ingram babysat for
night, with patients lining up “as far as the the devastation of Enewetak, where U.S.
a nurse who worked at the Christ Hospital
eye could see.” They particularly remember Missile Testing had destroyed the islanders’
School of Nursing in Cincinnati. “I liked
a woman who suffered first, second and simple way of life. Instead of fishing and
her cap and I already knew I was going to
third degree burns on the back of her legs picking native fruit, the islanders were now
be a nurse,” Sue said, vividly recalling the
when the sari she was wearing caught on
day she had her tonsils removed at 5 years
fire. She had lain in the hospital for over a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 41
Wedding Day, June 10, 1989
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APACA (clothing factory) treating 1,133
patients – 900 of them women. They had
gone without medical care for more than a
decade and, finally, a factory clinic had been
opened by the owner who wanted to keep
his “girls” healthy so they could work. To
their astonishment, the Rusts discovered
that nearly every woman working in the
factory had had an abortion – most of them
multiple abortions. It was their birth control.
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome)
was a virus first identified in 2003 and the
Rusts, through Cross Cultural Solutions of
New Rochelle, New York, were already in
Xian, China when 13 cases were discovered
there. In a population of 6.6 million, it was
hardly an epidemic, but students at the
Medical Military University were quarantined.
Teaching English to an eager group of highly
educated Chinese students was a new pursuit
for the couple. Although the students knew
basic English, they were taught colloquialisms
and pronunciation, using the New York
Times and Medical Journals. They returned
to China in 2004 for medical discussions
and nurses training.
In Yaroslav, Russia, again through Cross
Cultural Solutions in 2005, Bill and Sue
worked with an orphanage after-school
program – children ages 7 through 18. Sue
did a sewing and quilt program with the girls
Sue Rust in the Marshall Islands, 1999
while Bill played basketball with the boys.
Their last humanitarian volunteer trip
Next, Sue read in Reader’s Digest about was to Rabat, Morocco in 2006, where they
a Burmese refugee camp in Thailand run worked with children in an outpatient clinic
by Dr. Cynthia Maung. Contacting Dr. for asthma. There, they used crayons and
Maung, they traveled to the camp and found puzzles and books and a U.S. map to entertain
patients suffering from horrible injuries – the children (and their extremely curious
legs blown off by landmines, etc. There, Bill mothers).
treated an illegal refugee from Myanmar
Since then, the Rusts have traveled the
who was suffering from uterine cancer. She world for pure enjoyment – to all of the
needed a blood transfusion and Bill, having Scandinavian countries, Scotland, Milan
the same blood type, gave her 500 cc’s of for the World Expo in 2014 and the Opera
his own blood so that she would survive.
at La Scala, cruising in the Mediterranean
In Bucharest, Romania, through Project from Rome to the Greek Islands and on the
Concern International of California, Bill Queen Mary 2 along the eastern U.S. and
and Sue spent three months in 2001 at an a round-trip to England. They’ve hiked in

RESIDENT COMMUN ITY N EWS

subsidized with American foods of their
choosing, consisting mainly of sugary softdrinks and candy. Thus, the majority of the
now aimless natives had rotting teeth and
other medical maladies such as malnutrition.
Leprosy had reappeared among the population. The Rusts were so taken with sadness
about the situation of the natives that they
returned in 2000 to help the Marshall
Islanders again.

Bill Rust with soccer players in Russia, 2005

Patagonia, walked part of the pilgrimage
trail Santiago de Compostela, and followed
Ric Steve’s travel show, taking the Swiss
train excursion. They’ve also traveled the
United States, from visiting Glacier National
Park to the Grand Canyon to sailing off the
coast of Maine.
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And, on those rare occasions when
they’ve been at home in Lakewood, Bill
has written a book titled “The Brothers,”
and Sue has kept busy volunteering at
Baptist Medical Center, playing bridge
and quilting.
Longtime members of St. Mark’s Lutheran
Church, supporters of the Jacksonville
Symphony, and patrons of the San Marco
Chamber Music Society, Bill and Sue Rust
are still musicians at heart as well as
medical ambassadors of the heart. Their
next eagerly anticipated adventure will
be a trip to Germany with the talented
chamber music group, where each performance will benefit a local charity and
each person that meets Bill and Sue Rust
will receive the warmth and compassion
that comes from a lifetime of being intimately involved with humanity.

A unique place to be
Supported throughout your care journey.
When you and your loved one need a little extra
support, turn to River Garden’s premier Adult Day
The Rusts in China, 2003
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Ancestors give Scout reasons for Eagle project
Granada resident Karsen Newman had
more than one special reason for choosing
to rejuvenate a local park as his Eagle
Scout project.
“I have grown up going to Granada Park
my entire life, spending lots of time playing
and enjoying it,” said Newman, a senior
at Bishop Kenny High School and member
of Boy Scout Troop 906, out of St. John’s
Cathedral in downtown Jacksonville. “I
only live a couple streets away. My grandmother also lives a few houses away, so
we would go and see her after or walk her
down to the park with us.”
Drawing on help from other Scouts in
his Troop, Newman funded the nearly $900
project through donations on a GoFundMe
page. He said he put about 16 hours into
the project, which included planting new
shrubs and putting mulch on a section of
the park.
The second reason he chose that project
can be traced backed to his great-grandfather
on his mother’s side of the family.
“My great-grandfather St. Elmo W. Acosta,
who was a city commissioner, state legislator
and city parks commissioner, led me to
knowing how important preserving parks
and lands are,” Newman shared. “Knowing
that he worked hard to preserve lands for
others to enjoy helped guide me to rejuvenate Granada Park.”
The .4-acre park was dedicated to the
City of Jacksonville in 1925 when the
Granada subdivision was platted. The park
was beautified with landscaping projects

Two Bishop Kenny
freshman win MLK
essay awards

Arisa Nakamichi

Front: Kaden Newman, Andrew Snyder, Richard Black, Liam Leonard; back: Emiliano Makros, Karsen Newman, Josh Hardin and Nick Snyder

in 2002-2003, and in 2010 a new playground
with ADA access was installed. It suffered
significant damage from Hurricane Irma
in September 2017.
“The project took place over a 3-day
period, and we are really proud of Karsen
Newman, the Scout who organized this
entire project,” said Cheryl Baker, Troop
906 Scoutmaster. “Further, he goes by there
to water the plants three to five times a
week as needed to ensure their success.”
Newman’s Eagle Scout award remony is
planned for early March at St. John’s Cathedral.

Granada Park before the makeover by Boy Scout Troop 906

Hands-on biology lesson a fun day at Marineland
San Jose Episcopal Day School sixth-grade students experienced
a hands-on marine biology lesson while keeping their feet on land.
The students traveled to Marineland in St. Augustine to support
their marine biology science lesson and get their hands wet seeing
marine life in person.
“This annual trip always ignites a genuine interest in learning
about and appreciating our marine ecosystems,” said Natalie
Inclan, sixth-grade science and math teacher. “Marineland has
done a wonderful job with the facility, and it’s so convenient
for us to get a big, hands-on, impactful learning experience
right down the road!”
While at the park, students participated in the Touch & Play
experience where the sixth-graders were able to meet, greet, touch
and play ball with Marineland’s dolphins. They also participated
in the Behind the Seas tour, seeing exhibits with animals native
to the Southeast region of the United States, and learning the
importance of the Gulf Stream, ecosystems and conservation.
“I really liked interacting with the dolphins and learning about
the history of Marineland,” said Marley Foster, a sixth-grade
student. “The areas were really nice, and I also liked learning
about the sea turtles and how large they can get.”

San Jose Episcopal Day School sixth-graders visit Marineland for hands-on biology lesson.

Jessica Golden

Two Bishop Kenny High School
freshmen, Arisa Nakamichi and Jessica
Golden, were selected as high school-level
recipients of the 2019 Tomorrow’s
Leaders Award in the annual writing
competition hosted by the City of
Jacksonville in observance of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.
Nakamichi’s essay was awarded first
place from among 130 entries submitted
and Golden was the third-place recipient
in the high school division.
Mayor Lenny Curry made a surprise
visit Dec. 18, 2018 to the St. Nicholasbased school to present the award to
Nakamichi. Both young women attended
the 32nd Annual Martin Luther King,
Jr. Breakfast Jan. 18 at the Prime F.
Osborne Convention Center.
Nakamichi’s essay began with the line,
“Every day, people use staircases.” She
then connected the physical aspects of
staircases to the nonphysical elements
of everyday life through this central
theme. “But what about the staircase of
life, the unknown stairs that lead to
mysterious parts of many lives? There
are many steps one can take to build a
successful future, but there will always
be complications. In the end, pushing
through and climbing every step will
lead to a beautiful future,” she wrote.
Golden’s central theme was based on
the quote from Martin Luther King Jr.,
“Faith is taking the first step even when
you don’t see the whole staircase.” Golden
felt personally connected to this topic
because she has a close family member
who has struggled with substance addiction. Ultimately it has brought her
family closer together, but it also encompassed a lot of pain and made her
realize the importance of everyday
decisions that affect your life.
The young women credit their
teacher, Jennifer Whitford, for guiding
and encouraging them through the
writing process.

YOUR VALENTINES DAY HEADQUARTERS!
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Jefferson demonstrates how Declaration
of Independence was written

Hometown gal hosts
impromptu soccer clinic
While on winter break, Virginia Tech
standout goalkeeper Mandy McGlynn led an
impromptu soccer clinic with San Marco
children. McGlynn played on the U20 National
Team, was named an All-ACC goalkeeper
and First team All-ACC. She also played in
the CONCACAF match in Trinidad that
qualified her team for the World Cup. McGlynn
attended Landon College Preparatory Middle
School and Sandalwood High School.
Blakley Hammel, Eli Piquer, Lucy Pearson, Josh Warren,
Mandy McGlynn, Graham Glasheen, and Charlie DeVooght

Wolfson announces new hours for next school year
Samuel Wolfson School for Advanced Studies & Leadership announced new hours
for the 2019-2020 school year. The school day will begin at 8:10 a.m. and end at 2:55
p.m. The change, approved by the Duval County Public School Board in January, will
put Wolfson on the same schedule as fellow accelerated academic magnet high schools,
Stanton College Preparatory School and Paxon School for Advanced Studies. “Don’t be
late!” says Wolfpack, the school’s mascot.

Two Bolles students place in top 5 in speech tournament
The Bolles Upper School Speech and
Debate Team were among 220 competitors
from 23 schools across Georgia and Florida
in the ninth annual Red Devil Rhetoric
Tournament in Jackson, Georgia Jan. 12.
The eight Bolles students entered three
areas of competition – Extemporaneous,
Impromptu and Congressional (a first for
the school) – and won medals in two fields.
Gabriel Bassin, a junior and resident of
Epping Forest, placed in the top 5 of the
Extemporaneous category while Matt Keller,
a sophomore, placed in the top 5 of the
Impromptu category.

Bolles Upper School Speech and Debate Team: Matthew Keller,
Joe Libby, Joe Nemetz, Jack He, Gabriel Bassin, Calvin Mauldin,
sponsors Marie Kervin and Bob Hutchings, and Alex Cywes

ALL ABOARD!
Jump Start Your Bolles Experience

More than 1,300 fifth-grade students
from 18 public and private elementary
schools in Duval County attended the
annual historical character performance
hosted and sponsored by The National
Society of The Colonial Dames of America
in The State of Florida (NSCDA-FL) and
funded by Wells Fargo and The Roger L.
and Rochelle S. Main Charitable. The
performances were held Jan. 22-23 at the
Jacksonville Public Library downtown
for students and each culminated with
awarding of certificates to winners of the
essay competition.
Each year’s presenter is well-versed in
the portrayal of his or her character, including personalities, cultural nuances, and
history with an interactive presentation
and question and answers from the students.
The school programs are coordinated by
the Dames, school teachers, and school
district department supervisors along with
a curriculum and essay contest.
Professional historical actor and “first-person interpreter” Steven Edenbo represented
Thomas Jefferson, one of America’s most
successful practical visionaries and effective
leaders as the nation’s third president.
Edenbo has a bachelor’s degree in English
from Dickinson College in Carlisle, Penn.,
and has impersonated Jefferson since 1999.
Jefferson engaged the students, bringing
a group of 10 onstage to help demonstrate
how his initial draft of the Declaration of
Independence – calling it America’s first
birthday card – was edited during the
process. He also used a 14th century cupand-ball toy, called a bilboquet in French,
to illustrate how ideas can be improved
upon throughout the generations.

Student volunteers help Thomas Jefferson show how the
Declaration of Independence was drafted. The red banners
indicate edits to the original draft.

Winners of the essay contest included
Giulia Angiolillo, Riverside Presbyterian
Day School; Kayden Sanders, St. Mark’s
Episcopal Day School; Kaden Townsend, St.
Johns Country Day School; Cyrus Vaghefi,
Bolles Whitehurst Campus; Lindsay Johnson,
R.V Daniels Elementary School; Gwendolyn
Raspberry, R.L. Brown Elementary School;
Oscar Stone, Jacksonville Beach Elementary
School; Samantha Lee-Duffell, J. Allen Axson
Elementary School, and Micah Al-haleem,
Daniel Academy.

If you’re not already on board — hop on the Bulldog Express in
Grade 5 and be on the right track for middle school. Entering
Bolles in Grade 5 better prepares students to be successful in
middle school and beyond.
n

n

n

n

COURAGE. INTEGRITY. COMPASSION.

Essay winner Cyrus Vaghefi, Bolles Whitehurst Campus,
with Thomas Jefferson, portrayed by Steven Edenbo

The Bolles curriculum helps students merge seamlessly into
their middle school experience and ensures a successful pace
for approaching new academic rigor.
Students are mentored by upper school students who have
experienced the same transitions.
Students are exposed to a thriving community — full of spirit,
rich in global learning and robust diversity.
Students make friendships for life, visit the middle and upper
school campuses and enjoy many exchanges that prepare them
well for their next steps.

Come to an Open House to learn more:
Monday, March 11, 2019
11 – 12 p.m.
or Thursday, March 28, 2019
11 – 12 p.m.
Bolles Lower School Whitehurst Campus
7400 San Jose Boulevard
Jacksonville, Florida 32217

Four Unique Campuses

Visit www.Bolles.org/AllAboard to make a reservation.
Or call (904) 256-5030, or email admission@Bolles.org

Ponte Vedra Beach PK–5 | Whitehurst PK–5
Bartram 6–8 | San Jose 9–12

We can’t wait to get you on board and explain why we

Day and Boarding School from Pre-K
through Grade 12.

success. Make Bolles your destination today.

think coming to Bolles in the fifth grade is the ticket for
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Young pianists share extraordinary
talent at annual competition

Interact book drive benefits
elementary school students
Interact Club members at Samuel
Wolfson School for Advanced Studies
reached out to a neighboring school with
their latest service project.
The project began when Club President
Keneil Gibbs and Vice President Byron
Byrd attended a Rotary youth leadership
summit in Lakeland during the 2018
summer break. They were trained on how
to plan and organize community events
and were challenged to think of a way to
give back to their own community and
to make it a reality.
The book drive was the idea that the boys
came back with after their week at the summit.
They immediately pitched it to the group
and the entire club got behind the effort.
In November 2018 the club organized
a book drive with the goal of collecting
enough books so that each student at
King’s Trail Elementary School would
receive one. Next, they wrapped the books
and placed name tags on them. Just before

Wolfson Interact Club members with gift-wrapped books
destined for King’s Trail Elementary School.

the winter break, club members delivered
the gift books to the KTE students in
their classrooms.
According to club sponsor Jessica
Fessenden, “It was a great experience for
the group, especially for our two officers,
who were able to see an idea that they had
at a summer service retreat become a reality.”
Interact is Rotary International's service
club for young people ages 12 to 18.
Interact clubs are sponsored by individual
Rotary clubs, which provide support and
guidance, but they are self-governing and
self-supporting.

CISV Jacksonville announces 2019 international opportunities
The CISV Jacksonville chapter will offer
seven programs for youth ages 11 to 18 and
adults 19+ in 2019 to help “educate and inspire
action for a more just and peaceful world.”
CISV (Children’s International Summer
Village) was founded in 1950 and the
Jacksonville chapter in 1976 with the goal
of building intercultural friendship, cooperation and understanding.
The seven international, camp-based,
family exchange and local community
programs offer youth the experience of
their lives. This year locations will include
Austria, Brazil, Czech Republic, Denmark,

Greece, India, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain and
Sweden, as well as a few locations in the
United States.
The programs range from two to four
weeks, may include a reciprocal exchange
of hosts, and may focus on cooperative
living and/or leadership development.
Some of the programs allow youth to have
a greater role in planning the activities.
Youth and adults interested in participating in CISV’s local and international
camps can apply at https://jacksonville.
cisvusa.org/programs/apply/.

Zach Yu

Nathan Alcudia

Courtney Dantzlerv

The 15th annual Outstanding Young Pianists
competition, sponsored and hosted by Friday
Musicale, resulted in a concert Jan. 18 for
eight young musicians, grades 5 to 12. The
competition was held Jan. 12 in six categories
and was judged by Dr. Sean Kennard, Stetson
University; Dr. Katherine Svistoonof, independent teacher of piano, and Dr. Scott
Watkins, Jacksonville University. Competition
Chair was Michael Mastronicola, University
of North Florida.
The winners in the four grade categories
include:
Nathan Alcudia, a sixth-grade student
at Fleming Island Elementary who has
studied piano since 2015 with Christine
Couch, and competed in the Friday Musicale
competition for the second time, won the
5th-6th Grade category.
Matthew Phan, a seventh-grade student
at Blessed Trinity Catholic School who has
studied piano for the past six years with his
only teacher, Mary Lou Wesley Krosnick,
and has performed at Carnegie Hall in New
York City, was the winner of the 7th-8th
Grade category.
Winner of the 9th-10th Grade category
was Zach Yu, a sophomore at The Bolles
School who has eight years of formal private
training with Krosnick also, and performed
for the third time at Friday Musicale.
In the 11th-12th Grade category, Courtney
Dantzler, a senior at Stanton College
Preparatory School, was the winner. She
has studied piano for 10 years, the past five
under Aida Ribeiro Mechetti, and plans to
attend Duke University in the fall.
In the ensemble category, Sadie Pichelman,
a senior at Ponte Vedra High School,
played piano, accompanied by Colin
Whatley, a sophomore at Bartram Trail

Matthew Phan

Amy Lao

Sadie Pichelman (seated), Matthew Rowell, Colin Whatley

High School on the bassoon, and Matthew
Rowell, a junior at Brunswick High School
in Georgia on the oboe. They are members
of the Cane and Ivory Trio.
Pichelman has studied under Mechetti
for the past six of her nine years in piano
lessons; Whatley has studied bassoon under
Laurie Zentz and Jason Duckett, while
Rowell has been an oboe student for the
past six years, two under Claudia Minch.
In the concerto category, Amy Lao, 17,
studies under Krosnick, and has won all
four solo categories of the Friday Musicale
Outstanding Young Pianists Competition.
A senior at Stanton College Preparatory
School, Lao is a junior docent at the Cummer
Museum of Art and Gardens and shares
her classical music with children at the
Jacksonville School for Autism.
Friday Musicale, now in its 129th season,
will hold its 4th annual fundraiser on Feb.
16, 6 p.m., at its 645 Oak Street venue. The
musical South Pacific Adventure will be
family-friendly.

Show of1f
your1 love
JESSICALEAPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

904-219-7784

One sweet deal:

Days, evenings
and weekends!

50% off

• Hourly drop-in childcare
• Preschool education programs
• School age activities
• Fun private parties

Family
Registration
($20 value)
Offer expires 3/1/19

www.kidspark.com
Come in for a tour!
In Jacksonville
For ages 2 -12

No cash value.

Tinseltown
9726 Touchton Rd. #111 904.683.4554
License # CO4DUO978
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Bishop Kenny High School seniors Lucia
Macchi and Ryan Bell were selected by the
Exchange Club of Jacksonville as the
December Students of the Month, resulting
in a chance to be named a Student of the
Year and earn a scholarship.
Eight Bishop Kenny students were interviewed and Bell and Macchi were selected
based on Outstanding Scholarship, Leadership,
Community Service, and Character. The
Exchange Club recognizes one male and
one female student from different schools
each month throughout the school year.
All monthly winners are eligible for the
scholarship competition.
Macchi, who carries a 4.476 GPA, is very
active in the BK and Jacksonville communities and has accrued over 500 service
hours since her freshman year. She is the
captain of the Brain Brawl Team, a member
of the National Honor Society, the National
Spanish Honor Society, the History Honor
Society, and the Society of St. Vincent de
Paul. She enjoys playing the piano and
rowing with the Evans Rowing Club of
Jacksonville. Her mantra is, “To pray as
though everything depends on God, but
work as those everything depends on you.”
Macchi will attend The Wharton School at
the University of Pennsylvania next fall.
Bell, who holds a 4.29 GPA, has received
an appointment to the United States Naval
Academy and will begin immediately after
graduation. Also very active in the BK
and Jacksonville communities, Bell has
accrued over 750 service hours since his

Debutante Coterie presented at 142nd Christmas Ball
Ryan Bell and Lucia Macchi

freshman year. He is the Cadet Lt.
Commander, Commanding Officer of BK
NJROTC, and an Eagle Scout with the
Boy Scouts of America Troop 485. He is
also a member of the National Honor
Society, the Joe Berg Society, and an
Extraordinary Minster of Holy Communion.
Bell has been the Student Government
Treasurer, a member of the German Honor
Society, Catholic Athletes for Christ, and
Lead Altar Server for BK school masses.
A varsity member of both the Cross-Country
team and the Wrestling team for four years,
Bell also holds certifications for the
American Red Cross Lifeguarding First
Aid/CPR/AED and is a NAUI open-water
certified scuba diver.
Bell comes from a long line of Bishop
Kenny graduates including his father Greg
’84, brothers Nick ’13 and Matthew ’15,
as well as numerous aunts, uncles and
cousins. Nick is currently serving in the
U.S. Navy and Matthew attends the
University of South Florida in the Army
ROTC Program. Bell credits his parents
with making his dream of attending the
Resident Ad - February 2019_Layout 1 1/14/19
Naval
Academy a reality.

The 2018 Debutante Coterie was presented at The Florida Yacht Club’s Christmas Ball on Saturday, Dec. 22. Debutantes
presented included (front): Caroline Jordan Still, Elizabeth Farley Callaghan, Anne Bayley Shoemaker, Chase Pierpont
Nicholson; middle: Ashton Kay Hanigan, Christina Michael Alexander, Sarah Patricia Duggan, Emma Reade Whitner,
Dawson Elizabeth Simpson, Phoebe McDonald Clements, Virginia-Anne Knight Feeley; back: Claudette Priestman Bryan,
Anne Elizabeth Pentaleri, Kathryn Compton Williams, Charlotte Isabella Steilberg and Francesca Schofield Walton.

Kindergartners get a little
‘dad’ time on the court
Richard Mochowski holds his son, Thaddeus, who grips
a basketball at the first annual Pizza With Pop, held Dec.
14 at Assumption Catholic School. The kindergarten
class began by playing basketball with their fathers and
then enjoyed a pizza lunch together.

Ayman and Katie Safar

Doughnuts bring dads
to school
San Jose Episcopal Day School hosted some special
VIPs on campus Jan. 15-16. On both days, fathers, and
other important persons, were invited to join students
at Chapel, which was followed by refreshments of
coffee, juice and, of course, doughnuts. The “Dads and
Donuts” event has been a cherished tradition at San Jose
Episcopal Day School for years

12:24 PM Page 1

RIVERSIDE Presbyterian Day School
Accepting 2019 - 2020 applications for
PreK 3 - 6th Grade

Admission Lunch & Learn

Wednesday, February 6 • 11:30 a.m.

Transforming
young lives
through the arts
since 1993.

Visit www.rpds.com/events to learn more and RSVP
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Cake

MUSIC BY SARA BAREILLES
“LOVE SONG”, “BRAVE”

Always fresh! Mixins always free!

4.00 $3.00 $2.00
OFF OFF OFF

$

8” cake

6” cake

cupcakes, mini cakes,
pies, or quarts

Expires 8/31/19

Expires 8/31/19

Expires 8/31/19

San Marco location only
2000 Hendricks Ave
(904) 390-7686 | marbleslab.com
@MarbleSlabSanMarco
@ The Marble Slab Creamery

/rpdsjax

@rpdsjax

@rpdsjax

830 Oak Street | Jacksonville, FL | admission@rpds.com | 904.353.3459

www.rpds.com
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Outward Bound teaches lifelong lessons for two young women
By Kate A. Hallock
Resident Community News

What do smart young women do when
their female elders challenge them to take
on the experience of a lifetime? In Marley
Barton’s and Olivia Farah’s cases, they
accept the challenge and come out of it
with confidence, lasting friendships and
a lot of memories.
Farah, a sophomore at Bishop Kenny
High School, was initially not enthralled
with the idea of taking an Outward Bound
course. “At first, I honestly was not that
excited to go. My mom signed me up when
she found out about it and that was that,”
said Farah, who ruled out rock climbing
because she is afraid of heights and instead
chose to dogsled and cross-country ski
in remote Northern Minnesota in order
to see snow for the first time. “However,
as Outward Bound was coming closer, I
began to become more excited and my
mom and brother and grandfather were
also very encouraging.”

Marley Barton pauses from canoeing to fuel up with gorp.

Sophie Hojnacki holds an intact tortilla, while
Marley Barton (right) shows off a “defective” tortilla
shell during an Outward Bound meal.

For Barton, a junior at The Bolles School,
it was encouragement from her grandmother, Agnes Danciger, and aunt, Margaret
Barton, who spoke highly of their own
Outward Bound experiences, that clinched
her decision. “As we were planning my
trip, an announcement at my school came
out for a leadership scholarship from the
Frances Barnett Jacksonville Scholarship
Fund at Hurricane Island Outward Bound
School, and I knew it was fate and I had
to go now,” said Barton about her August
2018 canoe and backpacking trip along
the Appalachian Trail in Maine. “My friends
were in awe when I told them I was going
to go into the woods of Maine for 15 days
with no shower or anything.”
Barton and Farah chose to participate
in their learning expeditions to focus on
character development, leadership and
service. Outward Bound, founded in 1941,
is typically a 15-day program which includes
a solo portion. Notable alumni include
Tom Brokaw, journalist; Jack Black and
Ben Affleck, actors; and, locally, former
Jacksonville mayor, John Peyton, Cindy

Olivia Farah at the Boundary Waters in northern Minnesota

Purcell, Michael Morales, Scott Gallagher,
Bill Barnett, Kaki Smith and Brooks Giles.
Barton said she loved to hike but didn’t
have much experience canoeing, so she
chose to gain skills in mountain navigation,
woods craftsmanship, weather observation,
campsite selection, and paddling techniques,
which were put to the test. “One day when
we were canoeing, the winds started to shift
and become really hard right at us. It was
too rough for us to stop anywhere, so we
had to push super hard all the way to our
next campsite. Even though it was pretty
hard, we ended up getting to our campsite
fairly early, which gave us all a lot of time
to relax and talk to each other.”
She said her biggest challenge was
portaging the canoe between waterways.
“It was much harder than it sounds. It was
probably the longest day I had ever experienced,” she said, while also recalling
another challenging day during a hike.
“We were hiking up this insanely steep
mountain while it was raining. I was on
the verge of tears, but I knew there had to
be an end somewhere, so I had to keep
pushing through.”
Farah, who completed her course along
the Boundary Waters near the Canadian
border in late December-early January,
learned to navigate a route over frozen lakes,
rivers and the portage trails between them,
and developed skills in dog mushing,
cross-country skiing, ice reading, winter
camping and sled dog care.
“The coldest it was in my trip was a
whopping -40 degrees! However, we stayed
very warm,” said Farah, who noted that
while her solo night was very challenging,
at the end of the day she slept very well and
said she was not cold.
When it was a struggle to stay mentally
motivated while trudging through slush
and ice, Farah said her teammates supported
and encouraged each other. She said

highlights of her course included “…the
end of the day when we would sit around
the fire and tell each other something we
appreciated either about each other or
just in general; the dog sledding and just
the overall experience of getting to be
around the dogs and work with them, and
seeing a sky full of more stars than I’ve
ever seen in my life!”
While their courses were very different,
both young women came home with an
appreciation for things they previously took
for granted.
“It made me really see how much stuff
we use in our daily lives that aren’t essential,
but at the same time, it makes me very
grateful to own a shower. Living with two
pairs of clothes wasn’t ideal but it was
manageable, and I think people can go
many days in the same clothes without
them getting too smelly,” shared Barton,
who said a restock of food supplies included
“probably the best peanut butter I ever had.
I am also grateful that I don’t have to lick
my plate or bowl clean after eating a meal
or having to set up and take down a tent
every night and morning.”
Farah said, “It definitely makes you better
appreciate the little things that we often
take for granted. When I think that I’m
having a bad day I really try to remember
that it could be worse.”
Venturing outside their comfort zones,
trying new things and learning to work
with a variety of personalities are among
lessons learned and shared. “I would say
that it’s okay to be nervous and it’s okay
to be scared, however the people at Outward
Bound have been doing this for so long
and they are going to teach you everything
you need to know! You might hate it at
some points, however, in the end you are
going to have an incredible story to tell,
along with lasting friendships and memories,” concluded Farah.

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY
16, 2019
Celebrate one of Florida’s most
beloved and threatened residents
through the art of conservation.

JACKSONVILLEZOO.ORG

INTERESTED IN A CAREER
IN REAL ESTATE?
Call today to learn more.

904.421.6920
Missi Howell
Vice-President/Managing Broker

We’re in your neighborhood.

OUR FEATURED AGENTS

6521 CHRISTOPHER POINT RD., W
$699,900

5 bedrooms/3.5 baths /4,200 sqft.
Stately San Jose home, built by
Finley Knight, on a gorgeous half
acre lot. Located near Jacksonville’s
best private schools. Gourmet
kitchen with double ovens, triple
crowned glazed Schrock cabinets
and Cambria natural quartz
counter tops. Beautifully renovated
bathrooms. Plantation shutters and
blinds. Incredible custom wood
closets, bookshelves, and cabinets.
Brand new carpet in all 5 bedrooms.
Private walled backyard with large
patio, large two car garage with
tons of storage and workshop with
custom cabinets.
Charles and Lorna Anno
904.993.7487

TRANSITION TEAM
Liz Reiman, 904.535.8686
(speaks Portuguese) &
Bruce Homeyer, 904.349.1390

David & Clair Team
904.716.7863

Mackenzie Wall
904.646.7982

WATSON SAN MARCO COLLECTION

Kirk Johanson
904.208.8009
Beautiful home on the River near the Square
1822 River Road

Fantastic San Marco Estate with backyard oasis
2344 Laurel Rd

Spanish Bungalow blocks from the Square
2437 Pineridge

3,386 sqft / $1,300,000
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

5,046 sqft / $1,385,000
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

1,566 sqft / $318,500
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

3 bedrooms / 2.5 baths

5 bedrooms / 4.5 baths

2 bedrooms / 2 baths

CHARLES AND LORNA ANNO TEAM
Charles Anno, 904.993.7487 &
Lorna Anno, 904.485.0675

Total renovation in Miramar
1423 San Amaro Road

Magnificent villa with expansive rooms
1124 Oriental Gardens Rd

Renovated condo in Golfview Community
4321 Plaza Gate Lane Unit 101t

1,829 sqft / $417,900
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

4,108 sqft / $699,900
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

1,379 sqft / $115,000
David Butler & Clair Corbett 904.716.7863

3 bedrooms / 2 baths

3 Bedrooms / 3.5 Baths

3 bedrooms / 2 baths

Jon Singleton
904.226.3480
Congratulations Top Producers December 2018
Top Listing and Sales Agent: Jon Singleton
Top Listing and Sales Team: David Butler and Clair Corbett

Cul-de-sac home with large yard on a pond
12541 Hidden Gardens Dr

4 bedrooms / 2 baths

2,002 sqft / $279,000
David Butler & Clair Corbett 904.716.7863

Condominium at Berkman and Marina
400 E Bay St #407

2 Bedrooms / 2 Baths

Del Webb home in Nocatee
213 River Run Blvd

3 bedrooms / 2 baths

1,922 sqft / $375,000
1,338 sqft / $245,000
David Butler & Clair Corbett 904.716.7863 David Butler & Clair Corbett 904.716.7863
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Expert heart care,
close to home.

Jacksonville’s
#1 choice
in heart care

Baptist Heart Specialists welcomes two highly experienced, board-certified
cardiologists — Salil Patel, MD, and Nehu Patel, MD. Both doctors practice general
cardiology, along with additional specializations:
• Cardiac Testing
• Coronary Artery Disease
• Heart Failure
• Preventive Cardiology
• Uncontrolled Hypertension
• Vascular Disease
• Vein Disease
With eight offices throughout northeast
Florida, Baptist Heart Specialists is
unmatched in providing the best heart
and vascular care close to home.

“Having grown up in Florida,
I value the chance to provide
care in my hometown.”
~ Dr. Salil Patel

Our two new cardiologists practice at
these locations:
• Clay County
• Downtown Jacksonville
• North Jacksonville
• South Jacksonville
• University Boulevard

“I carefully listen to patients’
concerns so we can formulate

904.720.0799
Schedule an appointment

© Baptist Health 2019

a heart care plan together.”
~ Dr. Nehu Patel

